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photographer Lucille Khornak

depict?: future ironds in fashion.
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portrays in bold, stark graphics

Gianni Versace's design, creating

a surreal aura that effectively

projects us into the future.
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TAKE COMMANDOFAWHOLE NEW IMAGING SYSTEM
Engage the Minolta Program System and the X-700 instantaneously selects both

aperture and shutter speed. It's the first shutter-weighted system-
programmed to favor faster speeds in low light. Shift into Automatic, select

aperture and the X-700 selects the perfect shutter speed to match. Shift

into Metered Manual and you create both light and speed. All the

while, the ultra-bright Vital Function Monitor Viewfinder is reporting

everything you need for total creative control.

TAKE COMMAND OF SYNCHRO-METERIZED FLASH INTEGRATION
You set nothing— it's the world's first Programmed Strobe. Light is

measured through the lens and off the film plane, a Minolta invention.

TAKE COMMAND OF THE EXCLUSIVE QUARTZ-DRIVEN
CALCU-SET MODULE The world's most brilliant multi-function back.

Program it to number your pictures or imprint the date or fire your

Minolta when you're not there.

CAMERA AS ROBOT.. .AT YOUR REMOTE CONTROL
You can fire your Motor Driven X-700 from more than 60 yards

away by infra-red ray. You can fit it with power winder, with 9

different focusing screens and with nearly 50 different lenses.

Now grip it. Work the shutter. Feel the quality. No wonder
Minolta has the longest combined camera/ lens warranty

of any major camera manufacturer. Sense the thrill of

owning-the New X-700.

MINOLTA
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IN Energy poses me most important secular

be moral, epical, or religious questions

Idis concerned, energy

strategic backbone; it is a collection of

vities without a

program will experience delay's of several .......

r) ^ f\
i

i-sDur prospects.

last known process for energy production:

j deployed,

indefih!ieiy,pertvapspermanentiy.

The manner ;n VJ
\

;- policy took o!&ee- without scientific

review or interdepartmental hearings-is

iU
nail places for all

time-. I: follows :ha" the timing effusions

ava!:abilitvn^tref;i Jinrt';:!! q k ;

Since the oil embargo oii973, the

United States has been engaged in a

goal-oriented program to develop fusion'

energy This effort has made dramatic

progress'. It is now a generally accepted
fact that man can generate and conirol a

burning fusion plasma with relatively

modest eouipmeni and rhu:- prmg i: Eartn

this inexhaustible energv source of the

sun- and the stars, it Is s=i!l to be

demonstrated, however, that scientific

carefu: planning and preoi: it ion of former '

.

which a price far greater than the present :
'

.

many-years— perhaps decades- but it .

;

.

development, which the United States

gained from the Soviet Union during the

last five ye'ars,. wiil .be.'losf . Industrial

FIRST
LAJDRD
By Edwin E.-Klntner

• ^Leadership-in-

fusion technology, which

the United States-

gained from the Soviet

Union during

the last five years,

will be lost3

engtn9efing.feasibiliiy.tor practical use.

, Department
chartered: a thorough scientific review of

ihe magnetic-fusion program, heaoeo o\

jm, vice-president

of Bel' Telephone Laboratories. The
Buchsbaum Panel has been ca ac the

most powerful group ever assembled to

review a scientific program. It concluded

-ha! -i-ecen! D'em^ . . ""i:-^: ."

and it iuriher stated;, "the magnetic-fusion

841 C f

a broad program of engineer;^

experimentaiion and analysis should be

A similar review in rhe Europeaf
community rrtacie its own Dositive report

on Europe's program, recommending

Recently private capital has entered

:.,: !. ,.; :: o fro; ne

government program and to explbit:thaf

knowledge soor

endangered.

need to cut federal expenditures, the

present temporary oil surplus, and the

slowdown in growth of energy usage
- --

rrf which is due to economic
s -run the Western world, which, is in

-._" zue partially to energy costs' paid' to

se are tun i gou^ backs on this

- ---
: opportunity to lead the" ;

rieve '-- merit of ihe las* known energ;

process The question is maoniiiedby the

"?.:.-; mat both Japan and the Soviet Union

=-e ?tea.-jiiy strengthening, their efforts and

The Fusion Research Council of Japan
recommended an accelerated pre z; am

facilities in the next live years wi; ; produce

a
:

ro3.i body of new insights that could "

than -.hose recommended by the

Buchsbaum Panel, That plan will be
endorsed as Japanese national policy.

Here at home Congress enacted the

Magnetic Fusion Energv Enoineering Act.

signer: by President Carter on October 17.

i960 Theacistateo. -i:'= :~,er?fo-e

the policies oitheReaggn Administration'

as stated in the new National' Energy Plan:
"

: he federal gpvernmenl ;ecoo/iizes a

direct, responsibility to demonstrate the'

accelerate the national effort in research,

development, and demonstration activities

related lo magnetic-fusion energy

systems." The initial budget request for

fiscal year 1982 followed the Buchsbaum

promising techno 1 og-ca- innovations to the

point whereprivate enterprise -can. .

Why have these decisions been made?

.,:.::

national policy of budget stringency, these

recommended by the Buchsbaum Panel

magnetic-fusion program is left without a

CO
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To predict when the economy will

zig and when ii will zag, more

and more business and political

leaders are turning to electronic seers

engaged in a very young and very

controversial science called econo-

metrics. Instead of making back-of-

the-envelope calculations— once
the hallmark of financial analysts— these
experts use computer models to forecast

market fluctuations. In "Mr. Chips Goes to

Wall Street" (page 74), British economist

Anthony Liversidge reports that

econometric models have become
indispensable tools of the trade, despite

their erratic success rate so far "At this

early stage in the science's development,"

he cautions, "mistakes can be embar-
rassingly large. But with the help of

more powerful computers, policymakers

may yet become adept at steering the

ship of state past the rocky shoals of

recession." Liversidge, who has worked
for a money fund on Wall Street and as an

editor at Fortune magazine, is currently a

free-lance writer based in New York City.

Do you know that laser weapons not

only have been developed but have
actually been used already? The Russians

are rumored to have disabled one of our

spy satellites a few years ago, and
Vietnamese troops reportedly used laser

"eye poppers" to blind Chinese soldiers in

the recent war between those two

countries. Fortunately, lasers also have
great potential in many peaceful— and
less grisly— applications. In "Sun Guns"

a omni

(page 60), an excerpt from the book Laser:

Supertoolofthe 1980s (Ticknor & Fields),

authors Jeff Hech t and. Dick Feres/

examine the laser's current and future

roles in medicine and industry, including

such far-out devices as holographic

television and laser-propelled airplanes.

H'echti a graduate of the California

Institute of Technology, is the premier laser

journalist in this country, having edited

Laser Focus
,
America's foremost laser

magazine. Teresi, who is also Omni's

executive editor, says that he- was firs!

struck by lasers back in the mid-1960s

when he saw the movie Goldfinger. "I

remember this scene in which Goldfinger

had James Bond, played by Sean
Connery, strapped to a table," Teresi

says, "and was about to burn him in

half— lengthwise— using a giant laser, t

knew at that instant, as the beam moved
ever closer to Connery's crotch, that the

laser was a force to be reckoned with."

When laser expert Hecht is not

contemplating our technological future, he
daydreams aboul the pasts and futures

that might have been. Hecht's second
contribution this month, which he shares

with coauthor Gurney Williams III,

addresses a stimulating question; What
if dinosaurs had escaped extinction?

Could they have evolved into intellectual

heavyweights, with brains to match their

brawn? In "Smart Dinosaurs" (page 48).

the authors examine the recent fossil

evidence that prompted one
paleontologist to build a model of the

ruling reptiles' heir apparent. Dubbed a

dinosauroid. the brainy, green-skinned

creature might reign supreme today had a

mysterious catastrophe not killed off its

forebears 63 million years ago.

What do Oscar de la Renta, Zandra
Rhodes, Donald Brooks, and Mary
McFadden have to say about fashion in

thetwenty-firstcentury?/_uc///eK/?orna/<, a

Manhattan model turned photographer,

asked these and other top designers to

share their fantasies. The result is Fashion

2001
,
a bold collection of her photographs

published this month by Viking Press and

excerpted here, starting on page SO.

Dressing for survival is just one new trend

highlighted in this glittering pageantry,

which includes heat-molded body suits,

fitted with solar panels, and paper

throwaway dresses. Khornak's

understanding of fashion photography

from both sides of the camera has also

stood her well in the commercial arena, as

evidenced by her advertisements for

Pernod, Pierre Cardin, Yves St. Laurent,

Lip Quencher, and other clients.

Dying is a revitalizing experience for the

protagonist of "I Am the Burning Bush"

(page 68), which marks author Gregg
Keizer's first publication in the realm of

science fiction. And Nancy Kress returns

to these pages with her short story "With

the Original Cast" (page 56). Another

promising young writer. Kress is best

known for her widely acclaimed first novel,

The Prince of Morning Bells
,

published in

the fall of 1981.DO



LETTERS

CDnnn/iuaiicATorus
Tell It All, Brother

This letter is written in response to the
noble, but incomplete, efforts of the Pious
Plurality, as carefully explained by the
champion of the cause. Spider Robinson,
in Last Word [December 1981]. We of the

Righteous Revival feei that his cause is

divinely inspired

The point to be raised is this: Why
should a soul be contained only in an
ovum? Doesn'tthe male's contribution to

life, the sperm, also certain a significant

poriion of that stuff which sparks life? It

has always been rny experience— and I

have tested the hypotheses repeatedly—
that it takes two to make a soul.

The solution to this problem is equally

obvious. Sex must be made illegal,

because of the vast number of sperm cells

that perish in the act Those who believe

in the righteousness of this noble effort

must force all disbelievers to accept this

as the obvious truth Only when we have
succeeded in gaining full control over the
minds of the unworthy may we rest. Amen.

Jeff Mullen

Seneca Falls, N.Y

Math Fun?
It was refreshing to read your interview

with Martin Gardner [January 1982]. It's

amazing that only people who describe
themselves as nonmathematicians can
explain mathematics to the common
person and make it fun.

Good for Martin Gardner and for Omni.
Alfredo Mavarrete

Dallas, Tex.

I enormously enjoyed your interview with

Martin Gardner. I think he is a
phenomenon and not five people together

can replace him at Scientific American. By
the way, he Is a mathematician in the best
sense of the word.

StanislawM. Uiam
Santa Fe, N.M,

Cruelty to Animals
I commend you for showing us some of the
darker side of research in your piece on
Edward Taub [Continuum, March 1982],

Such horror stories occur worldwide.

Animals are tortured in experiments that

all too often yield ambiguous results.

'A scientist must also be a human being.

He must be morally capable. of judging his

work, and he must be sensitive enough to

recognize that experiments that cause
great suffering are almost never

worthwhile.

if scientists disclaim moral responsibility

for their work, then such judgments must
be made by others.

Richard Snedeker
Pittsburgh, Pa.

Graffiti Wars
Thanks for the article on graffiti [The Arts,

February 1982]. I have always loved

the nowness of the art and have
photographed it for a long time.

It is worth noting that the graffiti artists of

Los Angeles are more socially aware lhan

those in New York City. Their work has a
more meaningful impact.

Nadine Etkes

Los Angeles, Calif.

Accountants Have More Fun
I don't know whelher the Shroud of Turin

[Antimatter, February 1982] belonged to

Jesus Christ or not, but I have difficulty

believing that an accountant is any kind of

an archaeological expert. I'd like to know
how an accountant got access to the
shroud for 1 1 years when experts have
difficulty examining it at all.

Ann Smith
Yuma, Ariz,

Cheers for SF
You are to be congratulated for The Best of

Omni Science Fiction #3. It is refreshing to

be able to read new science-fiction stories

of such fine quality. I particularly liked "The
Man Who Was Married to Space and
Time," by Fritz Leiber It was absolutely

brilliant. I hope to buy many more of these

books in the future.

Todd Campbell
Burnaby, B.C., Canada

Fighting Fleet

After reading about the Soviet Union's

illegal whaling techniques [Earth, January
1982], I have come up with a solution. Arm
the whales! Not with nukes strapped to

their backs, but with a defense force of

Greenpeace and Sea Shepherd II,

Jeff Sweet
Nederland, Colo.DQ



WHYBUYJUSTA
VIDEOGAME?

it I "FORUNDER ^300 GET THE COMMODORE VIO20,

R^ S THEWONDERCOMPUTEROF THE 1980s!'

\^I — William Shatner

i investment

that grows with

your family

needs."

For about the cost of a videogame, you can own the Com-
modore VIC-20.1"

;i full-Hedged color computer that's

so easy to use even a child can be computing in minutes.

Sure it plays the great games kids love. But the-VIC-20
can also improve learning skills. In fact, it uses the same
computer language taught in school on the Commodore
PET'"'. So students learning on the PET. in class, can
practice computing at home on the VIC.

Unlike video game machines, the VTC-20 has many
practical applications, such as financial planning and word
processing. And the VIC-20 is never out of date. Because,

unlike video machines, it's completely expandable. With
low priced accessories, including a tape recorder and disk

drive, to store and retrieve information, printer and our
exciting new VTCMODF.M ''"—which lets you communi-
cate with outside information sources.

The wonder computer of the 1980s— VI(

Commodore. Under $300. At your Cummi
selected stores.

VIC-20 VS. THE VIDEO GAMES
Product Features VIC-JO ves

Mattel

Under $300 YES YES YES

Plays Car(ridge Games YES YES YES

A Real Computer YES NO NO
oll~Size Computer Keyboard YES NO NO

Basic Computing Language Built-in YES NO NO
NO NO

Self-Teaching Programming Manual YES NO NO
Works With Printer YES NO NO
Also Works With Disks and Cassettes YES NO NO



DIALOGUE

FDRunn
In which the readers, editors, and
correspondents discuss theories and
speculation arising out of Omni. Readers
are encouraged to debate views and
pose questions to Omni, the scientific

community, and the science-fiction

establishment: The opinions published
are not necessarily those of the editors,

Death Revisited

I am a registered nurse in a coronary care

unit, and I have discussed near-death

experiences [NDEs] with several patients.

I just read Dr. Michael B. Sabom's article

"Recollections of Death" [February 1982]

with great interest.

I am concerned about the effect this

information might have on impressionable

youths. While they search for new and
unique experiences, what is to prevent

them from attempting to create their own
near-death experiences, only to discover
they lack the know-how to return?

Mary Erhardt Flood

Lakewood, Ohio

Michael Sabom replies: I personally

believe that we cannot use NDEs as

scientific proof that an afterlife exists since

the experience has been described by
persons revived from near-death

conditions and not by persons who have
died and were subsestucniiy resurrected.

As I see' it, death is a final biological

state from which there is no return. The
NDE indicates only that the road leading
from life to death may not be the horror that

many of us have been led to believe.

Despite the pleasant nature of the NDE,
people have not been persuaded to

repeat the experience through suicide. On
the contrary, it has allowed them to enjoy

life more fully on a day-to-day basis.

I am not a religious believer, and the idea
of dealh is terrifying to me. The story aboul
near-death experiences started me
wondering about fhe possibility of going to

the other side of life for a look around. The
electrical-shock-method should be able to

work. Any ideas?

Jerry Stockton

Crystal, Mich.
12 OMNI

It is amazing how all good "souls"

separated from clinically dead bodies
respectfully retire lo ceiling vantage
points, there to watch quietly with

detached interest what is happening to

their bodies. It is obvious that this is

proper near-death-experience etiquette.

It does seem strange that not one "soul"

has ever reported feeling the red heat of

hell or smelled its rancid smoke while

looking up that long tunnel in the sky. It

would be just my luck to be the first.

William Reynolds

Langhorne. Pa.

While
I was reading Michael Sabom's

article about near-dealh experiences, I

was reminded of Charles Lindbergh's

book The Spirit of St. Louis, in which the

famed aviator describes the strange
experiences he had during his historic

one-man flight to Paris. "The essential

consciousness needs no body for its

travels. It needs no plane, no engine, no
instruments, only the release from the

flesh which Ihe circumstances I've gone
through make possible.

"For unmeasurable periods, I seem
divorced from my body, as though I were
an awareness spreading out through

space."

Lindbergh was not so much having a
near-death experience as a near victory.

Ira Marvin

Russell Springs. Ky.

It is interesting that in the same issue of

Omni that ran "Recollections of Death,"

Candace Pert presented her contention

that the brain has the. ability to release

chemicals that are related to pain,

pleasure, or other mental states, such as
euphoria, in response to external/internal

stimuli.

Our brain may, in its own defense,
self-opiate to reduce the stress of death or

near death. My own contention concern-
ing the NDE phenomenon is that it is not a
harbinger of events occurring afler death
but a manifestalion of the earliest slages
of death, which finally terminates the

brain's conceptual activities.

Dr. Sabom's work is another example

of man's inability io accept mortality. It

supplies tuel to the engine of conservative

moral dogma, which currently threatens

to limit the future of scientific method by
exposing impressionable children to such
pap as Scientific Creaiionism.

Bill Home
Elmore, Ala-

No one, except perhaps people on acid

trips, ever believed that out-of-body

experiences were evidence of life after

death. Isn't it possible that the things now
being reported as near-death experiences

are not unique and are instead the body's

defense against a massive overload of

stimuli? These reports are premature and
need more research by those qualified to

discuss altered states of consciousness.

MichaelJackson
Bakersfield, Calif,

Most of the visions of an afterlife related by

Dr. Sabom's patients conform more or less

with Western Judeo-Christian beliefs

about what heaven is like.

It would be useful to study the NDEs of

individuals who hold non-Christian

religious beliefs. This would shed light on

the extent to which the visions of an

afterlife are shaped by a patient's cultural

background, and thus by subjective

perceptions. Do Ihe evenls that occur

during NDEs represent consistent views

of some objective reality?

John Kogut
NewCarrollton, Md.

I have a suggestion for those who
wish to prove the existence of NDEs
scientifically. It has been claimed that

ghosts have been photographed with

special film, using a variety of

special lighting techniques.

My challenge to those proponents

of NDEs is that they install cameras in

selected hospital emergency rooms and
hire a team of prestigious scientists and
photographers to test once and for all

whether there is any legitimate evi-

dence for their claims.

Anthony Klotz

Babylon, N.YOd



ALTRUISTIC VACCINE

LI
By Dr. Bernard Dixon

The world's first altruistic

vaccine- that is the challenging

prospect now emerging from

research at the London School of Hygiene
and Tropical Medicine and the National

Institutes of Health (NIH), in Bethesda,

Maryland. Malaria is the target of this

unique shot, which will not protect

immunized people but will prevent them
from transmitting the disease to others.

This unprecedented line of attack.

which follows the frustrating collapse of

malaria-eradication schemes around the

world, is prompted by the advance of

recombinant-DNA technology. Thanks to

this exciting new tool oi molecular biology,

thefirsf powerful malaria vaccines may
soon become available. A conventional

shot may prove possible, bui high on the

list of opfions is one that works by

stopping mosquitoes from carrying

parasites from malaria victims to

uninfected people.

The current picture is certainly grim.

Despite decades of offensive measures
against malarial parasites and the

mosquitoes that carry them, some 200

Africa. In contrast to the virtually complete
eradication of smallpox, this must often

appear— to health workers and the

general population alike— a battle that

simply cannot be won.

But why not vaccinate susceptible

communities against malaria? There are

two main reasons why past attempts have
proved futile. First, unlike the smallpox

virus, malarial parasites enjoy an exotic

life-style. They go through a complex
series of rnet^rnorohoses within both

Homo sapiens and mosquitoes. Female
mosquitoes transmit the motile, infectious

form of the parasite, called sporozoites.

When injected into humans, however, the

sporozoites stimulate an immune reaction,

which is weak and short-lived. Continually

exposed to infected mosquitoes, people

remain susceptible to reinfection. That is in

stark contrast to smallpox, when either the

virus itself or the vaccine triggers solid,

long-lasting immunity.

Second, practical difficulties have
thwarted the manufacture of malaria

vaccines. Inoculants are normally

prepared from a dead or weakened strain

of the infectious agent. In the treatment of

malaria, however, the standard approach
of irradiating sporozoites is not always

effeclive. The inoculant may cause the

very disease it's intended to prevent. And
there is still no way to produce sporozoites

on a large scale.

But a potent malaria vaccine need not

utilize the whole organism. All thai is

essential to boost immunity is the

presence of the antigens found on the

outside of fhe parasite. These alone mark

the intruder as foreign, signaling the body

to mount an all-out attack. Thus, there's no

need to deal with the parasite's inner

disease-causing element; the surface

antigens alone suffice.

This is where genetic engineering

eniers the picture. The technology makes
it possible to identify the genes fhat code
for these antigens and to transfer them
from malarial parasites into bacteria.

There, if the key genes function, they

will turn out vast quantities of pure anti-

gen to be used for inoculation.

This strategy is now being pursued In

several research laboratories on both

sides of the Atlantic.

But there's another prospect that's even

more fascinating: a vaccine directed

against gametocytes, the reproductive

stage in the parasite's life cycle.

Gametocytes, which are rather like eggs
and sperms, are carried inthe blood of

infected humans— until ahungry
mosquito comes along. When the insect

bites, the gametocytes are transmitted to

their new host, where they mate and
release sporozoites to begin the cycle all

over again. Dr. G.A.T. Target!, at the

London School of Hygiene and Tropical

Medicine, together with Dr. Louis Miller, at

NIH, believes that a vaccine directed

against gametocyfes could stop them
from mating and thus block that cycle.

Several technical problems remain. But

the greatest questions are psychological

and political: Will regulatory authorities

license such a product? And will sufficient

numbers of people be willing to accept

this unique, altruistic nostrum?DO



Buildyourown private library

for less than $25 a month!
Each volume, hound in genuine

leather and finefabrics . . . the leather

embellished with 22 karat gold.

Imagine being able to glance up at

your bookshelf, and see there your own
private library. With its proud expanse
of leather spines, rieblv ornamented
in gold, bearing the titles of the

greatest books ever written.

Here, clearly, would be something of

permanence in a changing and
uncertain world. Something to treasure

now . . . and to pass along to future

generations in years to come.

A treasure, indeed, you might
think—but surely an expensive Luxury.

Farfrom it.

For this is The Heirloom Library of

the World's Greatest Books. Fifty

enduring works of genius, selected bv
a distinguished board of advisers. In

the handsome Collector's Edition,

crafted fur posterity in bindings of
leather and fine fabrics. Ornamented
with exclusive designs, the spi

embellished with 22 karat gold.

Beautiful books, at a guaranteed
price—yet you make no long-term

commitment

The Collector's Edition of

the Heirloom Library

will be issued at the convenient rate

of one great book per month, for just

S24.50 a volume—a price guaranteed
for the duration of your subscription.

However, you need make no long-term

commitment. You may cancel your

subscription at any time, on 30 days'

written notice.

The rare pleasures of owning this

personal library

As a subscriber, you would enjoy,

whenever you wish, the rich pleasure

of taking one of these books from your
shelf—with its fragrance of leather, its

satisfying weight in your hands. Then
savor a moment of anticipation as you
open the volume, to see your own
inscribed bookplate on the decorated
endpapers. And leaf through the pages
admiring the burnished edges . . .

the smooth, opaque paper . . . the

crisp, legible tvpe . . , the wonderfully

evocative illustrations.

Above all, you would be able to

enter at will ... as one embarking on a

voyage of discovery . . . the world of

Hemingway or Melville, Shakespeare

or Dante, Dickens or Mark Twain.

The greatest books ever written, in

bindings worthy of the incomparable

works they contain.

Mail your order by May 31st

By the time your library is complete,

even ordinary books may be selling foT

more than $24.50. For the costs of

materials, of printing and binding,

are rising almost daily. And thus it

may never again be possible to offer

subscriptions to the Collector's Edition

of the Heirloom Library at this

guaranteed low price. So, to be sure of
acquiring thin reniiirkiibtt: private library

for no more than $24.50 a lolume, please

mail the subscription form at right by

May 31, 19H2.

In a time-honored collecting tradition .

the greatest hooks of the greatest writers of

all time. Bound in genuine leather and fine fabrics.

The leather embellished with 22 karat gold.

THE HEIRLOOM LIBRARY OF THE WORLD'S GREATEST BOOKS- Collectors Edition

• Fifty beautiful volumes to enjoy and display in your home

• Issued monthly at a price not much higher than you pay
for an ordinary book-just $24.50 a volume

• Price guaranteed for the duration of your subscription

• To be sure of acquiring your library at this loiv price, your

subscription form should be postmarked by May 31, 1982



MARS MANIFESTO

By James E. Oberg

^^ ^^ ars glistens in the human

I

'

;

! I imagination as brilliantly as it

I U I does in the night sky Dreams
of human visits to the Red Planet, however,

have faded along with the dying batteries

of the Viking landers. The last government
official who publicly advocated sending

astronauts to Mars was Spiro Agnew, and
that was a bad omen. Since then the

public mythos of flying io Mars has shifted

significantly: Where once the most popular

books and movies on the subject

described heroic expeditions into the

unknown, ihe most notable Mars movie of

the 1970s— Capricorn One— depicted a

sordid cosmic hoax and the ultimate

failure of space technology

Surprisingly however, things are looking

up. Without fanfare, scientists have been
assembling increasingly powerful reasons

for manned expeditions to Mars, while

space engineers in ihe United States and
the USSR have been developing the kind

ol flight hardware that could readily be
diverted to the support of such an

assignment. Optimists now believe that

ambitious interplanetary missions could

be mounted in the mid-1990s at a cost of

less than half that of the Apollo project to

put man on the moon in the 1960s.

Despite the coolness of our current

relations with the Soviet Union, a top NASA
official recently said he "would not rule

out" a joint U.S.- USSR mission to Mars. In

fact, it would be technologically easier to

connect with the Russians in space today

than it was at the time of the joint

Apollo-Soyuz Test Mission in 1975, Dr.

Hans Mark, deputy administrator of NASA,
told the Omni editorial staff in a briefing.

Soviet space officials make no secret of

their desire to make flights to Mars. Late in

1979 cosmonauts Georgiy Beregovoy and
Valeriy Ryumin told Soviei radio listeners

that manned missions could begin in 10 or

15 years. A year later, after returning from

his second six-month spaceflight in a row,

the forty-one-year-old Ryumin announced
his readiness to go up yet again: "If an

expedition to Mars were being prepared

and it should be necessary to stay in

space for a year as an intermediate step,

we would readily agree to such work."

Compared to landings on the nearby

Surface of Mars: ll could provide.
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oxygen to'colonisls as early as the 1990s.

moon, a Mars ghi scorns many times

more difficult. The spaceship must
operate for years instead of weeks; higher

launching and landing speeds are

involved; twice as many crewmen must be

accommodated. The result is that a

Mars-bound ship, departing from parking

orbit near the earth, must weigh four to

eight times as much as a moon-bound
Apollo spacecraft and Saturn rocket

(about 300,000 pounds). And, for safety's

sake, most experts call for the launching

of (wo six-man vehicles in parallel flight.

But Mars offers some compensations.
First, the planet has a thin but significant

atmosphere, which can be used for

aerodynamic braking; thus, the landing

itself can be relatively cheap. Second,
Mars appears to have immense quantities

of water ice. which can be used by the

visiting earthmen for drinking and— after

processing— for breathing oxygen. Last,

Mars has two orbiting fuel depots
(currently known as the moonlets Phobos
and Deimos). These are thought to be rich

in water— perhaps 20 percent by

weight— which could be broken into

hydrogen and oxygen to feed rockets on

the homeward leg of the trip.

Probably one of the most startling

aspects of a manned Mars expedition in

the 1990s is its projected cost. While

post-Apollo critics were bandying

estimates of S 100 billion or more (four to

five times the cost of Apollo), engineering

studies have produced far lower figures.

These range from a half to a whole Apollo

cost equivalent, and these kinds of studies

have produced reasonably accurate

numbers in the past.

Dr. Charles Sheldon, a leading space
researcher at the Library of Congress,

outlined the logic of this surprising

forecast in a special space report. "When
the United States decided to send men to

the moon," Sheldon wrote, "it had to

construct an entirely new capability . .

."

Yet by the late 1 980s the United States will

have developed— purely on their own
merits— three of the four types of new
spacecraft needed to support a

man-on-Mars mission: the space shuttle, a

space station core module, and perhaps
CON I.NULl; ON PAGE !3?



OPTIMISTIC TRASH

EARTH
8y Mark Teich

Hefting their spears, the Indians

prodded a herd of bison to the

edge of a shallow arroyo. The
animals bolted, charging intospearpoints

on all sides, then recoiled and plunged

into the pit. Those on top crushed those

beneath, and any who weren't crushed

were stabbed and beaten relentlessly by

the hunters. Soon all 190 bison lay dead.

The Indians then began the slow,

arduous process of butchering. Able to

cut up only the 40 or so bison on top

before the bodies started to decay, they

lopped a limb or two off those in the

second level down, never touching the

ones on the bottom. When the tribe later

broke camp to seek the next herd, they left

a great mass of carcasses rotting behind.

The slaughter took place around 7000
B.C., on the site of what is now ihe

Olsen-Chubbock Ranch, in Colorado. The
incident, according to University of

Arizona anthropologist William Rathje, is

only one of countless examples of flagrant

human waste throughout Ihe centuries.

Rathje believes there is a frightening

historical cycle. One civilization after

another, he maintains, squanders its food
supply and other vital resources, almost

blithely heading to extinction. In about
2200 B.c

,
for example, the Sumerians

ruined their farmlands by working the soil

to exhaustion, and in the same epoch the

Indians in what is now Pakistan destroyed

their forests by constantly felling trees to

build new mud-brick huts. By making their

homelands unlivabie, these peoples

hastened their own end.

Years ago Rathje realized that modern
civilization was caught up in the same
cycle. He reasoned, however, that if we
could study society today with the same
techniques we use to study ancient

civilizations, we might learn enough to

break the continuum. Thus was born the

science of "garbology." Rathje and his

proteges now spend their waking hours

apply ng the "pure archaeological

method" to contemporary human refuse.

They believe there is no better way to know
a society, "Ninety-nine percent of what
archaeologists dig up is garbage,"

Rathje explains. "Shards of potfery,

bones, broken weapons. Garbage is

for- up-or. ,'or; o: KaiieC
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a civilization's ultimate artifact."

Six times a week Rathje's class at the

University of Arizona jump into an

eight-door Checker limousine they call

their "garbagemobile" and cruise to the

Tucson sanitation-truck yard, where fresh

trash awaits them. On one particular day
the professor and his sorting crew get

right to work sifting through 25 garbage
bags from a white, upper-income housing

tract. A tall, muscle-bound fellow carefully

pulls a can of diet soda, half full, from

House A's bag and proceeds to record it

on a computer sheet. In the column
headed item, he writes 078, the code
number for diet soft drink; under brand, he

writes Tab; under material composition,

he neatly prints the code for aluminum;

and under waste, he writes 114 grams. To

his left a red-haired woman holds half a

reeking salami sandwich and records its

vital statistics on her computer sheet

tor House Q
When the investigators have gathered

information on every single item, they rush

a few samples back to campus and do a

nutritional analysis. All the data are

ultimately fed into a computer.

The findings have allayed some of

Rathje's fears. "Most of what we find in

classic archaeological digs," he explains,

"are the remains of whittled-down

societies. After negligently wasting their

resources year after year, civilizations in

the last stages of decadence suddenly

start to conserve. They reuse everything

out of necessity, and what they leave

behind for archaeologists looks pretty

crummy."
Americans, on the other hand, are still

tossing ton upon ton of fresh food and
paper into the trash. Rich or poor, our

society is relatively well-fed, Rathje says.

And at all socioeconomic levels the waste

abounds. "We've entered the first stages

of decadence," Rathje notes. "Butourvery

wastefulness proves that we haven't

become completely decadent— not yet."

To circumvent the historical cycle of

self-destruction, Rathje. believes we must

learn to act truly decadent before we're

forced to— in other words, start to

conserve as if we were already scraping

CONTINUED ON PAGE 136



THE ART5
By Norv Brasch

pening night. Beneath the streets

of historic Paris, the concert hall

of the Insiitut de Recherche et

Coordination Acoustique/Musique
(IRCAM) is inaugurating Ex-Position, a
new work by avant-garde composer
Maurice Kagel. On center stage,

gymnasts perform in pantomime while

electronically enhanced voices sing

transposed renditions of Bach chorales.

On the conductor's cue the orchestra

mounts a crescendo, piling one rich layer

of tone on top of another Suddenly the

walls and ceilings of the hall begin to

move. The audience gasps as the room
appears to dis nregraie around them. The
conductor's baton still flails and the

orchestra seems more animated than ever,

but the once overpowering music has
dropped to a whisper. It's as if a master
volume control were abruptly lowered. But

what has really happened is that at the
flick of some switches Ihe concert hall,

L'Espace de Projection, has been
acoustically transformed from the full-

ness of a Gothic cathedral to the dead-
ness of a carpeted living room,

"A concert hall is a musical instrument

for the conductor and the orchestra," says
the Dutch acoustician for L'Espace, Viclor

Peutz. "Now we can play the instrument."

Despite some recent advances,
acoustic design remains a science
plagued by an element of chance. The
quality of a new concert hall cannot be
fully known until the musicians and a full

audience assemble for the opening night.

When the first chords are struck, ihe

acoustician is instantly marked as the hero
or the goat. For all the dramatic appeal,
the acoustician would prefer to lessen
traditional opening-night anxiety. In the

precarious role of scientist and artist, the

acoustician is asked to incorporate

architectural and financial considerations

without compromising the integrity of the

sound. The nonlinear laws of acoustics,

moreover, prevent him from testing his

ideas on scale models or from varying one
parameter while holding the others

constant. Until L'Espace, that is.

For Ihis performance in L'Espace, Mme.
Georges Pompidou, widow of the late

French president, descends into the

unusually chilly fall evening, and many
attendants come clad in sound-absorbing
fur coats, an uncontrollable factor in

acoustic transmission. Acousticians have
learned that clothing can controvert their

best-laid designs and have argued
unsuccessfully for mandatory coat

checks. Bu! animal fur is no match for

L'Espace, For the French premiere of

Ex-Position
,
Kagel has set the acoustic

prisms of L'Espace in iheir most re-

verberative configuration. Further aided
by the transistorized megaphones given to

each singer, the small hall booms with

Kagel's sounds, until, that is, the

exceptionally violent moment when the

1 72 prisms in the hall suddenly and
simultaneously rotate and the once
deafening music subsides as the hidden
motors expose the configured prisms'

absorbent faces.

At first the boxlike design reveals little of

the acoustic revolution that L'Espace
represents. Its flexibility lies in these 1 72
prisms that form the four walls and ceiling.

Individually motorized, each can be set to

show reflective, absorbent, or diffusive

faces. The reflective surface is flat and
smooth, playing the role of an acoustic

mirror. Fibrous material in the absorbent
face retains the sound energy and
deadens the effect. The irregular angles of

the diffusive surface break up and enrich

the sound across a broad range of fre-

quencies, a function unintentionally but

admirably fulfilled by the ornamentation

in older halls.

All of the prisms, as well as the

sophisticated amplification and lighting

systems, are operated from a cockpitlike

control room overlooking the perform-

ance area. Since each of the motors is

separately switched, manual operation is

difficult at best. Instead IRCAM engineers
are working to connect the control booth to

one of their many computers, allowing the

artists to program the changes in advance
and letting the computer take over during

the performance.

In addition, the ceiling can be raised or

lowered in three 20-ton sections, thereby

CONTINUED ON PAGE T38
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By Paul M. Sammon

» M isiting a movie set is a bit like

% M stumbling into a world thai

^^J combines elements ot Bedlam,

Sodom, and Oz. Fragments ol altered

realities come crowding in at you in

rapid-fire disorder: Here's a neon

shopfront ot the future, there's a parking

meter that on closer examination warns
you you'll be electrocuted if you try to

tamper with it. Across the street, on the

roof of a high tenement building, the film's

director gives a signal. The next moment
thousands of gallons of water, sprayed out

by sprinkler heads above camera range,

thunder to the street in a convincing

downpour.
The scene, depicting New York City

circa 2020, is being shot on the Old New
York Street set in the Burbank Studios. The
film, Blade Runner, is a $15 million

science-fiction mystery starring Harrison

Ford and directed by Ridley Scott. Loosely

based on the late Philip K. Dick's Do
Androids Dream of Electric Sheep?, the

film is about a bounty hunter who pursues
a cadre of murderous androids through

this grim, overcrowded city of the future.

But please don't use the word android
in Scott's presence.

"The term android is a dangerous one,"

the polite, British-born director declares,

"undermined by certain generic

assumptions. I don't like using it." Then
what will be used? "Replicants," Scott

replies. "You see, android is a very familiar

word, not just to science-fiction readers.

but to the general public. A lot of mate-
rial—some good, some crappy— has
been touched by the term, So I didn't

want Blade Runner to be premonitory of

android at all, because then people would
think the film is about robots, when in fact

it isn'i, It was better that we come up with a

new word altogether. Replicant was the

choice. In a.very real sense this was a
stylistic decision."

If for nothing else, Scott is a director

noted for his stylistic sense. Over the past
ten years the foriy-five-year-old director

has been personally responsible for more
than 2,000 commercials, produced by his

own company, Ridley Scott Associates, an
ongoing concern. "Commercials are little

capsules of perfection, if you will," he says
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laconically, "chances to achieve

symmetrical units in thirty seconds."
Scott's next professional break was the

1977 film The Duellist, his first feature,

based on Joseph Conrad's novelette The
Duel. Critics called the film "staggeringly

beautiful," and it won top prize at the

Cannes Film Festival. But Scott says the

movie was misunderstood. "Contrary to

what many think, it was not an art film. I

conceived of it as a Western. Yet it was
booked on the art-house circuit.

Consequently, it never reached the

large-scale audience it was intended for."

Alien reached that audience. Released
in 1979, and termed by its director a

"vicious shocker," Scott's second film was
a runaway financial success. Critical

reaction, however, was mixed. Although
most reviewers cited the picture's

astonishingly dense visual landscape
(created by a team of designers, including

H. R. Giger and Ron Cobb), some critics

objected to the plot's obvious retreading of

conventional creature elements from outer

space. Yet becauseof his stylistic

triumphs Scott remains enthusiastic about

the project. "When the script for Alien

came to my desk," he says, "it had already

been in the hands of about six other

directors. But I was interested. Although it

was a very simple story, a Ten Little Indians

type of thing, the design possibilities were

absolutely extraordinary. Al the time I'd

been buying quite a few issues of Heavy
Metal and artbooks, and the design route

was obviously the way to go. In fact; I've

amplified on that particular design in

Blade Runner."

Blade Runners exotic environment

rather than the exigencies of plot

dominates Scott's imagination. "I never

got sucked into science fiction as a genre

until recently because many of these films

suffer from a terrible silver hair/diagonal

zipper syndrome. Not to mention the

alrocious theatrics, obvious toupees, and
overinsistence on special effects." But it is

precisely these external elements of SF
that challenge Scott. "Although story and
acting are vital," he says in a machine-gun
monologue, "they are not everything,

Sound, pacing, photography, lighting,

CONTINUED ON PAGE 140
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By'Jim SackeEt

^^» and metal prongs protrudes

above a protective earthen berm. Nestled

on the other side, away from the wind

and the probings of the curious, an
aerodynamic, trailer-sized body
sits insectlike, photovoltaic panel unfolded

toward the sun. outriggers secured,

grated metal ramp lowered to the ground.

The Autonomous Dwelling Vehicle

(ADV) is not your conventional mobile,

home, but that is the whole point. Ted

Bakewell III decided he wanted a dream
house. With the help of Illinois designer

Michael Jantzen, he started from the

ground up, working with a design

aesthetic that emphasized state-of-the-

art hardware, a novel use of materials,

and delicate balance with site-specific

climates. The object was a home Bakewell

could move from one construction site to

another. Now finished, it is a prototype for

a mass-producible, self-sufficient survival

vehicle capable of sustaining two occu-
pants in virtually any climate on Earth,

independent of any outside hookups.

The "capsule" collects rainwater for

drinking, relies on the sun and wind for

heat and electricity, and recycles kitchen

and bathroom wastes, using a

composting toilet. Complete with misting

shower and a gray-water filtering system,

the ADV can fly (in the cargo hold of an
airplane), float, and withstand

150-mile-an-hour winds when augered into

the soil or into ice. As for hookups, there's

only one compromise, a solitary phone
line snaking through the grass.

"The ADV can be perceived in two

ways," Jantzen says. "Most people see it

as a physical object, a far-out spacelike

design. Going past the physical, seeing

that it's sitting out there like a sponge,
soaking up energy from the outside, you
start to link up how it works as well as how
it looks with that part of the aesthetic."

Bakewell and Jantzen have a term for

projects like the ADV— designs that blend

the best in high-tech sophistication with a
frugal use of resources. They call them
Amazos. A vice-president of Bakewell

Corporation. Ted Bakewell has earned
international recognition for steering his

precisely the point.

father's large commercial real estate firm

toward the development of other Amazos,
including some of the first passive solar

office buildings in the United States

(capable of saving 70 percent on annual

utility bills). Young Bakewell has designed
solar condominiums and heavily bermed
warehouses originally inlended to be
covered with quick-growing African kudzu
vine, an innovation the conservative St.

Louis real estate market was not ready for.

Many of Ted's ideas have never made it

off the drawing board: the office building

topped with a smokestack, for instance,

that was intended to heat itself with the

reams of wastepaper that all too many
businesses generate. Bakewell says, "I

have always been fascinated with finding

a new use for the ordinary."

Free from the constraints of the market,

Bakewell and Jantzen applied the latest

technologies to combine them in the ADV
Sometimes they used off-the-shelf parts

modified beyond recognition. The
refrigerator uses satellite electronics; the

air-lock entry is wallpapered with

high-impact plastic swimming-pool
decking. Beginning early in 1978, the duo
spent 15 months converting a recycled

construction trailer for the frame at a

materials cost of about $20,000 (including

the estimated price of donations from

potentially interested manufacturers).

The capsule has been occupied for over

two years now. And sitting in the living area

on foam cushions near a small wood stove

suspended from the ceiling by its flue

pipe, against a backdrop of curved white

walls, laboratory-clean, Bakewell softly

strums his flamenco guitar "The ADV is an

extreme example of reduction in the size

of living spaces," he says. "It started with

cars in the 1970s and is happening in

architecture now even on the tract-home

scale. As traditional building materials

become more expensive, designers will

have to use spaces more efficiently"

The ADV is a surprisingly airy one-room
cubicle inasmuch as its hull is two halves

of a component grain silo. A domed
sleeping area is at one end, the kitchen

and bathroom at the other end,

with storage space tucked everywhere in
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ruiiruD
By Carol A. Johmann

I

have a terrible sense of direction. Driving

through look-alike suburban streets, I

become hopelessly coniused. If I go into

a store by one door and come out another,

I am instantly lost. My sister doesn't have
this problem, and I have friends who never

get lost. So it seems entirely plausible to

me that they possess something I do not.

That something may be what British

zoologist R. Robin Baker calls the

magnetic sixth sense, a sense of direction

based on an unconscious ability to tune

in to the earth's magnetic field. His book
Human Navigation and the Sixth Sense
(Simon and Schuster) describes his early

experiments with this internal compass.
Researchers already know that a

magnetic sense is what helps snails,

salamanders, and homing pigeons return

home, and European robins, monarch
butterflies, and young sockeye salmon
migrate. There are even some bacteria

and a type of green algae that can align

themselves along magnetic field lines. So
given the evidence for a sixth sense in

animals. Baker suggests it "would be
incredible it man did not have it as well."

Quite by accident, he began his

attempts to prove this. In 1976, while trying

to teach his students at the University of

Manchester how to do the sort of homing
experiments usually done with pigeons,

he decided to have the students be their

own guinea pigs. For two years he took

blindfolded students on long, twisting bus

rides through the English countryside,

stopping every so often to ask them to

point to where they thought "home"— their

school— was. When these guesses
proved surprisingly on target, Baker

added a new twist. He had half the

students wear on their heads either bar

magnets or special helmets fitted with

magnetic Helmholtz coils that would
interfere with their perception of the

magnetic field. The other half wore either

magnetically inert brass bars or coil

helmets with the batteries disconnected.

The group wearing the nonmagnetic gear

proved statistically better at estimating

the direction of their home than the

magnetized group. The results, Baker
says, suggested that people as well as

animals have a magnetic sense of

Like these migrating birds, you
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again by tapping it

direction built into their system.

His results were so interesting that a

number of American researchers sought

to duplicate what he had done. "That

experiment was lovely," explains one of

them, Charles Walcott, a Cornell University

ornithologist and an expert in homing-
pigeon navigation. "Both groups of kids

were subjected to the same treatment.

So if there were any extraneous cues, for

example, you would expect both groups

to get them," But when the experiments

were actually conducted, scientists like

Walcott began to lose their enthusiasm.

There were attempts at Princeton,

Cornell, and the State University of New York

(SUNY) at Albany. And the results?

Biologist Kenneth Able, of SUNY, says,

"Almost everything was random."
Baker, who participated in some of

these experiments, maintains they were

not total failures. He has since learned

that you have to get rid of background
electromagnetic "noise," which, he says,

"can mask or disrupt the magnetic sense
and makei! unreliable."

All well and good, but Able says that

Baker "didn't seem to have to worry about

these noises in the early experiments."

Why didn't they interfere then?

Baker says he was "lucky" in getting his

good results. "What I've been trying to do
since the book was written." he adds, "is

set up an experimental situation so that I

can say to people, 'To get the best results,

do it this way.'

"

Baker's new approach has been to test

his subjects in a wooden hut out in the

middle of the woods, far from magnetic

interference generated by cars, buses,

buildings, and other components of urban

life. Inside the hut he spins an earmuffed

and blindfolded student on a revolving

chair and then asks the student to indicate

a specific compass direction. As before,

Baker changes the perceived magnetic

field half the time with bar magnets or

operational Helmholtz coils.

After testing 200 people, Baker has

managed to isolate five types of interfering

factors. Because he has not yet. published

the results of his new research, he has

discussed only four in public. The first
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EGYPTOLOGY

EXPLDRMTIOfUS
By Vicki Lindner

In
the gloomy corridors of the Egyptian

Museum, in Cairo, tourists shove to

catch a glimpse of Tutankhamen's

golden throne. Though the glitter of the

pharaohs still mesmerizes laymen, the

Egyptologist has focused his attention on

antiquity's common man— that unsung
laborer who dragged huge stones to build

the pyramids— and on his town, his food,

his tools, his relationships to other

culiures. even his parasites and varicose

veins. To the new Egyptologist the

potsherd, the roof beam, or a roundworm
egg are now "artifacts," and his

memorable discoveries are more likely to

be made in an American or European
laboratory with modern scientific tools

than in a recently excavated tomb. The

facts disclosed by radiography, nuclear

reactors, and computers, weighed against

historical information, enable him to

reconstruct the quality of life along the

Nile centuries ago.

Archaeologists agree that this more
anthropological direction was the only way
for the study of Egypt to go. "Nobody was
sure what else you could do," says Dr

Stuart Fleming, scientific director of the

University of Pennsylvania Museum's
Applied Science Center. Formerly the

archaeologist's task was to elucidate

pharaonic history and recover art objects

for museums. Now many— if not all—the

cultural data have been established, and
any priceless treasures found in

excavations belong to the Egyptian

government and cannot be removed from

the country. Moreover, nuclear science

and other technologies, only recently

applied to archaeology, opened
irresistible avenues of investigation and
opportunities to reexamine ancient history.

The nuclear reactor, for example, can
tell the Egyptologist what an excavated
object is made of, enabling him to identify

its origin and retrace trade routes that

existed between Egypt and other lands. In

neutron activafion analysis, the artifact,

bombarded with neutrons, releases

gamma-ray energies that indicate the

elements that compose it and their

proportions. If the object is a clay pot, the

archaeologist learns what elements

make up the clay, then matches it to its

geological source. No two sources ol clay

are exactly alike, and the unique

"fingerprint" of each one, consisting of up
to 25 different elements, has been
computerized.

Once the source of clay is established,

the archaeologist considers the historical

and cultural setting and does some
secondary guesswork. Was the clay

brought from Greece, or did the pot itself

come from there7 What was in the pot?

Sometimes conclusions are surprising,

revealing that trade existed in spite of

government restrictions. And trading

palterns can be shown to have changed.
Proton activation, another nuclear test,

can uncover the "signature" on other

types of materials by analyzing their

electromagnetic properties.

Determining the age of artifacts is an

equally crucial facet of archaeological

work. The older carbon-14 technology, with

its accuracy gap of 100 to 150 years, is of

limited use to Egyptologists, who can
often date artifacts within a 10- to 30-year

period by referring to hieroglyphic

X-rays showed join: disease

carbon-14 dating, has the same
drawback, the technology does offer an

advantage in the dating of small artifacts.

It can give the age of the most infinitesimal

remnant of the Egyptian environment,

such asaseed.
All living organisms contain radioactive

carbon-14 isotopes, which begin to

self-destruct after their death. Dating a

tiny artifact is tedious with traditional

carbon-14 technology, because a great

number of the organism's diminishing

carbon-14 atoms must be counted in order

to obtain an accurate measurement. A
seed will take about three months to reveal

its age. The Van der Graaf accelerator,

however, pulls all the carbon-14 atoms out

of the sample in seconds, separating them

from the far greater number of carbon-12

atoms. The existing carbon-14 atoms in

the specimen are then compared to the

number that should have been there

before its decay, and a date is derived.

The tiny grains and seeds found in an

Egyptian tomb undoubtedly sprouted

either the year before, or even in the same
year as, the death of an individual,

providing a reliable way to date him, too.

The dating of plant remains also plays

an important role in geo-archaeological

studies of the Nile River done mainly by

Dr. Karl Butzer Dr. Butzer has extracted

cores of earth from the Nile region,

analyzed and dated their contents, and
studied historical information about this

great waterway. He has thus been able to

reconstruct a picture of Egypt as it looked

thousands of years ago— what areas were

habitable, what animals and plants lived

when and where, what lake basins, or

wadis, have been replaced by desert. His

work includes spec-.jlRfions about the

relationship of historical events to envi-

ronmental problems, such as uprisings

that might have occurred because of

meager annual inundations and ensuing

food shortages. These hydrological

studies have provided growing evidence

that the Egyptians were the first farmers,

cultivating wheat as early as 16000 B.C.

But the Nile, source of wealth and
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fertility, was also the source of nasty
parasites, which debilitated the ancient's

body and limited his average age to about
thirty-five. Autopsies and X rays of

mummies show that the ancients were
afflicted by liver flukes and roundworms,
which bred freely in the wet soil and
irrigation ditches of the Nile region, and
which still plague Egyptians now Because
the body reacts to the liver iluke egg by
sealing it in calcium, the egg is resistant to

degradation and has been found
well-preserved in mummified liver tissue.

Even a lone roundworm egg was
discovered in an anonymous mummy,
nicknamed PUM II, short for Pennsylvania

University Museum, which owned him and
.
put the X rays ot his innards on display in

its recent exhibition, "The Egyptian

Mummy: Secrets and Science." "That was
a surprise," Dr. Fleming comments. "We
had always thought roundworm was a New
World parasite that traveled from the

Americas to the Mediterranean region."

Every part of PUM II has been
scrutinized. His bones, hair, and teeth all

tell their own story about his ailments and
the hardships of his life. The teeth, for

example, which form rings, almost like

trees, when subjected to proton analysis,

can indicate whether he was properly

nourished and can even reveal the pres-

ence of kidney stones. The orthopan-

tomogram, an adaptation of X radiology

that provides a panoramic picture of the

mummy's teeth, has shown that he, like

most Egyptians, suffered from painful,

even fatal abcesses, as dentine inevitably

wore away because of the sand that

permeated his food. Skeletal studies have
revealed early porosity of the skull and
pelvic formations in women that made
childbearing difficult. The mummies'
tissues, embalmed with natron (a mixture

of sodium bicarbonate and sodium
carbonaie) or with resin, still show the

effects of environment-induced ailments,

such as anthrocosis, the presence of

carbon deposits in the lungs caused by
the burning of oil lamps in a closed room,

and pneumoconiosis, the scarring of lung

tissues by sand. Diseases like hardening
of the arteries, polio, and arthritis have
been found in mummies, too. PUM II had
varicose veins.

Some scientists who have examined the

mummies believe we can learn much
about the etiologies of modern diseases
by tracing them back to the ancienfs.

Fleming disagrees. "Even if you were to

autopsy every one of the two thousand or

three thousand mummies we have left in

the world— a disaster, culturally

speaking— what statistical patterns could

you hope to generate?" According to

Fleming, the real value of such medical
studies is that it makes people aware that

"antiquity wasn't only rich men walking
around in gold, leading luxurious lives. If

we see disease in the wealthy people who
were mummified," he says, "we can be
sure the poor had far greater problems."
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Wealth, however, sometimes posed
equally damaging health hazards. Studies

done by Dr. James Harris, a University of

Michigan professor of dentistry, and Dr.

Edward Wente, an Egyptologist at the

University of Chicago, show that the

revered leaders of Egyptian society

suffered from at least one disease
reserved for the inbred members of royal

families, hemophilia. The Harris-Wente

study probed the colorful cartonnage and
wrappings of Ihe royal mummies in Cairo

to disclose not only their state of health but

the methods used to embalm Ihem, in the

process detecting Ihe damage inflicted on
some mummies by greedy tomb robbers.

Rameses VI, for example, was hacked to

pieces and later reassembled by priests

of the twenty-first dynasty. Another
adaptation of X radiology, the cranial facial

cephalogram, allows the bones of the skull

to be measured. When the results are then

compared by computer graphics,

archaeologists can relate unidentified

6 The pharaohs

were not always the

heroic warriors

depicted in tomb pictures,
' but sickly men,

afflicted with the same
ailments as their

lowly contemporaries*

members of royal families to their proper
parents and ferret out some illegitimate

sons. 'A cephalogram demonstrates that a
child's skull shape is always the sum of his

two parents'. An unfortunate study done in

the Midwesl showed that many children's

skull shapes were not," Fleming says.

"Those who have gone back and studied

the pharaohs' skulls in the same way have
felt a similar cynicism about what was
going on in Egypt." The skull ot Rameses
V, for instance, indicates he was someone
other than the son of Rameses IV— a new
explanation for the civil unrest that

welcomed the beginning of his reign.

The computer sciences are an

invaluable tool for the Egyptologist's study

of the common man, allowing him to

organize large amounts of data and to

examine more evidence from more angles
than ever before. A University of

Pennsylvania team used the computer to

reconstruct a temple, the focal point of life

for the intensely religious Egyptian. The
Akhenaten sun temple, a brilliant example
of the eighteenth-dynasty pharaoh's

original expressionistic style, was torn

down by his successors and its 35,000

lalatats, or decorated stones, were used
as fill for new buildings. Later these

talatats were recovered, and an
exhaustive description of each was fed

into an IBM computer in Cairo. Using the

computer, the universily team was able to

decipher how the pieces of the giant

jigsaw puzzle fitted" together— at least in

theory. Computers are also being used by

a French archaeological team at Saqqara
to reconstruct hieroglyphic inscriptions

from fragments and provide printouts of

entire tomb walls.

Not all Egyptologists benefit from the

new technologies, however. Dr. Richard

Fazzini, curator of Egyptian classical art at

the Brooklyn Museum and field director for

an excavation at Karnak, the precinct of

the Goddess of Mut, complains, "If you're

part of a university archaeological team
and your university has a bg computer

system, you can get computer time. I'd like

to have a computer to bring my data home
to, but I don't." Dr. Fazzini, who discovered

a significant. gateway "plunked down in his

temple site by dumb luck," claims modern
tools are not always easy to take to Egypt

or within his budget. "Sure, we can build a

flotation device and separate floral matter

from dirt," he says, "but a neutron-

activation device costs about a million

dollars and takes up an entire room."

Additional problems and challenges are

raised by new technologies. First, the

Iraditionally trained archaeologist must
broaden his skills and his awareness of

what can be done with the artifacts he
finds. He must learn to iake samples
without contaminating them and store

them in proper bags. He must reach an

agreement with the government about
what can be taken out of the country for

study and what must remain in Egypt.

When he finally gets his samples home,
he must wait until he can get access to

complex laboratory instruments to make
his analyses. (The proton-activation

device at the Archeological Research
Institute at Brooklyn College, for example,
is usually busy analyzing air-pollution

samples.) He musf also seek the opinions

ot specialists in other fields when making
his conclusions. "Excavators," says Dr.

Edward Ochsenschlager director of the

Brooklyn Institute, "tend to stretch the

veracity of findings beyond the bounds of

scientific probability."

In the end, despite the contributions of

science, the cgy otologist must still

expend sweat, blood, and tears, get into

the broiling sands, and do what Fazzini

calls "decent archaeology," which
demands care and precision and "not just

shoveling earth off a stone monument." "I

have a lot of bones, neatly labeled and
stuck in bags," he says. "Eventually we'll

get someone to come and identify them.
Maybe that will cost us and maybe it won't,

but we'll find out what people in our

precinct were eating." Meanwhile Fazzini

has gone back to school— to study

computer programming.DQ
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THE DMSO WAR
he Food and Drug Administration (FDA) has opened
two new fronts in its war against the would-be wonder
'ug dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO): In a Baltimore

court, it has charged surgeon Stanley W Jacob with

bribing an FDA physician to approve the horse liniment for

human use. And FDA agents have raided DMSO sellers across

the country, seizing stocks of the drug and, in one case, 75

copies of a book that describes ways to use DMSO.
It had been a long and frustrating war already Dr. Jacob,

associate professor of surgery at the University of Oregon, first

proclaimed DMSO's healing power some 20 years ago. DMSO
penetrates the skin almost instantly, carrying drugs— or just

dirt— directly into the bloodstream. But Jacob claimed that plain

DMSO healed bruises, soothed arthritic joints, and banished

headaches. Other people soon reported that it could cure every-

thing from acne to cancer:

The FDA went along with them until 1965, then banned human
experiments with the drug, contending that it caused cataracts in

animals. The ban got into trouble when it was learned that nearly

100.000 people had used DMSO without suffering any eye dam-
age. This bureaucratic embarrassment has colored the FDA's

dealings with DMSO, and Jacob, ever since.

That embarrassment has grown in recent years. Because
DMSO is a common industrial solvent, it can be sold without FDA
approval. Drugstores, gas stations, and sidewalk stands have

been selling all they can stock. A river of it flows daily onto

arthritic knuckles, tennis elbows, and joggers' splinted shins.

Last spring CBS even spent a 60 Minutes segment roasting the

FDA for its less-than-objective treatment of DMSO.
Shortly after that, two FDA investigators stalked into Jacob's

Portland office with an administrative search warrant from the

local U.S. district court. "They wanted to look at all his records

and everything in his office," reports his long-time attorney, Jef-

frey A. Babener. "Dr. Jacob told them to get lost." They did.

Then [he FDA took an old suspicion to a federal grand jury in

Baltimore. In April 1978, prompted by Dr. K. C. Pani, of the

agency's Bureau ot Drugs, the FDA approved DMSO for use in

interstitial cystitis, a rare and painful bladder condition. Three

years later the FDA charged that between June 1975 and May
1979 Dr. Pani had taken some $30,000 in illegal "gratuities" from

Jacob. Jacob was then medical director of Research Industries

Corporation, in Salt Lake City, the nation's only producer of

medical-grade DMSO. He has since left the company.
While the grand jury studied that charge, U.S. marshals acting

at the FDA's request raided a Buffalo. New York, retailer called

DMSO, Inc., carrying off three drums and 366 bottles of the drug.

It was the first seizure of DMSO in the FDA's long battle. Raids in

Florida, Wisconsin, and Oregon followed.

The Baltimore and Buffalo cases drag on. After an eight-month

delay, the Baltimore grand jury recently indicted Drs. Jacob and
Pani on four counts each: one of conspiracy and three of having

given or received illegal gratuities. If convicted on all charges,

each physician might have to pay $40,000 in fines and spend up
to 1 1 years in prison. Pani has been relieved of his duties at the

FDA, pending trial. The agency has decided not to revoke its

approval of DMSO for interstitial cystitis.

The Buffalo seizure, meanwhile, was not an unqualified

triumph. FDA agents often confiscate a book or two that explain

how to use the drugs they seize in order to prove that the drugs

are meant for illegal medical use. But in this case they took the

dealer's entire stock of The Persecuted Drug: The Story of

DMSO, a defense of DMSO and an attack on the FDA, written by

the late Patrick S. McGrady Sr After the Buflalo raid, his widow,

Grace McGrady. called in the New York Civil Liberties Union

(NYCLU), alleging that the seizure violated constitutional

guarantees of free speech and free press. A verdict has been

due since October. Similar seizures, often attempted in obscen-

ity cases, have always been struck down.
In Baltimore, Jacob and Pani have been scheduled for trial

early this month, with a decision expected in two or three weeks.
The defendants concede that money passed between them, but

they claim thai it was a sorely needed loan. Pani's wife was dying

of cancer, and the money, they say. helped cover her medical

expenses and was later repaid.

However these cases turn out, the long-running war against

DMSO marks a low point in the FDA's regulation of drug testing.

At best the agency has injured its scientific credibility. It may
needlessly have delayed the study of a valuable new drug.

Taking the fight into court may salve the FDA's bruised feelings. It

will not improve medical care. — OWEN DAVIES
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ENDANGERED BIRDS

When UCLA ornithologist

Jared Diamond found a

bowerbird last year in New
Guinea, a 90-year search for

a creature most people
thought extinct came to a
happy end.

The bowerbird made it;

others, however, may be past

• Aidabra brush warbler.

Lives on the Aidabra Atoll, in

the Indian Ocean. Popula-

tion: 25.

• Mauritius kestrel. Fifteen

of these small falcons still

survive on Mauritius, an is-

land in the Indian Ocean.
There were only six in 1974.

Thus, things have improved
for them.

the point of no return, head-

ing into the limbo of the pas-

senger pigeon and the

dodo.

Here are the ten most en-

dangered birds on Earth:

• Madagascar sea eagle.

Found in the Malagasy Re-

public, where shooting
eagles is a popular pastime.

Ten pairs are left.

• Imperial woodpecker.
Perhaps 20 are still alive in

Mexico. Perhaps none. The
last confirmed sighting of an

imperial woodpecker was
in 1958.

• Ivory-bjljed wood-
pecker. About 20 survive, 10

in Cuba and the rest in

Florida, Louisiana, and
Texas,

Japanese crested ibis

Seven in China; six in captiv-

ity on Sado Island, off Ja-

pan.

• Mauritius parakeet.

Egg-stealing monkeys (in-

troduced by humans) have
reduced its population to

five.

• Chatham Island black

robin. Transplanted by re-

searchers to Mangere Is-

land, near New Zealand.

Population: five.

• Kauaio'o, Theonlytwo
known to survive inhabit a

Hawaiian swamp,
• Marianas mallard

. Once
native to Guam, held now in

Hawaii for captive breeding.

Population: two.

North Americans needn't

feel left out. Number 1 1 on

the list is the California con-
dor. Population: 25.

— Joel Davis

BARLEY CURE

Tribal medicine men and
herbalists have been saying

it for centuries: The juice of

young barley plants and
other vegetables can dra-

matically slow the aging

process and repair the rav-

ages of cancer.

Now modern medicine

seems to be substantiating

these ancient beliefs. In a

group ot recent experiments.

Dr. Yoshihide Hagiwara,

president of the Hagiwara
Institute of Health, in Japan,

and biologist Yasuo Hotta, of

the University of California at

La Jolla, found that when
barley juice was added to

damaged cells, the DNA
within the cells repaired itself

very quickly.

DNA (deoxyribonucleic

acid) is the chemical of

both cancer and aging result

when genes fail to repair

themselves. Thus. Hagiwara

claims, the findings may
eventually help to prevent

cancer, aging, or both.

In their experiments the

scientists exposed mouse
cells to both radiation and a
powerful cancer-causing

chemical. Then they divided

the cells into two sets, incu-

bated both, and added the

barley juice to only one set.

The "untreated" cells fared

poorly; many died, and others

began a slow self-repair

process. But the cells

treated with the barley juice

recovered at an enormously

accelerated rate— twice as

fas! as normal. When the

doctors added barley juice

to mouse cells before sub-

jecting them to radiation and
a carcinogen, Hotta says,

the repair rate was "easily

three times as fast as nor-

mal."

The doctors are now trying
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to determine precisely which
substance in the plant is re-

sponsible for this remarkable

action. Both believe the in-

gredient must be present in

other plants, too.

—Sy Montgomery

"Our increase in knowledge

is comparable to that which

a man, interested in learning

more about the moon, gets

when he climbs upon the

rool of his house to catch a

closer look at that luminary.

"

—Albert Einstein

"II all the drugs in the

Pharmacopoeia, with a lew
exceptions, were thrown into

the sea, it would be better for

mankind and the worse for

the fishes."

—Oliver Wendell Holmes

100 MILES A GALLON

You may have read about

[he so-called cars of the fu-

ture: They run on water, or

they're shaped like

airplanes, or they carry the

driver in a prone posture, all

for the sake of efficiency. But

now engineers at Battelle

Memorial Institute, in Co-

lumbus, Ohio, have used
slaie-of-the-art technology

to design a superefficient,

yet sensible, vehicle that will

travel 100 miles on a single

gallon of gas.

According to program
manager James Swain, ten

Battelle engineers worked
for a year designing a com-
puter model of the car,

dubbed Pertran. Elegantly

streamlined, even under-

neath, the vehicle would at-

tain the best possible

aerodynamic drag resist-

ance. Its computerized

Experimental mileage car; Now
there's a practical model.

transmission could choose
the most efficient gear posi-

tion for any given task. The
energy lost in braking would
be captured by a small fly-

wheel, then sent back to the

engine for the next accelera-

tion. And, with an aircraftlike

steel frame supporting a

stretched aluminum skin, a
four-passenger Pertran

would weigh half as much as

the conventional car: about
1,100 pounds.

Experimental cars, such
as the Mercedes-Benz
above, have previously been
designed for ultra-high

mileage. The Pertran, how-
ever, would be a more prac-

tical model.

Battelle researchers are

now looking for someone to

invest $20 million for the

production of a half-dozen

prototypes, the first step in

going commercial.
— Sy Montgomery

"Often a certain abdication

of prudence and foresight is

an element of success."
—Ralph Waldo Emerson

TALL FOREFATHERS

Beds were shorter and

doorways lower in the Revo-

lutionary War period, but that

doesn't mean our forebears

themselves were shrimps. A
study of military records in-

dicates that the average

height of the white male

population during the Revo-

lutionary War was about five

feel eighf inches— just one
inch shorter than it is today.

The average Briton during^

the same period stood five

feet five inches tall.

Figures from the study,

conducted by economists af

a number of universities, re-

veal that American males
began shrinking during the

nineteenth century; the av-

erage height of Civil War
soldiers, for example, was
just above five feet seven

inches. A subsequent
growth spurt, culminating in

1930, left the average Amer-
ican male standing five feet

nine inches tall, a height he
"claims today.

According to economist

James Trussell, of Princeton

University, in New Jersey,

height is directly propor-

tionate to the intake of food,

especially meat, and thus

one of the best indicators of

past standards of living. In-

deed, the taller, wealthier

people of the United States

have always had more meat
than their diminutive coun-
terparts in Britain and the

rest of Europe.

Will our growth spurt up-

ward again? Scientists are

not in accord. It could be,

some say that we've

reached our genetic limits,

with little chance of growing,

no matter how much meat
we consume.

— Barbara Ford

"In expanding the field of

knowledge, we but increase

the horizon of ignorance."

—Henry Miller

Abraham Lincoln towers over Civil War troops: Soldiers of Lincoln's

time were actually shorter than those during the Revolutionary War
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POLITICAL SUICIDE

How do you reach some-
body who's about to jump
from the observation deck ot

the Empire State Building?

You might try talking politics,

according to the findings of

one recent study.

Politics is usually enough
to drive anyone over the

edge, but right before a pres-

idential election you might

be able to con one bent on

suicide into stepping down
and casting a vote. Accord-

ing to psychiatrist Myron
Boor, of Rhode Island Hospi-

tal, the suicide rate is 1.3

percent lower before a pres-

idential election, and deaths

caused by accidents and
disease decline 0.6 percent.

"Though the reduced rates

do not seem very big, they

are theoretically significant,"

Boor contends.

"More and more, we in the

field have come to realize

thai death is very much in-

fluenced by social factors,"

the psychiatrist adds.

Boor attributes the slightly

decreased death rate to the

sense of social responsibility

fostered by impending elec-

tions.

The campaign provides a

common topic of conversa-

tion and also away to partic-

ipate as delegates and fund

raisers, and the election gets

people interested as voters.

The outcome piques curios-

ity so that the depressed
and chronically ill hang .in

there just to'find out who
wins.

Boor has found that the

death rate also decreases
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around religious holy days,

such as Yom Kippur or East-

er. He suggests that "an ac-

cumulation of many such

social events could be quite

converts to vitamin A.

The neutralizing effect of

carotene was recently dis-

covered by biochemist Eli

Seifter. of Albert Einstein Col-

significant." With more Valen- lege of Medicine, in New

fine's Days and July Fourths,

he says, we could renew a

prospective suicide's will to

live before the politics of a

nonelection year drive him

or her to the point of no

return.—Zephyr Twombly

CAROTENE FOR
CANCER

Cancer patients treated

with chemotherapy are de-

bilitated by nausea and vom-
iting. Their hair falls out, they

lose weight, and many say

death would be preferable to

the ghastly "cure." Now doc-

tors may be able to neutral-

ize the side effects of

cancer-fighting chemicals

with beta carotene, the

orange pigment present in

carrots that fhe human body

York City. Seifter wanted to

see whether carotene would
be a valuable dietary sup-
plement for cancer-stricken

mice already weakened by
chemotherapy. When he fed

Ihe mice the carotene, how-

ever, he found something he

did not expect: The usual

side effects of chemo-
therapy were markedly mild-

er than before.

Because there were few
side effects, Seifter was able

to increase the doses of an-

ticancer drugs drastically

and the lives of the mice
were prolonged. Seifter then

found that when beta

carotene and chemotherapy
were combined with radia-

tion therapy, mouse tumors
completely disappeared. In

follow-up tests, 92 percent of

ihe mice were still free of

cancerous cells 14 months
afterward.

Seifter says the treatment

works as the body converts

carotene to vitamin A, which
restores the white blood

cells necessary for immunity

lo pneumonia, viruses, and
cancer itself. Physicians had
been unable to treat cancer
patients with vitamin A; Too
much A led to undesirable

toxicity levels, too little did no

good, and it was virtually

impossible lo regulate the

dosage. However, Seifter

has found that the body
converts carotene to vitamin

A at an optimal rate: When
carotene is administered,

the correct amount of A will

always be present.

For many cancer patients,

this might mean the differ-

ence between life and
death. The National Cancer
Institute plans to test the

treatment on humans
soon. — Richard Levine



HYPNOSIS ON TRIAL

The hypnotist, like the

comer bookie, can provide

police with tips to be

checked out. But seldom, if

ever, should information

gleaned from hypnosis

alone be used as evidence

in a trial, says a Pennsylva-

nia psychiatrist.

Despite the enthusiasm of

law-enforcement officials, no

objective scientilic proof

exists for the widely held

conviction that hypnosis can
produce accurate recall of

past events. Instead, accord-

ing to University of Pennsyl-

vania psychiatrist Martin T.

Ome, hypnotized persons

tend to have diminished crit-

ical judgment, becoming
highly responsive to sugges-

tions and even subtle cues
furnished by the hypnotist.

"If the hypnotist has be-

liefs about what the witness

or victim might have seen or

about who the guilty person

might be, it is all too easy for

these beliefs to be trans-

ferred into the memories of

the responsive hypnotic sub-

ject," Orne says. Likewise,

the subject's own beliefs

about a crime may become
"pseudo-memories." On the

witness stand, the subject

will then swear to these

newly created memories
with a certainty that makes
cross-examination difficult.

Recognizing these prob-'

Iems,' the courts have re-

cently begun to limit the use
of hypnotically enhanced
testimony. Orne also sug-

gests a couple of safe-

guards; Have an objective

psychologist or psychiatrist

act as the hypnotist and vid-

eotape all the sessions.
— Yvonne Baskin

VOICE BUTTON

Those who lose their

larynx to cancer find it al-

most impossible to talk. But,

according to Dr. William

Panje, of the University of

Iowa Hospitals, the power of

speech can now be restored

to many of these laryngec-

tomy patients in an office

procedure as "short and
simple as a visit to the den-
tist." Dr. Panjefs secret is a

dime-sized device he calls

the voice button.

Panje's procedure calls for

a hole to be made in the

esophagus. He inserts the

voice button, a simple silicon

valve, into this hole. Speech
is produced when the pa-

tient places a thumb over a
previous hole made in the

neck, forcing air through the

valve and into the esopha-
gus. The esophagus starts

to vibrate, much as the

larynx once did. producing a

low-pitched sound similar to

that of a normal male voice.

Once the valve is in place,

Panje says, most people can
speak distinctly alter as little

as10to15minutesof
speech therapy

.
The Panje voice button,

manufactured by the

Bristol-Myers Company, is in-

finitely more attractive than

devices like the electro-

larynx, an awkward
battery-powered vibrator

that produces a robotlike

sound when pressed
against the neck And it is

easier on both the speaker
and the listener than

esophageal speech, in

which the patient is trained

to expel sounds in short,

belchlike bursts of air.

— Phoebe Hoban
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GAMBLING WITH
GRANTS

To some scientists, obtain-

ing a research grant seems
like a gamble. Now a study

sponsored by the National

Academy of Sciences may
prove them right. The study

found that when the National

Science Foundation (NSF)

agrees to fund a scientist's

project, its decision can de-

pend as much on sheer

chance as on the merits of

the scientist's background
and work.

To reach that conclusion, a

team of researchers headed
by sociologist Stephen Cole,

of the State University of

New York at Stony Brook,

and Jonathan Cole, of Co-
lumbia University, looked at

150 proposals that had been
submitted to the NSF; half

had been funded after re-

view by certain panels of

experts, and half had been

rejected. As an experiment,

the Coles had the grant ap-

plications reevaluated by an

independent panel of re-

viewers. The result: The ref-

erees would have reversed a

quarter of the recommenda-
tions made by the NSF
reviewers. An entirely random
process would have changed
50 percent of the decisions.

From this finding, the re-

searchers concluded that

the fate of a particular pro-

posal is half determined by

the "luck of the reviewer

draw." How can there be
such disagreement? Proba-

bly, they said, because there

are "real and legitimate dif-

ferences of opinion among
experts about what good
science is or should be."

— Marcia F Bartusiak

"The wave of the future is

coming, and there is no

fighting it."

—Anne M. Lindbergh

Tumbling dice: According to a study sponsored by the National

Academy ot Sciences, getting a research grant is a matter o! luck.
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DIET FOR THE DEAF

Paul Yanick noticed his

world becoming a bit quieter

when he reached the tender

age of nineteen. By the time

he turned twenty-six he was
almost totally deaf, the victim

of an unbearable condition

called tinnitus, marked by a

loud and constant ringing in

the ears. Sleep and relaxa-

tion became luxuries, and at

times the pressure inside his

head made him think his

ears would burst.

Desperate, Yanick

traveled across the country

in search of a cure, but he

was told he'd have to "learn

lo live with it." Abandoning
his courses in computer en-

gineering, he turned his

attention to the study of hear-

ing and nutrition.

During research as a clin-

ical audiologist in the 1970s,

he and a colleague con-

tirmed what several other

scientists were slowly com-
ing to see— that certain

hearing disorders could be
linked to such metabolic

problems as hypoglycemia
and hypothyroidism. Yanick,

hypoglycemic himself,

changed his diet, started

exercising, and withintwo

months improved his hear-

ing by more than 40 percent.

Meanwhile his tinnitus virtu-

ally disappeared.

Today, as director of the

Woodbridge Hearing Center,

in New Jersey, Yanick has

begun to use this therapy on

others. In his latest two-year

study, he put 70 people with

hearing problems on exer-

cise programs and indi-

vidualized diets to correct

their biochemical deficien-

cies. Within months the test

group could understand

speech on the average 25

percent better than before

and could perceive the dif-

ference between tones

about 30 percent more ac-

curately. Of the 40 patients

who had tinnitus, 34 re-

ported relief from the buzz-

ing, and some claimed it

was completely gone.

"If something is wrong

with the ear," Yanick says,

"chances are good that the

problem is related to lack of

exercise or to dietary imbal-

ance and toxins. Refined,

processed, or chemically

treated foods may be the

worst culprits; stripped of

minerals and vitamins, they

deprive the ear of the critical

nutrients it needs."
— Marcia F Bartusiak

"If we cannot now end our

differences, at least we can

heip make the world safe for

diversity.

"

— John F. Kennedy



THUMBLESS BOXING
GLOVE

A new thumbless boxing
glove may soon have Mew
York fighters fleeing lo New
Jersey.

Recently introduced by
the New York State Athletic

glove. When fhe commission
made the glove mandatory
in January this year. Madison
Square Garden canceled an
entire series of matches be-

cause fighters complained
they could no longer open
their hands. The new glove

forced their fingers into a

The designer o! the new thumbless glove, Paul Golomb, compares it

to a standard glove. The boxers, however, are not so pleased.

Commission, the glove pre-

vents retina detachment, a
common serious injury that

finishes many a boxer's ca-

reer. Most such injuries, says
commission chairman Jack
Prendeville, result when the

protruding thumb of a con-
ventional glove jabs a fighter

in the eye. With the new
glove, however, the thumb is

hidden inside, tucked over

the other fingers to form a
natural fist. The glove, which
comes in three sizes, also

has extra padding and a flat,

smooth surface that cuts

down on lacerations and
bruises.

There's only one problem:

Many fighters won't wear the

continually cramped posi-

tion, they said, and huri their

punching power
Advocates of the glove at

first responded that the

fighters were only being

fearful and stubborn. "1 used
to have to sit at ringside with

my suture kit, ready to sew
fighters' faces back to-

gether" says the commis-
sion's assistant medical di-

rector, Frank Folk. "But since

we've used this glove, there

have been only two lacera-

tions, and not one real

knockout."

Nonetheless, the boxers'

gripes made the commis-
sion admit the glove had
some problems, especially

in longer bouts, during

which the hand might be
more subject to numbness. It

is now planning to make
more sizes, so the glove will

fit each fighter's hand better,

and to teach trainers better

hand-taping techniques, so

the thumb will be freer inside

the glove. While these kinks

are being worked out, the

glove will be mandatory only

in four- and six-rounders. But

as of May 15, it will be used
in all nontitle fights. Other

states may soon also adopt
it.— MarkTeich

"What may be, maynotbe."
— Scottish proverb

TUNGUSKAAND
OZONE

Many people are worried

about the possible climatic

effects of depleting the

earth's atmospheric ozone
layer because of our exces-
sive use of fluorocarbons

and other polluting gases.

However, a "natural experi-

ment" performed in 1908

suggests there may not be
much to worry about
after all.

That experiment was the

Tunguska event, when either

a meteorite or a small comet
hit eastern Siberia on the

morning of June 30, 1908.

The explosion that oc-

curred then probably re-

leased as much as 30 million

metric tons of nitric oxide

(MO) into the atmosphere.
NO reacts with ozone, to

eliminate it-

Writing in Science maga-
zine, six researchers report

calculations that indicate

that such a release of nitric

oxide would destroy up to 45
percent of the Northern

Hemisphere's ozone and
that such depletions would
persist for three to four

years. The calculaiions are

theoretical.

Did it realty happen?
There is evidence that it did:

Measurements made early

in the century at Mount Wil-

son, in California, show an

ozone depletion of from 15 to

45 percent between 1909
and 1911, which is close to

the calculations made by the

six researchers.

There's no evidence,

fhough, that the climate was
affected by the ozone loss.

Records show the weather
remained wifhin normal vari-

ations in those years, except
for some spectacular sun-

sets. These were no doubt
caused by Tunguska dust,

not by a lack of ozone.
— Joel Davis
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NUTRITIONAL
PSYCHOSIS

Consider this typical sce-

nario; A hysterica! woman
enters a psychiatric ward, is

diagnosed as an acute psy-

chotic, receives drug treat-

ment, and is eventually

released— only to have a

relapse.

Consider now an alternate

scenario: The same woman
becomes hysterical, but this

time she is brought to a clin-

ical ecologist, who immedi-

ately asks her what she last

ate. When the woman says,

"Oatmeal," he suggests she

is having an allergic reaction

to gluten, the protein rn oats.

Later the diagnosis is ver-

ified in lab tests.

Clinical ecology, anew
field pioneered by Chicago

internist Dr. Theron Randolt,

is the study of foods, molds,

or petrochemicals and their

effect on human behavior

While mainstream medicine

pooh-poohs Randolt's be-

liefs, psychiatrists like Dr.

Bernard Raxlen, of Connect-

icut, say thai "twenty per-

cent of all psychiatric pa-

tients would probably benefit

from a nutritional evalua-

tion."

The reason? Food
molecules, which enter the

bloodstream through pores

in the tongue and travel di-

rectly to the brain, may trig-

ger biochemical reactions

that jam the central nervous

system.

Anxiety, depression, sui-

cidal tendencies, and pho-

bias have all been linked to

food sensitivity, Raxlen says.

He cites one case where a

child became hyperactive
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whenever he ate a banana
and another where a teen-

aged girl who frequently

suffered convulsions was
actually allergic to animal

protein.

In recent years, Raxlen

claims, he has successfully

treated disturbed patients

COWHIDE FACE- LIFT

Are wrinkles around your

mouth giving you a hangdog
look? Are your crow's-feet

more like elephant tracks? If

so, zyderm may give you a

lift.

Zyderm, prepared from

Child with banana; The fruit actually caused one child to become
hyperactive. One woman became psychotic after eating oatmeal.

by eliminating certain

foods from their diet—-orby

desensitizing them with re-

peated and ever-increased

doses of the troublesome

food.— Eric Mishara

"Genius may have its

limitations, but stupidity is

not thus handicapped."

-Elbert Hubbard

"Man's mind stretched to a

new idea never goes back to

its original dimensions.

"

— Oliver Wendell Holmes

"Almost anything you do will

be insignificant, but it is very

important that you do it.

"

— Mohandas K. Gandhi

cowhide by the Collagen

Corporation, is a solution of

collagen, a body protein that

forms scaffolding for carti-

lage, tendons, and skin. The
wear and tear of aging, smil-

ing, frowning, even gravity,

cause the collagen in our

skin to thin out. Thinned-out

areas fold into wrinkles. But

by replacing human colla-

gen with injections of

zyderm, physicians can
plump the skin out and
restore a youthful look,

The result looks and feels

natural because the injected

collagen becomes part of

the skin, claims Edward
Falces, a plastic surgeon at

Stanford Medical Center, In

California. It is useful, how-

ever, only where the lack of

collagen or fat caused the

problem in the first place.

Collagen won't work, for

example, if the wrinkles form

around missing bone or

muscle. And even if it does
work, its effect is only tempo-

rary "Since we don't know
what caused the wrinkle."

Falces says, "in a few years

it will occur again."

Nationwide, some 7,000

people have received colla-

gen injections for crow's-

feet, frown lines, nose-to-

mouth folds, acne scars,

and depressions remaining

after skin grafts or cleft-lip

surgery.

More than 90 percent of

these patients reportedly are

happy with their new look,

despite the price tag: $400
for removing nose-mouth
creases and $2,500 for a

face-lift.— Carol A. Johmann

Before (left) and after (right) photographs show how zyderm,

prepared from cowhide collagen, smoothes out wrinkled skin.
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£ What would have

become of this animal if its

species had not died?

How would it have evolved? *

:l Stenonycfios ;s .vso prcbabiy us bright

of possibility, says Dale A. Russell, an ami-

able, sell-deprecating Canadian paleon-

tologist. "I don't think the model is astonish-

ing at all," he says, "it's actually a rather

mundane extrapolation. Meat and pota-

toes. Business as usual."

But Russell's full-scale model (four feet

five inches in height) has created a stir at

the Canadian National Museum of Natural

Sciences, in Ottawa, even before going on
display. (The museum plans to unveil it to

the general public next year.) Initial reports

about what Russell calls the dinosauroid
drew more than 1,000 letters from people
wanting pictures or more information, an
unprecedented response. Russell himself

had to stop answering his phone for a while

to avoid calls from reporters.

Clues about how the dinosaur would
have evolved into this arresting humanoid
came from a small set of 75-million-year-

old bones Russell discovered in the bad-
lands of Alberta about a decade ago. A
rancher's wife led Russell to the find on a
slope above the Red Deer River. He recog-

nized the form immediately: The bleached
bone was the undersurface of a skull roof.

Digging produced a lode of other brownish
fossils. Then Russell began assembling
them to make a whole animal.

The bones had belonged to a diminutive

dinosaur named Stenonychosaurus (pro-

nounced sten-oh-nick-oh-saw-rus). Like

some of the giant dinosaurs of the late

Mesozoic Era. Stenonychosaurus was a

two-legged meat eater. But it stood only
about three leet tall. Its prominent tail and
nearly horizontal stance made it about
seven or eight feet long (see model above).

Overall, it was about the same size as
Donald C. Johanson's protortuman Lucy.

discovered in Africa. The skeleton Russell

unearthed was also about as incomplete
as Lucy's remains. Only 10 to 15 percent of

the bones were preserved.

Russell was particularly interested in try-

ing to determine the intelligence of the
animal he had found. Estimates of intelli-

gence are hard to infer from a sampling of

bones. Yet If a scientist is lucky enough to

get the right bones— the skull is one— it is

possible to estimate both brain size and
body weight. These two measurements
(after some pocket-calculator manipula-
tion) provide a ratio called the encephaliza-

tion quotient, an index of relative intelli-

gence.

In humans the encephalization quotient

is about 7.5, a number meaningless in itself

but useful for comparing different species
(but not individuals of the same species).

Russell was able to determine that his

Stenonychosaurus had an encephalization

ratio of 0,3, probably enough to make it

several times brighter than most other di-

nosaurs. His animal, in fact, was probably
as intelligent as the most advanced mam-
mals on Earth at the time. Among modern
mammals Stenonychosaurus would be in

the same intellectual league as such primi-

tive animals as the opossum, Russell says.

A few other features gave Stenonycho-

saurus an advantage over its larger, not-

so-bright contemporaries, It had a kind of

thumb, opposing two other claws on its

hand. And it may have had stereoscopic

vision, enabling it to judge depth with its

eyes. "It looked as if it had all the ingre-

dients 61 success that we see later in the

development of apes," Russell surmises.

Stenonychosaurus was not unique.

Fragmentary remains have been found of

some other small dinosaurs that lived at

about the same time and that were appar-

ently its intellectual equals. The stereotype

of the stupid dinosaur isn't valid it the ani-

mals are judged by the standards of their

time; The average encephalization among
small, carnivorous dinosaurs was about the

same as that of their mammalian contem-
poraries.

All the dinosaurs— the little Stenonycho-

saurus among them— hurtled abruptly into

extinction about 63 million years ago. No
one is certain of the reason, but Russell

agrees with a growing number of scientists

who speak of a specific catastrophe.

The best evidence for such an event is

the discovery of a layer of rock containing

unusually high concentrations of iridium, a

rare metal, in 63-million-year-old' sedi-

ments. Researchers at the University of

California at Berkeley— including geologist

Walter Alvarez and his physicist father, Luis

W. Alvarez, a Nobel laureate— announced
detection of the "iridium anomaly" in 1979.

Since then other scientists have found simi-

lar iridium-rich layers the same age else-

where around the globe.

Iridium is scarce in the earth's crust, but

it's more common in asteroids and meteor-

ites. So the Alvarez group thinks that the

iridium-rich layer is the signpost of a cos-

mic collision between the earth and an as-

teroid or comet. Because no one has dis-

covered a crater large enough or old

enough to substantiate flTB"theory, re-

searchers assume an asteroid would have

had to crash into the ocean— a plausible

theory since two thirds of the earth's sur-

face is covered by water Alternatively, the

earth could have collided with many small

objects, perhaps fragments from the rocky

core of a comet that broke up in the earth's

gravitational field. Such a tremendous col-

lision could have produced a variety of

consequences: a massive shock wave,

tidal waves several miles high, and a

globe-girdling dust cloud that might have
blocked out sunlight for a few months. Any
one of these events could have led to the



sudden extinction of the dinosaurs.

The exact nature of the catastrophe—
and even its very existence— is stilljn

doubt Whal is certain is that about half the

life forms on Earth died out some 63 million

years ago. According to Russell, no land

animal species weighing more than about

55 pounds survived. Many smaller crea-

tures also became extinct, and the popula-

tions of microbes in the oceans changed
dramatically. Whatever happened —

a

global catastrophe or a gradual dying out

of many species— set the stage for the sub-

sequent Age of Mammals.
Russell was left with his small set of

bones to guide him in building a model of

Stenonychosaurus . The work, carried out

with taxidermist Ron Seguin, was painstak-

ing: It took seven months of guesswork and

extrapolation, moving from joint to joint, to

build the two-legged model that appears in

its final posture to be marching purpose-

fully toward its extinction.

During the work, Russell and others

began to wonder; What would have be-

come of this animal if its species had nol

died out? How would it have evolved?

Russell was fairly certain about one work-

ing hypothesis. The brain of Stenonycho-

saurus would have grown in size. Charts of

encephalization based on fossil records

look something like cost-of-living charts

today: The trend in time toward bigger

brains was clearly established before the

dinosaurs disappeared. The growth, Rus-

sell assumes, wen.! Ici havt; continued. And it

would have led inevitably toward an intelli-

gent, dinosaur that would be walking the

earth about now give or take a few million

years.

With this starting point, Russell and Se-

guin began making their model of a twen-

tieth-century dinosaur by building a skull

(shown on the opening page of this article).

While maintaining the characteristic shape
of the dinosaur's brain, they increased its

volume to about 1.1 liters— just about the

same as thai of the brain cavity of a small

human skeleton in ihe Canadian National

Museum's collection. The growth in brain

size would be accompanied by a relative

decrease in face size, because the brain

would take up more room inside ihe skull. In

keeping with a trend already established in

Stenonyc/josaurus and duplicated in the

anthropoid apes, Russell and Seguin as-

sumed that the leelh would shrink, eventu-

ally vanishing in the dinosauroid, to be re-

placed by a hard chewing surface similar

io a turtle's. The large size of the eyes

comes from fhe dinosaur, whose ovoid

eyes were nearly two inches in diameter.

After they built the skull, they went to work

on the rest of the skeleton. They chose an

upright posture on the assumption that it

takes less energy to balance a large skull

on an uprighl backbone than to hang it on

the end of a horizontal neck, as was the

case in the dinosaur. A shorter neck would

reduce the amount of bouncing around

that the fragile brain would have to with-

stand. The tail, which helped balance the

horizontal body in the dinosaur, would be-

come unnecessary and would presumably

disappear when the animal stood erect.

The upright posture would also enable the

creature to use fools, while the compara-

tively broad shoulders would be useful in

throwing things. Although details of the

bone structure in the legs differ from those

in humans, the proportions are similar be-

cause they appear to be an efficient solu-

tion to the problem of walking upright. The

model's Ihree-fingered hands originated

wiih the dinosaur.

After filling in the details of the skeleton,

Russell and Seguin added flesh to the

hypothetical bones. They chose a lizardlike

skin, similar to the hide they used on the

reconstruction of the dinosaur. The flap of

skin under the chin is a reptilian dewlap, an

evolutionary vestige and secondary sexual

feature.

Because laying eggs would require an

exceptionally large pelvic canal, Russell

assumed that the young would be born

alive. He added a navel to the model. But

he didn't include nipples; he supposed that

the immature young would be fed regurgi-

tated food rather than milk. As is so of birds

and reptiles, neither ears nor sexual organs

are evident. Though Russell does not ac-

cept recent speculations that large di-

nosaurs were warm-blooded animals, he

believes that the dinosauroid would have

evolved this characteristic somewhere on

the road to intelligence. Warm-blooded-

ness, he says, would have given the di-

nosauroid a capacity for sustained move-

ment that reptiles don't usually have. Its

speed and endurance would have been

comparable to those of humans.

The model, frozen in mid-step like its di-

nosaur ancestor, doesn't convey anything

about the behavior or society of the crea-

ture that mighf have been. Russell is quick

to admit the limits of his knowledge and to

suggest f hat other researchers ought to try

to come up with their own theories about

the animal and its behavior.

Would the dinosauroid have developed

language? "That's a difficult question. I

don't know At what level of encephalization

does language become inevitable?" Por-

poises have a kind of signal system, he

says, and porpoises are less encephalized

than the dinosauroid would have been.

Therefore, dinosauroids might have some
incipient sysiem of communication, Rus-

sell concludes.

What sounds would It make? "They
would be avian rather than mammalian,"

Russell suggests. Their voices would be

more birdlike than grunting.

What sort of defenses would it possess?

Intelligence itself would have been a strong

defense; the creature probably would have

sacrificed speed for intelligence, and its

brain would have helped it to survive. (Its

encephalization quotient would have been

7.1 compared with the present-day hu-

man's 7.5.) Its body, though, would have



been powerful enough to crush stone into

axheads or to shape wood into clubs.

What sort of dinosauroid society would
have developed? "At some point I should

shut up." Russell answers, "this is a ques-
tion outside my area of competence. But it

seems to me that as animals become more
intelligent, they become more social."

Would a nuclear family have evolved by
now? Russell says he has no idea. "It's pos-

sible," he says, "that dinosauroids might

have banded together as hunters to over-

come larger prey."

Overall, these suppositions carve out a

model of a primitive creature, much more
like' the excitable ape-men at the beginning
of Stanley Kubrick's 2001 than the calculat-

ing astronauts who appear later in the film.

But Russell says his timetable has a lot of

room for error in it. Russell chose the most

conservative outcome of his extrapolation

from prehistoric data. It's equally likely, he
thinks, that the dinosauroid might actually

have been more advanced today than we
are, wittier and more sophisticated.

No matter how fast or slow it would have
climbed the evolutionary ranks, however, it

would have overpowered our mammalian
predecessors. Not that they would have
died out, but they would have remained at

the earth-scratching level of rodents.

"Dinosaurs and mammals coexisted for

a hundred million years," Russell says,

"and mammalian levels of encephalization

were static. A conservative extrapolation

would be that mammals would continue to

be rodentlike or insectivorelike, as they

were then and as some still are, and they

would be poorly encephalized, The di-

nosaurs were bigger creatuces. They
would have preempted the niche that has
been occupied by mammals. They would
have followed the actual mammalian curve
of encephalization into the future they never
had." So mankind would not have existed?

"No. There would be no Lucy."

Russell's theory and model are not with-

out critics. One physician who looked at the

dinosauroid told its designers it didn't look

human enough, and Russell says he may
be right. "We could have given it ears," he
says. "They're very useful for determining

directionality" His only justification for leav-

ing them off was that he "thought it would
make it loo human." Under his self-critical

eye, "We made the chest too big, I found
out later there was a famous bipedal goat,

a goat born without forelegs, and the ani-

mal hopped around on its hind legs. Its

chest was more round. So I think the chest
is wrong," Russell admits.

As for his theory, Russell says he cannot
be sure that encephalization will always in-

crease as lime passes. For one thing,

there's probably a limit on how fast an or-

ganism can assimilate food. Another limit

on brain size: At a certain point a large

brain may have trouble disposing of heat,

though "perhaps future humans could de-
velop huge elephantlike ears to radiaie the

"Not to worry; Forbush. The chances of being hit by a micrometeorile in space
must be millions So one.

"

heat generated by brain metabolism. Or
maybe we could use our bodies as radia-

tors for heat from the head."

Some scientists flatly reject Russell's

model. The well-respected anthropologist

C. Owen Lovejoy, of Kent State University,

in Ohio, says ii's totally unlikely the di-

nosauroid would have developed intelli-

gence, Intelligence doesn't automatically

increase with time, he maintains; quite the

opposite is true. "The greater the intelli-

gence of the animal you're producing, the

longer it takes to train the animal. It has to

have a longer learning period, What you
tend to get with a bigger brain size is a

longer gestation, a longer period of infant

dependency, greater need for parental

care, that kind of thing. This puts you in a

reproductive bind, because it means
you're producing very few offspring, which

is why intelligence is selected against. The
selection against intelligence is very in-

tense."

Lovejoy has a theory of his own: that

humankind resulted from a series of ex-

ceedingly lucky breaks. "If we were to start

all over again two hundred million years

ago, the probability of evolving Homo sa-

piens again on this planet is very unlikely.

The probability that cognitive life would
evolve again, if we were to start over, is

infinitely small.

"We are a quirk," Lovejoy says. "And it's

likely, in my opinion, that we are the only

intelligent life in the universe, because the

universe is relatively small compared to the

probabilities involved,"

Russell agrees that life on Earth is rough

on intelligence. "It's true that the brain is

metabolically very expensive to maintain,"

he says. "But there is no question that when
you look in the geologic record, the trends

are clear. It's like the ability of birds to fly.

When they can do it, they gain certain ad-

vantages." And intelligence is an advan-

tage comparable to the power to soar.

"I don't know of a single instance-
maybe I'm being loo dramatic— where in-

telligence has declined in a phylogenetic

group [a group of organisms in an evolu-

tionary line] over time. The general thrust

on our planet is toward higher intelligence.

You can see the trend in many other ani-

mals," Russell argues, "in parrots and
elephants and chimpanzees and Old and
New World monkeys.

"I'm writing a paper now, as part of a

NASA project, suggesting that, based on

the known rates of encephalization on our

planet, there is less than one chance in a

thousand that our level of intelligence

would not have been achieved within

another ten million years" if we hadn't been

around.

In ofher words, Russell argues— not

unreasonably— that the odds favor intelli-

gence. The odds even favor an organism

with a brain powerful enough to create a

model of an erstwhile competitor in the evo-

lutionary race and to imagine what might

have happened if the competitor hadn't

been knocked cu: ot the running.OO
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a role she had not done for Iwenty years

and never on Broadway Still, it was an ex-

traordinary request; she had never specifi-

cally asked for my presence before, and I

wound up my business for Gorer-Red ding
Solar and caught the next shuttle wilh un-

characteristic hope. At noon I landed in

New York and coplered directly to the the-

ater. Barbara met me in the lobby.

'Austin! You came!"

"Did you doubt it?" I kissed her, and she

laughed softly.

"It was so splendid of you to drop every-

thing and rush home."

"Well— I didn't exactly drop it. Lay it

down gently perhaps."

"Could Carl spare you? Did you succeed

.in blocking that coalition, or can they still

slop Carl from installing the new Battery?"

"They have one chance in a billion," I

said lightly. Barbara always asks; she man-
ages to sound as interested in Gorer-

Redding Solar as in Shakespeare and
ESIR, although I don't suppose she really

is. Of late neither am I, although Carl Gorer

is my brother and the speculative risks of

finance, including Gorer-Redding, is my
profession. It was a certain faint boredom
with seriously behaved money that had
driven me in the first place to take wildcat

risks backing legitimate theater, in the be-

ginning Gorer-Redding Solar was itself a

wildcat risk: one chance in a hundred that

solar energy could be made cheap and
plentiful enough to replace the exhausted
petrofields. But that was years ago. Now
solar prosperity is a reality: speculations lie

elsewhere.

"I do appreciate your coming, you know,"

Barbara said. She tilted her head to one
side, and a curve of shining dark hair, still

without gray, slanted across one cheek.

'All appreciation gratefully accepted. Is

there something wrong with the play?"

"No, of course not. What could be wrong
with Shaw^ Oh, Gregory's a Utile edgy, but

then you know Gregory."

"Then you called me back solely to marry

me."

"Austin, not again," she said, without

coyness. "Not now"
"Then something is wrong."

She pulled a little away from me, shaking

her head. "Only the usual new-play
nerves."

"Rue-day nerves."

"Through-the-day swerves."

"Your point," I said. "But, Barbara, you've

played Joan of Arc before."

"Twenty years ago," she said, and I

glimpsed the strain on her face a second
before it vanished under her publicity-pho-

to smile, luminous and cool as polished

crystal. Then the smile disappeared, and
she put her cheek next to mine and whis-

pered, "I do thank you for coming. And you

look so splendid," and she was yet another

Barbara, the Barbara I saw only in

glimpses through her self-contained poise,

despite having pursued her for half a year

now with my marriage proposals, all grace-

fully rejected. I, Austin Gorer, who until now
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had never ever pursued anything very fast

or very far Nor ever had to,

"Nervous, love?"

"Terrified," she saidtightly, the very light-

ness turning the word info a denial of itself,

a delicate siage mockery
"I don't believe it."

"That's half your charm. You never be-

lieve me."

"Your Joan was a wild success."

.

"My God, that was even before ESIR, can
you believe it?"

"I believe if."

"So do I," she said, laughing, and began
to relate anecdolos aboui casting that play,

then this one, jumping between the two with

witty, effortless bridges, her famous voice

rising and falling with the melodious control

that was as much a part of the public's

image of her as the shining helmet of dark

hair and the cool grace.

She has never had good press. She is

too much of a paradox to reduce easily to

tabloid slogans, and the stupider jour-

^At first, unsure

of why he had cut himself

off or turned so

red, ! thought he was
-

' having an attack.

Then I heard the siren

coming closer,

landing on the rooftop^

nalists have called her mannered and arti-

ficial. She is neither. Eager animation and
conscious taste are two qualities the press

usually holds -to be opposites, paironizing

the first and feeling defensive in the pres-

ence of the second. But in Barbara Bishop,

animation and control have melded into a

grace that owes nothing to nature and ev-

erything to a civilized respect for willed illu-

sion. When she walks across a stage or

through a bedroom, when she speaks
Shaw's words or her own, when she hands
Macbeth a dagger or a dinner guest a

glass of wine, every movement is both free

of artifice and perfectly controlled. Be-

cause she will not rage at press confer-

ences, or wail colorfully at lost roles, or

wrinkle her nose in professional cuteness,

the press has decided that she is cold and
lacks spontaneity. But for Barbara, what is

spontaneous Is control. She was born with

it. She'll always have if.

"— and so now Gregory's still casting for

the crowd scenes. He's tested what has to

be every ESIR actor in New York, and now
he's scraping up fledglings straight out of

the hospital. Their scalp scars are barely

healed and the ink on their historian's cer-

tificates is still wet. We're two weeks behind
already and rehearsals have barely begun,

would you believe it? He can't find enough
actors with an ESIR in fifteenth-century

France, and he's not willing io go even fifty

years otf on either side."

"Then you must have been French in

Joan's time," I saidr"or he wouldn't have

cast you? Even you?"
. "Quite right. Even me." She moved away

from me toward the theater doors. Again 1

sensed in her some unusual strain. An
actor is always-reluctant to discuss his

ESIR with an outsider (bad form), but this

was something more.

"As it happens," Barbara continued, "I

was not only French,
I was even in Rouen

when Joan was burned at the stake in 1 431

.

I
didn't see the burning, and I never laid

eyes on her— I was only a barmaid in a

country tavern— but, still, it's rather an in-

teresting coincidence."

"Yes."

"One chance in a million," she said, smil-

ing. "Or, no— what would be the odds, Aus-

tin? That's really your field."

I didn't know It would depend, of course,

on just how many people in the world had
undergone ESIR. There were very few. Elec-

tronically Stimulated Incarnation Recall in-

volves painful, repeated electrochemical

jolts through the cortex, through the limbic

brain, directly into the R-Complex, contain-

ing racial and genetic memory. Biological

shields are ripped away; defense mecha-
nisms designed io aid survival by stream-

lining the vasi load of memory are deliber-

ately torn. The long-term effects are not yet

known. ESIR is risky, confusing, morally

disorienting, painful, and expensive. Most

people want nothing to do wiih it. Those
who do are mostly historians, scientists,

freaks, mystics, poets— or actors, who
must be a little of each. A stage full of

players who believe totally that they are in

Hamlet's Denmark or Sir Thomas More's

England or Blanche DuBois's South be-

cause they have been there and feel it in

every gesture, every cadence, every au-

thentic cast of mind— such a stage is out of

time entirely. If can seduce even a phi lisiine

financier. Since ESIR, the glamour of the

theater has risen, the number of would-be

actors has dropped, and only the history

departments of the world's universities

have been so in love with historically au-

thentic style.

"Forget the odds," I said. "Who hasn't

boor cast yet?"

"Well, we need to see," she said, ticking

off roles on her fingers. I recognized the

parody instantly: Gregory Whitten himself.

Her very face seemed to lengthen into the

horse-faced scowl so beloved by Sunday-
supplement caricaturists. "We must have

two royal ladies— no, they must absolutely

look royal, royal. And DeStogumber, 1 need

a marvelous DeStogumber! How can any-

one expect me to direct without an abso-

lutely wonderful DeStogumber—"
The theater doors opened. "We are

ready for you onstage, Miss Bishop."



"Thank you." The parody of Whitten had
vanished instantly; in this public of one
stagehand she was again Barbara Bishop.

. controlled and cool.

I settled into a seat in the first row. nod-

ding vaguely at the other hangers-on scat-

tered throughout the orchestra and mez-
zanine. No one nodded back. There was an

absurd public fiction that we, who contrib-

uted nothing to the play but large sums of

money, were like air: necessary but invisi-

ble. I didn't mind. I enjoyed seeing the cast

ease into their rales, pulling them up from

somewhere inside and mentally shaking

each fold around their own gestures and
voices and glances, I had not always

known how to see that. It had taken me,

from such a different set of signals, a long

time to notice the tiny adjustments that go,

rehearsal by rehearsal, to create the illu-

sion of reality. Perhaps I was slow But now it

seemed to me that I could spot the precise

moment when an actor has achieved that

precarious balance between his neocorti-

cal knowledge of the script and his older

ESIR knowledge of the feel of his charac-

ter's epoch, and so is neither himself nor

the playwright's creation but some third,

subtler force that transcends both.

Barbara, I could see, had not yet

reached that moment.
Whitten, pacing the side of the stage,

was directing the early scene in which the

seventeen-year-old Joan, a determined
peasant, comes to Captain Robert de
Baudricourt lo demand a horse and armor

to lead the French to victory over the Eng-

lish. De Baudricourt was being played by

Jason Kellig. a semisuccessful actor whom
I had met before and not particularly liked.

No one else was onstage, although
I had

thai sensation one always has during a re-

hearsal of hordes of other people just out of

sight in the wings, eyeing the action criti-

cally and shushing one another. Moths flut-

tering nervously just outside the charmed
circle of light.

"No, squire!" Barbara said. "God is very

merciful, and the blessed saints Catherine

and Margaret, who speak to me every day,

will intercede for you. You will go to para-

dise, and your name will be remembered
forever as my first helper,"

It was subtly wrong: too poised for the

peasant Joan, too graceful. At the same
time, an occasional gesture— an outfling-

ing of her elbow a sour smile—was too

brash, and I guessed that these had be-

longed to the Rouen barmaid in Joan's

ESIR. It was very rough, and I could see

Whitten's famous temper, never long in

check, begin to mount.

"No, no, no— Barbara, you're supposed
to be an innocent. Shaw says that Joan
answers 'with muffled sweetness.' You

sound too surly. Absolutely too surly. You

must do it again. Jason, cue her."

"Well, I am damned," Kellig said.

"No, squire! God is very merciful, and the

blessed saints Catherine and Margaret,

who speak to me every day, will intercede

for you. You will goto paradise—"
CCNTINU-DONPAGEHB

Part Of Our
National Heritage

In 1776, Benjamin Franklin

proposed that the Wild Turkey

be adopted as the symbol of

our country. He pointed out
that this majestic bird is

native only to the American
Continent.

It seems only fitting that

the Wild Turkey later became
the symbol of our country's

greatest native whiskey.

WILD TURKEY'/ 101 PROOF/ 8 YEARS OLD



. Lasers, the new
supertools of science,

do light work

SUN GUNS
BYJEFFHECHT
AND DICK TERESI

A:

first they measured them
in GiJIettes. When lasers

.sprang into being in the

1960s, scientists weren't quite

sure what to do with them. The
laser was called a solution in

search of a problem and was
relegated to a plaything for the

boys in the research labs.

One day someone got the

bright idea that it would be fun to

blast holes through razor blades

with beams of light. A laser that

could bore through two blades

was a two-Gillette laser. Bore
through three blades and it's a
three-Gillette laser. And soon.
Now the laser is no longer a

toy. Wire manufacturers use it to

punch holes In diamonds so

they can draw their wire through

the drilled gems. The tiny holes

in the tips ot baby-bottle nipples

are drilled by lasers, as are the

almost invisible holes found in

cigarette paper.

The U.S. Air Force has a giant

laser it lugs around in a trans-

PHOTOGRAPHSBY
DAN McCOY



port plane to zap target planes and mis-

siles out of the sky, and the Russians were

even- rumored to have blinded one of our

spy satellites with a blast from a ground-

based laser. At the American firm of KMS
Industries, goggled researchers (see

opening pages) are aiming lasers at tiny

hydrogen targets to duplicate the fusion

power ot the sun (represented in a video

display in the small picture on the preced-

ing page).

American surgeons routinely burn away
precancerous uterine growths with laser

light. Israeli doctors have used a laser to

circu,mcise boys, and Chinese doctors,

evidently without the benefit of Prep-

aration-H, use lasers to put an end to per-

sistent anal itch.

The laser's special beam allows this tool

to be used on jobs never before attempted

with mere waves of light. The secret is the

beam's intensity; A laser beam only a mil-

limeter in diameter can have an intensity

equal to that of the sun. But it's a controlla-

ble intensity. Some lasers are powerful

enough to cut through metal, while others

you can shine directly on the palm of your

hand without feeling so much as a tickle.

Laser beams also have good directionality;

that is, the light waves come out straight

and remain fairly straight over long dis-

tances, unlike a flashlight beam, which

spreads out immediately. A laser beam with

only a few watts of power, for example, was
bounced off the moon, and its light re-

mained focused enough to be seen back

here on Earth. And laser beams have that

almost magical quality called coherence,

which means that the light waves are all the

same length and lined up with one another,

crest to crest and trough to trough. Ordi-

nary light is all helter-skelter. Coherence is

a very rare phenomenon in nature, and you

need a laser to produce it on a dependable
basis. Coherent light makes possible such

magical things as holography.

Because of this versatility, new laser ap-

plications seem to be announced weekly in

the scientific, press. Reports range from

stories of sinister death rays to lasers that

test wine. Scientists are even designing

transportation systems around lasers,

whose beams will power airplanes and
rockets. What will be the important uses of

lasers in the coming decade? To find out,

we surveyed experts in the field around the

world. Here's what they predict:

MEDICINE

Doctors have used lasers in medical ap-

plications that range from surgery and
acupuncture to bleaching out tattoos and
even melting material for dental fillings.

Surgery is the most dramatic medical use
of lasers. One of the chief advantages of

using a laser instead of a regular scalpel is

that the laser seals off small blood vessels

as it cuts, thereby preventing heavy bleed-

Copyrighi © 1982 by JeflHecht and Dick Teiesi.

Excerpted from the book Laser: Supertoolof the

1980s, to tie published by Ticknor & Fields.
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ing. That's why, for example, Israeli doctors

used a laser to circumcise one twelve-

year-old boy who was a hemophiliac; his

blood would not have clotted properly if he

had been cut with a knife.

One present disadvantage of laser

surgery is that the hardware is expensive.

While a plain 50-watt carbon dioxide laser

costs only $10,000, the system built around

it can cost upwards of $50,000. Although

these kinds of price tags now keep such
equipment out of most surgeons' offices (a

good scalpel costs only $50), surgical la-

sers are not rare in teaching hospitals af-

filiated with the larger medical schools.

And lasers can do more than just simple

cutting. Patients suffering from severe in-

testinal bleeding, for example, can now
benefit from two light-related inventions:

the endoscope and the laser. The endo-

scope is a light pipe lhat allows the doctor

to look inside a patient's body Although the

idea of the endoscope is not a new one, it

did not come into its own until the develop-

iAmerican surgeons

routinely burn away cancer

growth with laser

light. Israeli doctors have

_
' used it for cir-

cumcising boys. Chinese

doctors use lasers

to end persistent anal /reft*

merit of optical fibers— fibers made of

glass designed to conduct light along their

entire length even when bent. Fiberoptic

endoscopes are so small and flexible that a

doctor can insert one down a person's

throat and look at the inside of his stomach
or snake one up through his anus to exam-
ine the intestines.

Although patients with bleeding ulcers

are often in no condition to survive conven-

tional major surgery, they can still be saved.

To operate on them, a doctor sights on the

problem ulcer by using an endoscope and
ordinary light, then shines a laser beam
through the fiberoptic to coagulate the

blood and stop the bleeding. This laser

coagulation technique was developed in-

dependently at Los Angeles Medical
School by Richard Dwyer and his col-

leagues and at the Innenstadt Medical

Clinic in Munich, West Germany.

Illumination with a low-power laser can
help speed the healing of other ailments.

More than 100 chronic skin ulcers— those
that do not heal by themselves— were
cured by repeated exposure to a low-

power laser at the Surgical Clinic of the

Postgraduate Medical School in Budapest.

And at the Roswell Park Memorial Institute,

in Buffalo, New York, Dr. Thomas
Dougherty has performed cancer experi-

ments in which dyes are injected into ani-

mals and even humans. Once the dye has

been absorbed by the cancer cells, the

affected area is illuminated by an intense

laser beam, which is absorbed by the dye.

This kills the malignant cells.

One last experimental arena of medicine

that could benefit from lasers is genetic

research. At the moment one of the biggest

problems of genetic engineers is the tre-

mendous difficulty in getting genes to

change on demand. The basic problem is

that genes are tiny and fragile, while a ge-

neticist's tools are crude and blunt by

comparison. It's like trying to repair a watch

with a sledgehammer. Genetic researchers

need a tool that can cause specific

changes at specific points on a DNA
molecule. One approach demonstrated by

M. |, Stockmann, of the Soviet Institute of

Automation and Elect rome try, in

Novosibirsk, is to use a dye that precisely

attaches itself to a part of the DNA
molecule and then zap the dye with ul-

traviolet light from a nitrogen laser. The dye

absorbs the light, and the energy absorbed

breaks the genetic chain at that point.

While still experimental, the technique

does show promise.

COMMUNICATIONS

A century ago Alexander Graham Bell

demonstrated the photophone, a device

that transmitted voices by using light

beams instead of wires. He was too tar

ahead of his time, however, and the photo-

phone never challenged the popularity of

his earlier invention, the telephone. But Bell

was on the right track, because light

beams can carry far more information than

telephones or even television.

The amount of information that can be

carried by an electromagnetic wave de-

pends on its frequency: The higher the fre-

quency, the more information can be
transmitted. On telephone lines the fre-

quency is 1,000 to 4,000 cycles per sec-

ond, or hertz. Television signals are 50 mil-

lion hertz. Lightwaves are 800 trillion hertz,

making them immensely versatile, So now
communications scientists are turning from

wires to fiberoptics and lasers. Fiberoptic

communication is like electronic com-
munication, except that the signal takes the

form of light. A tiny semiconductor laser

about the size of a grain of salt generates a

laser beam that has had a signal superim-

posed on it. This light signal is then trans-

mitted through an optical fiber. The signal is

decoded by a receiver at the other end of

the fiber.

This use of fiberoptics may still seem
remote to you, but communications fibers

are no farther away than your television set.

If you watched the 1980 Winter Olympics,

or have seen a football game broadcast

from Tampa Bay Stadium, you've already

seen laser fiberoptics communications in

action, At Lake Placid, New York Telephone



installed a temporary fiberoptic link con-

necting the arena where the Winter Olym-

pics were being held to the television con-

trol center being used by broadcasters.

The results were so good that Pacific Tele-

phone now plans to use fiberopiics to help

televise the 1984 Summer Olympic Games
in Los Angeles.

And in Tampa, Florida, "General Tele-

phone installed a fiberoptic cable to send

television signals from the football stadium

to another point in Tampa where they could

enter the national television system. Unlike

the Lake Placid installation, which was in-

stalled aboveground, the Tampa link was
installed in permanent underground ducts.

The fiberoptical link is expected to survive

better than conventional communications

cables in the Florida weather conduits,

which are continually damp and some-

times inhabited by all kinds of wildlife, in-

cluding an occasional cruising alligator.

Isaac Asimov, writing of the potential of

this use of optical communication, noted

that the visible portion of the spectrum

could theoretically be used to transmit up

to 100 million television channels. After

thinking about the current quality of televi-

sion, he added, "Imagine what the keen

minds of our entertainment industry could

do if they realized that they had a hundred

million channels into which they could fun-

nel new and undreamed-of varieties of

trash. Maybe we ought to stop right now!"

In 10 or 20 years it should be possible to

bring these broadband capabilities of

fiberoptics right into your home. Work in

this concept of the "fibered society" has

already begun in Higashi Ikoma, Japan.

There, 158 homes are served by something

called HI-OVIS, for Highly Interactive Opti-

cal Visual Information System. Its central

element is an interactive television chan-

nel. Each subscriber has in his home a

television camera and a microphone. With

them people can transmit homemade pro-

grams to a central studio, using the setup

much as people now use the telephone to

participate in radio talk shows. Studio en-

gineers then select signals either from the

studio or from subscribers' homes to put on

the air. Many programs broadcast on the

interactive channel are designed to en-

courage viewer participation. For example,

one show might feature a discussion of

political issues, while a cooking program

would encourage viewers to show how they

make their favorite dishes right in their own
kitchens. HI-OVIS also functions as a

standard cable television system and of-

fers custom television programming. Sub-

scribers can request that special video-

tapes be played just for them. They can
even ask for the up-to-date train or plane

schedules.

But what is probably the most ambitious

version of thefibe red future is a $100 million

plan by the French Directorate of Tele-

communications to install a fiberoptic sys-

tem interconnecting 4,500 homes in the

resort town of Biarritz, Each Biarritz sub-

scriber will get a high-resolution color tele-

vision set and a TV camera. The system will

offer a videophone hookup, like Bell Tele-

phone's ill-fated Picturephone, 15 televi-

sion channels, and a choice of 5 channels

of stereophonic music as well.

Finally Edward C. Posner, of the Califor-

nia Institute of Technology, has a slightly

grander scheme for using lasers in com-
munications: to contact other civilizations.

Posner has calculated that a laser beam
with an average power of only 500 watts

could transmit a planetary image of Earth,

similar to the Voyager images of the outer

planets, over a distance of six light-years.

Specifically, he is considering beaming it at

Barnard's star system, roughly six light-

years away, because it is considered likely

to have a planet system similar to ours.

LASERS AT WORK AND PLAY
~

Lasers are already settled in our offices

and factories. Several textile mills in North

and South Carolina are now using a special

helium-neon laser system, built by Aero-

space and Communications Corporation,

to replace humans in the work of inspecting

fabric. Human inspectors had one flaw.

"Toward the end of an eight-hour workshift,

the little lady [inspector] just gets tired,"

explained a spokesman for Spring Mills,

Inc., which has laser scanners in its South

Carolina plants.

The laser is faster and more accurate

than the human eye. This is how it works: A
single beam is split into three, which scan

the cloth whizzing by underneath at about

250 yards per minute. If the laser spots any

defects, a nozzle a few yards away squirts

ink on the flaws so a human inspector can

spot them.

Lasers are being used in supermarkets

to read Universal Product Codes
(UPCs)— those striped markings you see

on the sides of packages. A laser is particu-

larly well suited for reading the bar-code

symbol because its beam is small and can

be focused sharply. Today laser readers at

the checkout counters automatically read

and mark the item's price on the sales re-

ceipt, simultaneously instructing the store's

computer to deduct one item from the in-

ventory list.

This reading talent of the laser has also

been used for something called facsimile

transmission. Very simply, one laser

"reads" an original. A computer then

memorizes the reading and transmits

modulating instructions to a second laser,

which plays the image out on special

heat-sensitive photographic paper. Asso-

ciated Press photos used by newspapers

are produced on "Laserphoto" receivers,

and weather maps are often transmitted

this way
Moving into another dimension of image

making, there are those light images in

three dimensions known as holograms. The

idea of holography was conceived by

Nobel Prize-winning physicist Dennis

Gabor, but ihe notion of using a laser to

CDKTNtED ON PAGE 94



IAM
THE BURNING BUSH
For the guests of Hansa's elite parties, death was not too high a price to

pay for the chance to live forever

BY GREGG KEIZER

I

am ihe Dead Man.
I could feel the texture of the- rope as it dug into

the flesh around my necR. It was not the first

time that I had died for lifers, but it was not the

best time, either. II was to be a simple death, only

a hanging. Nothing spectacular.

They think I do not feel the pain, but I do. The
pain is always the same, like a white-hot needle

through my lips. It was the same now, even though
it had been over a year since I'd last died in front

of them. For a year I had experienced the private

deaths, dying only for myself, loathing the

memories of their lifer touches, But something
had driven me back to them again. I remembered
now that it wasn't the pain. Perhaps it was the way
their eyes went wide when I walked into a room.

Or maybe it was only their money,

For a moment, as I saw my teet arc in the air,

seemingly reaching for the knotted rope, I forgot

lhat I would be alive again. 1 tried to scream but

couldn't get anything past the hemp that

clamped my throat.

Thankfully, blissfully, I blacked out.

I opened my eyes, and everything was blurred,

as if I were drunk on alcohol and reeling around

the room.
I
realized that I still twirled on the end of

the rope. It was only uncomfortable now Some-

one handed me a knife; I reached up and cut

myself down.
I
landed on the thick carpe! thai

seemed to live under everything here.

The twisting colors, red to green to rusted

scrap in a browning field, swept through me, and
I knew now why I couldn't stop dying in front of

them. I could feel. I could smell the sweat of my
body. I touched my neck gently, slowly, marveling

at the feeling as my fingertips brushed the skin.
I

was surprised I'd been able to stay away for a

whole year and knew I'd never be able to again.

My mind seemed lo freeze the scene around
me in split-second frames, I

felt warm and re-

laxed, as if I'd just had an excellent brandy or had
finished making love. Every particle of my body
sparkled inside, knowing that it was alive, un-

marked, and whole. The sensations I had felt

during my private deaths paled in my memory.
I even felt a pinch of kindness toward the lifers

around me, another symptom of resurrection. I

stroked my wrist, my thigh, knowing, without look-

ing, where they were. I could now hear the whis-

pers of the lifers. Before I had had to read their

lips. I was alive, sensitive again. Except for my
eyes, the disease overpowers all my sensory or-

gans when I am between deaths. Only death re-

stores my senses to me. It even enhances them.

PAINTING BYFASSONI



I knew the satiated feeling in my belly

would soon be replaced by nausea. I would

want to vomit, but I would only be able to

spit into my hand and wipe my hand on my
tunic. Then I

would not even feel the spittle.

I would slip into the deprivation I felt be-

tween deaths. But that time was hours

away, and I could feel again, more than I

have ever felt when I've' died alone, for my-

self. I
inhaled deeply and looked up.

The lifers around me applauded softly as

I took the rope from around my neck and

threw it on the floor in front of me. The

semicircle that pinned me in the corner was
front-ranked with women, some of them
daring to touch the edges of my clothing.

One of them, sloppily made up and wear-

ing clothes too cheap for this party, went so

far as to stroke the skin of my neck. Still

feeling confused from the resurrection, I

said nothing to her I only wondered how
she had managed to get in. Like the rest of

the lifers around me, she had the shiny-

eyed look of afingertoucher and whispered

in that familiar hoarse croak that the drug

creates. The hostess, her dress adorned

with tiny jewels, pushed her way through

the crowd and clutched my arm tightly

"Wasn't that the best?" she yelled above

her guests' voices. I looked at her. I felt her

fingers knead my arm, and I almost pushed
her away. Bui she had paid for it, all of it.

"I've heard of better deaths," said a man
who'd made his way over to me. He had his

arms crossed over his chest, and I could

see his eyes glittering from fingertouch.

The lifers had become silent, waiting for me
to respond. I turned my back on-him and

faced the hostess again.

"You invite critics?" I asked her.

"I apologize for him," she said. "You can

see he has pressed too much fingertouch."

She looked at me. "He'll be asked to leave

in a few minutes." I could hear some of the

lifers mutter in agreement.

Silently the lifers came to me, one by one,

and kissed the hand I held out to them.

Their lips rasped against my knuckles, and

one woman's tongue wetted a finger. Some
of them do that, hoping it will increase the

chance of infection. They all looked at me
expectantly, with that lifer expression of

mingled excitement and awe. But I couldn't

speak. I couldn't say it. The woman stand-

ing next to me squeezed my arm , but I kept

silent. She finally tired of waiting.

"I have shown you," she said, using the

words I should have used. "Follow me."

The lifers started whispering again, and

the hostess relaxed, her hand curled

loosely around my arm.

"That's Crandel, of the department
stores," she whispered to me, pointing to a

man walking toward us. "I was so lucky to

get him to come tonight. Talk to him for me."

Then she left me, her body moving fluidly

around the room, touching everyone with a

press of fingeftouch, saying good-bye.

"I enjoyed it very much. I have wanted to

meet you for some time," Crandel said,

standing in front of me. I noticed that his

blue eyes were not lit by fingertouch.
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"Thank you," I said, delighting in the

sound of his voice, yet wanting to be left

alone' with my reborn, senses. I looked up,

but the hostess was busy chatting on the

opposite side of the room.

"I got my license only yesterday," he said.

"I was lucky to get in tonight. What's it like

anyway?"
I remembered the colors, the .freeze-

framing, the touch of a finger on skin, and
the warmth. "It's like eating too many
sweets." I always give frivolous answers,

but they never notice.

"I've done everything else, I guess. They

say it feels delicious. Better than finger-

touch." He paused, his eyes looking at my
hand. I knew he wanted to touch me again,

but i could permit it only once. "You were

captain on the ship," he said.

They all think I was the captain. "No.

Weapons officer," I said, my words quick.

He shrugged, as' if it didn't matter.

"What are my chances of infection?" he

asked, trying to disguise his' feelings.

<»When I awoke
from the death, I saw

the brilliant

.colors with eyes that

were untouched

and watched the room

flicker,

frame by frozen frame?

"Same as everyone else's," I said, look-

ing for the hostess again.

"Is there no way to increase the chance?"

he began. They all come to that question

before long. He looked hungrily at my face.

"No," I said, my reborn senses allowing

me to feel contempt. It tasted like tainted

meat in my mouth.

I watched him press a pinch of finger-

touch into the skin around his lips. His

eyes— lifer eyes now— gleamed.
"Since the ice is broken, who wants to go

first?" the hostess called from across the

room, loudly enough so that even those in

the back could hear

"Excuse me," Crandel said softly, pulling

away. I thought someone had called to him,

but he walked to the window. Glancing

back, he bowed slightly, then opened the

window wide.

"I wish you a good death," he said. "Wish

me the same." I could have mouthed the

words I've heard so many lifers speak.

He climbed onto the sill, shoving the cur-

tains aside with one hand and using the

other to grip the frame. Then he stepped
over the edge and was gone.

I
thought I

could hear a scream as he fell to the ground

fifty floors below, but I wasn't really sure.

I made my way to another corner, away
irom the lifers who were perfunctorily killing

themselves. The hostess tried to touch me
.again, but I pulled away from her, I found a

yrink on a table and sipped its sourness

while
I
watched them commit suicide one

by one. They weren't very creative; I've died

so many times, in almost every way. They

were lifers, registered suicides, approved

by the government. They knew what they

were doing. They lusted for immortality

through their death and hoped they would

acquire the disease that raged within me
and made me a DeadMan. They wanted to

die and resurrect, to be like me.

Suddenly a woman was by my elbow.

She held a thin knife in her hand and looked

at it intently.

'Are you going to do it here?" 1 asked.

She nodded, still looking at the knife. "Why
doit by me?"
"Why not?" she replied.

"Why do it anyway?" I watched her and

sipped my drink.

She smiled and opened her mouth as if

to answer me. Instead, she brought the

knife to her throat and slit ft. The blood

spattered my tunic, and she thumped to

the floor.

I turned from her and concentrated on

my body's putting itself together again. The

scenes of violence in the room swept be-

fore me. 1 could still feel the sparkle of my
resurrection, although not as strongly

They call us deaders, DeadMan, un-

dead, vampires, regeneratives, regens,

and other names I like .even less. My body

cannot die. It displays the symptoms, but

its cells regenerate almost as quickly as

they are destroyed. I am, in effect, immor-

tal. I can die and resurrect within minutes. I

have died three hundred seventy-three

times for them, including the hanging to-

night. I have died thousands of times more

for myself, but I do not tally those deaths.

The parasitic disease that I and my five

shipmates brought back from that hell

world mutated somehow when we came
home and made us DeadMan. The para-

site keeps its host alive, not letting us truly

die. Only when it is busy regenerating cells

does it release its grip on our senses. We
found that out on the return trip, the first

time one of us tried to kill himself. We can

infect others, but only rarely and only im-

mediately after death— our own temporary

deaths and the lifers" usually permanent.

ones. The meds have no cure, Lifers swarm
around us, touching us, hoping to catch the

disease and live forever, They know little of

what they desire. They do not realize what

they must relinquish if they do succeed in

catching the disease and becoming im-

mortal. Their sensations will wither, as mine

did. They are so eager to discard them in

exchange for immortality. Perhaps that is

why they are so distasteful to me.
Barely one out of a hundred becomes

immortal. And the immortals we create

cannot infect others. The infection mutates

again in its second generation. Only the



crew of the Acheron, the six DeadMan, can
bestow immortality.

And only through death can we feel and
taste and smell. And only in front of lifers

can we feel more than a semblance of the

sensations we once had.

"Your death was exquisite," a voice
whispered beside me. "How do you do it?" I

looked down, it was a girl, perhaps seven-

teen or so, with a bowl of fingertouch pow-
der in her hands. Her eyes reflected every

light in the room.

"How do you come to life again?" she
asked, a bit more loudly now. "My name is

Lynx. What is yours?"

"DeadMan,"
I answered, smiling at her. I

shook my head when she lifted the bowl a
little. I stay away from fingertouch, It's a'lifer

drug. It's not tor DeadMan,
"No, no, no, I mean your real name, the

one that your friends call you, the one—"

"I don't give my name to lifers," I said.

"How do you do It?" she asked again.
"It just works," I said, I thought she would

be satisfied with that.

"You don't know how you—

"

"You ask too many questions, lifer."

She seemed confused and weaved
slowly in place.

I thought she was going to

fall, but she steadied herself by putting a
hand on my arm. Carefully I lifted it off and
let it drop to her side, She hadn't paid for

me, and so I didn't have to let her touch me.
"Are you going to kill yourself, too?" I

asked.

She giggled, looking up at me with re-

flecting eyes. "I don't think I can. I've got the
papers and everything, but I don't know
whether I can go through with it." She
paused for a moment, dipped a finger into

the powder, and pressed it against her
forehead. I watched her rub the finger-

touch deep into her pores. She reached out

and stroked my arm and my wrist. I

glanced at her hand, and she pulled it

away. My skin was cold where she had
touched it. "I mean, it's pretty permanent,
isn't it?"

"For you it most probably is." I said.

I picked up another drink, stepping over

the bodies that patterned the floor. There
was only a handful of lifers still alive in the

room, but most were trying to kill them-
selves. The more zoned ones were having
trouble holding the knives and blasters or

finding the windows. I leaned against a

wall, wondering whether any here would
become infected and live forever

A man stumbled and fell on an upturned
blade held by a corpse.

I
smiled at myself.

Stupid, one-death-is-all-you've-got lifers.

I was playing with my newest pinner in

the game room when the call buzzed for

All 1982 Dodges are designed

for outstanding performance on the

road. All are manufactured under
rigorous standards of quality at the

factory. But otherwise each is different

-meant fordifferent purses, purposes
and personalities.

Charger 2.2-a lot of go without the

guzzle. The front-wheel -drive Dodge

Charger goes from to SO in 5.5

seconds. That beats Porsche 924
and Toyota Celica Supra? Charger's
41 J26|

+ mileage stats beat most of

the Dig names in sports cars too.

And when you consider that you
can get a well-equipped, well-in-

strumented Dodge Charger for

$7472? it's no wonder that this hot

car is selling like hot-cakes.

Dodge 400-America's personal
driving machine. 400 brings the thrill of

performance to the world of personal
luxury. With front-wheel-drive, rack-

and -pinion steering and MacPherson
struts, you discover driving rewards
not possible in ordinary personal
luxury cars. Yet at the same time, 400



me. I ignored it and finished !he round be-

fore shutting ofi the machine, lis silvered

surface darkened as the call buzzed
again. Perhaps it was a client. I let it buzz
anyway.

The pinner's power cord was badly
frayed, but I pulled hard on it, jerking it out

of the socket. I plugged another game into

it. switched it on, and ran up a good score.

The buzzing didn't stop.

I couldn't concentrate on the game. So I

went to my window and looked out over the

city. I'd broken the railing long ago and had
never replaced it. I grasped the window

' frame. Crandel's eyes gleamed in my
memory. I wanted to feel the dim sparkle of

a private death, but I'd promised myself I'd

have only one each day. The residue of the

death I'd had two hours before lingered,

but it was fading. I could hear, but I could

not feel my fingers.

I must have been standing there for a

long time before
I heard the door open be-

hind me. I had never had a lifer in my house
before. I found out that they are not in the

habit of knocking before entering.

"Bin?" she asked. It was the girl from the

party— Lynx was her name.
I nodded, wondering who had told her

my name. It couldn't have been the hostess

from the night before. She ha'd drowned
herself in the bath.

"Can I come in?" The open door was
already a bright square of light behind her.

I stepped back as she closed the door,

wondering whether she would leap for me
and try to clasp her body around mine in

order to increase her chance of contamina-

tion. Twice lifers have tried that, but I side-

stepped them both. Her eyes weren't shiny

with fingertouch, yet I didn't think she was
perfectly straight, either.

"I've got a license to kill myself," she
declared, grinning.

"So?"

"I'd like you to help me. I can't do it my-
self." She touched the top button of her

tunic, playing with it for a moment.

She stood still while 1 laughed. I turned

my back on her and walked to the bar.
I

fixed a drink, not bothering to offer her one.

"Get out of here, lifer," I hissed. "You

haven't got enough to pay me."

"Yes,
I
do; yes, I do. Here. See?" She held

a fistful of crumpled bills toward me. They

were all hundred-credit notes.

"Not enough, lifer I kill only myself. Get

one of your friends to do it for you." I began
laughing at her again.

"Don't do that," she begged. I couldn't

stop. "I said, don't do that," she repeated,

pulling a needle gun out of another pocket.

I glanced at the gun. "What are you going
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provides extraordinary mileage:

40 |26JJ One non -luxury feature of the

400 coupe is the base sticker price:

$8043:+ As shown, $8253! +

Mirada-pleasure, power, per-

formance. Mjrada is engineered for

driving excellence and driving ease,

with an expressively styled exterior

and a lush, plush interior. This all-

American driving machine makes
short work of long distances. And
Mirada provides more of the stan-

dard features Americans want than

any other car of its class. Base sticker

price: 58619** As shown, $96501+

If you're looking for a high per-

formance driving machine at a low

price, buy or lease a 1982 Dodge.

America's

Driving
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cast as to what his economic policy would

lead to. None, anyhow, that he could stick

by for more than a couple of months. Here

was the director oione of the power centers

of government, with the most thorough,

most up-to-date information on the state of

the economy, admitting, after a detailed

analysis of. all available data;

"None of us really understand what's

going on with all these numbers!"

At the heart of this confusion was a rela-

tively new approach to economics, called

econometrics. Very simply, what David

Stockman had done was feed the OMB
cornputer a program known as an "eco-

nomic model," a set of instructions that

would make it mimic the behavior of the

economy in the real world and play out

different economic scenarios according to

what policies he wanted to try out.

In the past decade this computerized

approach to economic prognostication has

become more and more common both in

business and in government. The trouble

is, as the Stockman drama suggests,

econometric forecasts are far from infalli-

ble. In fact, how much they add to the accu-

racy of forecasting economic swings is still

hotly disputed. Just the same, hundreds of

millions of dollars and some of the best

brains in the economic field have been in-

vested in this new approach; for many,

forecasts made with the help of computer

chips are crucial to our economic future.

Econometric models came into common
use 40 years ago at the University of

Chicago. There a young economist, Law-

rence R. Klein, had built a model, or math-

ematical blueprint, of the U.S. economy.

With it he predicted correctly that the

United States would not sink back into a

depression after World War II— something

most economists feared at the time. In the

Fifties a slightly more developed Klein

model again beat the consensus by pro-

jecting, not a severe, but a mild recession

after the Korean War. And by 1963 Klein,

then a professor at the University of Penn-

sylvania's Wharton School of Finance,

began offering his annual and quarterly

forecasts to business and government

clients for charting economic strategies.

Klein's early models were simple, with

few equations, partly because computa-

tions then had to be done by hand. Once
hitched to the computer, however, the mod-
eling bandwagon really began rolling. The

combination of its hocus-pocus of eco-

nomic theory, its dazzling mathematical

expressions (incomprehensible to the

layman, not to mention many corporate

chief executives), its electronic wizardry,

and an aura of computerized precision be-

came altogether unbeatable.

By the end of the Sixties, corporations,

universities, and government agencies

were using models. Wharton's list of clients

had by then jncreased from 5 to 70. Trie

moneymaking potential in consulting was
very quickly evident.

The leading rivals to Wharton were born,

first, in 1969, when -a Harvard economist
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named Otto Eckstein founded Data Re-

sources, Inc., or DRI, and again, in 1970,

when Michael Evans, a colleague of

Klein's, left to head Chase Econometrics

Associates, funded by Chase Manhattan

Bank. These Big Three— Wharton, DRI,

and Chase— dominate a forecasting in-

dustry whose clients routinely pay from

$20,000 to $100,000 or more annually for

access to the firms' model forecasts and

other services. Today model forecasting is

a $100 million industry.

Of the Big Three, the biggest is DRI,

which serves more than half the market.

DRI provides its hundreds of clients with

short-term and long-term models of the

American and of most other developed na-

tions' economies as well, and its computer

terminals can tap in to an economic and

financial data base that is enormous. Three

years ago the company was bought by

McGraw-Hill for $103 million, netting Eck-

stein some $13 million,

The Wharton model was swallowed by

itModels will reach

a barrier. . . . When you

try to guess

next year's inventory

investment, you

have to realize that God
Himself hasn't

made up His mindyet.J

another hungry conglomerate, Ziff-Davis

Publishing, in 1980. Klein, now sixty-one, is

said not to have profited much personally

from the deal and in fact was not interested

in what he calls "big bucks." But public

recognition came to him that same year

when he won the Nobel Memorial Prize in

economics for his pioneering work— a sign

that econometrics had truly arrived as a

science.

So why, then, did a colleague of Klein's

wisecrack in 1980: 'Another year and they'd

have to give Larry the prize for mythology"?

Because in the last few years the econo-

metric futurists have not been all that accu-

rate in their predictions.

For example, when an Arab oil embargo
led to a recession here in 1975, nearly ev-

eryone kept predicting economic expan-

sion until the decline was virtually upon the

United States. And again in 1977 nearly all

models predicted a recession for 1978 and

1979— which didn't happen. In the last two

years there have been quarterly fluctua-

tions in the gross national product, or GNP,

which model forecasters conspicuously

failed to foresee. And the worst quarter

forecasts were for the winters of 1980 and

1981, when all Ihe models projected a de-

cline in U.S. economic output for the first

three months of the year. What actually

happened was that the GNP had a mighty

surge; it didn't take a dive.

Consequently, there has been some dis-

enchantment with economic forecasters. In

professional and business circles, when
models are mentioned, the skepticism is

pervasive. At the corporate headquarters

of American Express, in Manhattan, for

example, the firm's chief economist, John

J. Casson, says of econometric models:

"We are very dubious about how good any

of them really are."

And on Wall Street, Barton Biggs, a

senior investment manager at the prestigi-

ous investment banking firm of Morgan

Stanley, stales flatly, "They haven't worked

very well. That's the record."

Academic critics can be even more

acerbic. The influential monetarist Karl

Brunner describes large models as

"numerology on the same level as astrol-

ogy." He says they use unscientific hypoth-

eses that can't be checked against any

results. Large models, he adds, have had

"a miserable record."

However, the econometric models'

commercial appeal remains strong. De-

spite their skeptical remarks, both Ameri-

can Express and Morgan Stanley still sub-

scribe to the chief model forecasts. They

even have their own in-house versions as

well. And politicians are not immune to their

appeal, either President Reagan's new
economic policies were formulated by

using at least two models so as to justify

their expected outcome, namely, a recover-

ing economy.

Part of the models' popularity comes
from what one economist calls their "scien-

tific mumbo-jurnbo." A large model basi-

cally is a long list of complex-looking equa-

tions. For example, DRI's short-term mac-

romodel, mirroring the month-by-month

workings of the whole U.S. economy, uses

1 ,200 of them. A computer printout of DRI's

model equations is as big as a hefty book,

measuring 8 inches wide, 11 inches long,

and about 2 inches thick. Just one inter-

minable equation, representing the value

of American oil imports, takes up 82 lines.

The first line reads; "1>MEND1067 =

(EXP(<42.1073> + <0.980795>*LOG
(DTFUELSALLB*PET&NG%ENERGY , .

."'

And the technical documentation explain-

ing all of this runs an additional 400 pages.

The economic theory behind the model

seems equally impenetrable to the unin-

itiated. "Typically the investment equations

are based on the Jorgensonian Neoclassi-

cal Investment Function," says Chris Gutry,

director of the macromodel used by Merrill

Lynch Economics. "The consumption func-

tions are some sort of permanent income

hypothesis, sometimes modified by real

cash balances. Uh, are you an economist?

I don't want to bore you."

There is actually less here than meets the

eye. The model language is a simple

mnemonic, a retrieval code designed to



help make the model accessible.
DTFUELSALLB, (or example, translates.

"Demand for All Fuels, Total, All Sectors.
1 '

Some equations are very short, and those

that are long are not mathematically com-
plex, not even for a layman.

"The mathematics are trivial, really," says

Chris Caton, director of DRI's long-term

model, "high-school level." The most com-
plex lerms, he says, are logarithms, and the

operations are merely adding, subtracting,

multiplying, and dividing,

The economic theory is not all that

esoteric, either. "Conventional macro-
economics," Eckstein declares. "There is

no central theoretical construct from which

we derive everything else. The equations

are each designed to be as good as we
know how to make them."

"To calculate, say, the consumption of

gasoline," Klein explains, "we let it be de-

termined by a bunch of things related to

automobiles and gasoline." In other words,

there is more practical common sense in-

volved in this than abstract theory.

In operation, a model can be a simple toy

to play with. Any DRI subscriber can plug

the nearest telephone receiver into a

portable-typewriter terminal and be con-

nected with DRI's Burroughs giant com-
puter complex in Lexington, Mas-
sachusetts. He is, in effect, instantly, trans-

formed into President Reagan or. better,

Paul Volcker, chairman of the Federal Re-

serve Board— able to ordain a monetary

policy for the United States and thereby

help or harm the economic fortunes of mil-

lions of fictional consumers.

Chris Probyn, DRI's director of model
development, provides a demonstration.

Sitting at a conference table in the compa-
ny's New York office, he inserts a telephone

receiver into a terminal's rubber cups and

types in a request for the macromodel's
current gross national product forecast; "P

81 TO 82 %CH GNP72, PGNR CPIU, RU."

Snap, whrrr, snap, whrrr, snap, whrrr. A
table appears. It shows the projected GNR
consumer prices, and unemployment fig-

ures for 1981 and 1982. Mild recession till

autumn, it appears. Then growth resumes.

Hrnmm. The President's dream. The "rosy

scenario."

'Ask it what the budget deficit will be," he

is requested. Whrrr, snap, whrrr. Uh-oh. The
deficit fluctuates around $70 billion

through 1982. Not so good.

"What about easing monetary policy?"

Whrrr, snap, whrrr, snap. Oopsl Inflation

rises, but unemployment drops, real

growth rises, fixed investment rises, and
housing starts jump. Hey, does Paul Volck-

er know this? Apparently not. As this is writ-

ten, money remains excruciatingly tight,

and the economy has plunged into a re-

cession with little relief in sight.

This kind of immediate interaction with

the model, exploring alternative scenarios,

solves what has for centuries been a seri-

ous problem for economists: having a labo-

ratory situation in which they could test

their economic theories. The real economic

CONTINUED ON PAGE 106
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FUTURE
UAUUIO'

BY PAMELA WEINTRAUB

I ashion:

our second skin. It molds us with

color and texture,

expressing our deepest emotions and

hidden urges, our unique

personal radiation. Today fashion

trends change by

the year. But photographer

Lucille Khornak

believes that in the volatile future



»The pink-hair spiral will help future men and women camouflage their age.9

they may change by the month, or the hour. To learn what might be in

store for 2001, she visited such top designers as Gianni Versace, whose
white-tent uniform glows on the opening pages, _and Zandra Rhodes,
who says her pink-hair spiral will help future men and women "camou-
flage age" more adeptly than ever.

Khornak asked 100 "masters of design, people who control a part of

our lives." to contribute garments revealing their futuristic visions. As
prophetic clothes arrived from Oscar de la Renla, in New York, Pierre

Cardin, in Paris, and Issey Miyake, in Tokyo, it became clear that the

future fashion is moving in many directions at once.

'As individuals, we are becoming healthier by the day" says Khornak.

"devoting unprecedented amounts of time and money to improving our



bodies, " The result; sensual relaxation gear like Jean Muir's fluid navy
gown and Kenzo's pure white party suit. Yet at the same time modern
technology is destroying our environment, polluting the water, the air, and
the forests. "If this progression goes on unchecked," Khornak says, "we
will be forced to wear uniforms with controlled oxygen devices, helmets

[like the one above], and even air purifiers in our nostrils."

Clockwise, trom left, are designs by Jean Muir, Jean Claude de Luca, Kenzo, and
Mary McFadden. Trie yellow cape on the following pages is by Per Spook.





Clockwise, from below,

are a sensual

evening sari by

Donald Brooks; a black

hat, "the most
dramatic color one can

use," by Frederick

Jones; a silver pantsuit

by John Stavros;

and a brilliant green jewel,

printing its stark

pattern on black, designed

by Gary Rome.

4We will be forced to wear uniforms with oxygen devices and air purifiers in our nostrils3

Destructive as it may be, technology will render future fashion more -

useful than ever. Khornak envisions perfume capable of sending specific

messages, and dresses that change color, with the wearer's mood.
Designer Willi Smith predicts solar belt packs that regulate the amount of

heat and sunlight filtered through clothing to the body. And Jean Paul

Gaultier believes we'll spray on latex body suits from aerosol cans, At the

end of a day the latex will peel right off.

The photographs in Khornak's portfolio make it obvious that future

fashion will be extravagant, arrogant— and unjust. Designer John Stav-

ros comments that clothing will vary from class to class, with differences

between the rich and the poor far more extreme than they are today. By
2001 the superrich might dress in "expensive demigod" outfits layered



with diamonds and gold; the silver panls outfit, designed by Stavros

himself, would be made of real silver, available only to the wealthiest

people, The poor will make do with disposable dresses and suits torn like

toilet paper off a roll of cardboard.

But. according to Pinky and Dianne, whose glittery worksuit appears

here, the working-class plebeians (that includes most of us) will dress

Clockwise, from top left, are fashions by Chanel, Claude Montana, Thierry Mugier.

and Hanae Mori, who says design "will always emerge from the human heart."



Clockwise, tram left,

are Gianfranco Ferre's

straight, geometric

lookforlhe "narrower"

body of the

future; Fendi's "fantasy"

fur; Karl Lagerfeld's

evening wear, made of

girder y silver for

the future's "wave of

ornamentation";

and Pinky and Dianne's

"multifunctional" worksuit.

to fil their jobs. Fishermen, for instance, mighl wear aquamarine, while
Alaskan pipeline workers would wear silver body suits that acted like

Thermoses to retain heat. To get outfitted, people would simply siep into

a "photometric" booth that would measure their every dimension. The
measurements, along with data on health, living environment, and oc-
cupation, would be fed into a computer that could deliver a garment in

seconds. Future fashion will surely change to fit the materials born of

technology. But as these pictures reveal, design itself will remain pro-
foundly human, the product of creativity.DQ

From Fashion 3001
,
Copyright © 1983 by Lucille Kharnak. To be published this

spring by the Viking Press, New York, and Columbus Books, London.

^Programmed with a person's size, health, andjob, it could spit out a garment in seconds!!
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produce it belongs to two University of

Michigan researchers, Emmet Leith and

Juris Upatniek. Holograms have been
around since the 1960s and have been
steadily attracting a scientific following.

There is now even a museum of hofbgraphy

in New York City, where the state of the art is

on display in the form of pieces like artist

Rudie Berkhout's 12-miliiwatt Boogie, three

holograms superimposed to produce a

multicolor image of geometric figures float-

ing in space.

Electronic games are just beginning to

use the hologram to spice up their play. For

example, there's one arcade game called

Gunsmoke, in which you must draw against

the hologram of a gunfighter. If you win the

shootout, you see the gunfighter fall to the

ground. If he shoots you first, you see him

reholster his gun with a sneering "You lose."

Atari is rumored to be preparing a tabletop

electronic game, Cosmos, equipped with

two holograms packaged as part of each

game cartridge.

Now that scientists already know how to

make holographic snapshots, the next step

is mobile holograms. The key to holo-

graphic movies may be something called

multiplex holography, basically a series of

still holograms strung together. Probably

the most famous example is one entitled

The Kiss, which shows Pam Brazier, a

holographer in her own right, blowing a kiss

to the viewer. As movies go, the multiplex

holograms are limited. They are only 1.000

frames long and can capture less than a

minute's worth of action. A group of Rus-

sian scientists has been trying to extend

the limits of this science and in fact has

produced a 20-second film of a woman
arranging flowers.

Even further in fhe fulure is the idea of

holographic television. For irue 3-D televi-

sion you need a way to transmit all the

information in a hologram to homes, the

holographic equivalent of a TV camera,
and some medium to display the hologram

in your home, I! would have to be some-
thing with extremely high resolution,

roughly 50,000 lines, as compared with the

525-line resolution of U.S. television sets

and the 625 lines of European models.

Fiberoplics could carry the tremendous in-

formation load necessary for holographic

television, but that is only part of the prob-

lem. It's a big challenge, but holographers

hesitate to call anything impossible. One
has said he is certain that holographic tele-

vision will arrive in time for our grandchil-

dren to watch.

LASERS AT WAR

The military is also excited about lasers,

and with good reason. Already low-energy

lasers have been used to improve the ac-

curacy with which weapons hit their

targets. Lasers can be mounted on all sorts

of- weapons — on rifles, tanks, even

bombers— to help them line up their

targets and determine their range. In fact

these "aiming lasers" have been the "single

most successful Department of Defense
investment of the last decade," according

to department spokesman George
Gamota. And for t^e 1980s military men are

focusing on high-energy lasers that

wouldn't just aim weapons at targets; they

would be the weapons.
The high-energy lasers furthest along in

military development all emit infrared

beams ihat destroy targets by heating

them enough to damage essential compo-
nents. The word destroy might suggest

being vaporized or blown up, bui that's not

necessarily true. A spy satellite, for exam-
ple, is useless without its electronic eyes-
its cameras or imaging equipment. If those

eyes can be blinded— burned out by a

laser beam— the satellite is functionally

dead. Similarly, blinding is also the only

likely practical use of high-energy lasers

against soldiers' eyes. Lasers used for this

purpose are sometimes given the grisiy

name "eye- poppers."

But the most efficient way to use a laser

isn't to heat an object but to pepper it with a

rapid series of high-power pulses. Each
pulse evaporates a little material from the

surface of the target, and this evaporation

in turn generates a shock wave that

weakens the material.

This is crucial because it's becoming
more important in modern warfare to kill

hardware— tanks, aircraft, ships, and
missiles— than people. And because it

travels in a straight line and at the speed ot

light, the laser beam eliminates the need to

aim ahead of a moving target in order to hit

it. "It takes six millionths of a second for a

laser to travel a mile, and in that time a

supersonic airplane proceeding at twice

the speed of sound moves only a little more

than one eighth of an inch," says laser-

weapons expert J, Richard Airey Also, a
laser weapon is quickly responsive, and it

can be as deadly selective as a sniper.

Oddly enough, the laser could also be rela-

tively cheap. Although the initial investment

is high, the cost per shot is low since one
laser can aim at many targets while a mis-

sile is good for only one. Even cheap mis-

siles cost $20,000 per shot while a laser

costs only $1 ,000 to $2,000 per shot.

Right now the Air Force has the biggest

tactical-laser-weapons program in the U.S.

arsenal. Its showpiece is the Airborne

Laser Laboratory, a high-powered carbon

dioxide laser mounted in a converted

KC-135 cargo aircraft Built during the

1970s, the laser is enormous— it takes up
most of the aircraft's interior— and it works

well. In one test it shot down a winged
drone target and has been scheduled to

shoot down an air-to-air missile aimed at it

in another simulated attack.

The Navy has a smaller weapon called

MIRACL, for Mid-Infrared Advanced Chem-
ical Laser, designed to protect its ships.

MIRACL has already shot down one small

missile, and more tests are scheduled for it



during the early and middle 1980s.

Finally the Army has been destroying

winged and helicopter drones wilh its laser,

called the Mobile Test Unit, at the Redstone
Arsenal, near Huntsville, Alabama.
The weapons system attracting the most

attention is the orbiting laser battle station.

It first appeared in late 1979, when repre-

sentatives of tour defense contractors-
Lockheed Aircraft' Corporation, TRW, Inc.,

Perkin Elmer Corporation, and Charles

Stark Draper Laboratory— convinced
Wyoming Republican Senator Malcolm
Wallop that such a station could be built "in

the near term." The Lockheed Gang of

Four, as the group was labeled by their

foes, proposed putting into orbit 18 satel-

lites, each equipped with a 5-mi 1 1 ion-watt

laser, a 13-foot mirror to focus the energy

onto a target, and a pointer-tracker system
to direct the beam, detect targets, and con-

trol electronics. Each laser would be able

to fire about 1,000 shots, with a range
somewhat under 3,000 miles, according to

one expert. The satellites would be pro-

tected against nearby nuclear explosions

by armor, but they would be vulnerable to

other lasers outside their range. Total cost:

$10 billion.

The Soviet Union, of course, has its own
laser program, but it's not clear how far it's

gotten. Reports that they illuminated an

American satellite with a laser as it flew over

the USSR are now believed to be false. In

any case, whatever the satellite saw only

temporarily blinded it, and there has never

been a repeat of that incident. In addition to

this, there are other stories that a Soviet-

made laser was used by the Vietnamese to

blind Chinese soldiers in the war between
those two countries.

If these rumors are true, it does not mean
the Russians have operated antisatellite

lasers. It's one thing to hit a satellite once,

quite another to be able to do it on demand. •

But there's clearly a lot of work on high-

energy lasers going on in the Soviet Union.

Each issue of the monthly scientific journal

Kvantum Elektronika, which covers the

branch of physics that studies lasers, car-

ries more papers on high-energy lasers

than comparable unclassified journals in

the West. And military sources estimate the

Russians' high-energy laser budget to be
three to five times that of the United States.

It laser weapons of both superpowers
were to meet on some future battlefield,

what would happen would be nothing like

Star Wars, with its laser sidearms and
exploding targets. For one thing, the

weapons will be big, requiring at least a
tank or airplane to haul them around. And
don't expect brilliant Hashes of light. The
first generation of laser weapons will almost

certainly emit invisible infrared beams, and
unless a space battle takes place in a par-

ticularly dusty corner of the galaxy, no one
will see flashing laser beams— just flashes

of light where beams are reflected off

targets or where a laser beam heats a
target enough for it to glow. The only time a

kill would be obvious would be if a fuel tank

ruptured and exploded.

Will we see the laser handguns of sci-

ence fiction? Not likely. For one thing, more
than half the energy needed to excite a

killer laser would end up heating the gun
itself. For another, a laser gun couldn't gen-

erate enough energy to equal the damage
of the old-iashioned bullet.

LASER ENGINES

Beyond laser weaponry is a dream even
further away from realization: laser propul-

sion of spacecraft and airliners. Two dis-

tinctly different propulsion systems are

being studied for rockets and airplanes. In

both, the powering laser would be located

not in the craft itself but on the ground or in

a satellite. In the case of rockets, a laser

situated, say, on a mountaintop, would di-

rect its beam against the bottom ot the

rocket to heat a fuel of some sort. The
heated fuel would boil off and form a power
exhaust. In a laser-powered aircraft, a laser

beam from a satellite would shine down to

heat air inside a jet engine. The heated air

would then drive a turbine power system.

According lo Abraham Hertzberg, of the

University of Washington, and K. C. Sun, of

the Lockheed Palo Alto Research Labora-

tory, a satellite equipped wifh a laser con-
tinuously delivering about 40 million watts

could run an airplane. More than ten times

as much laser power would be needed to

get a laser-powered rocket off the ground.

In both instances, the laser needed would
be enormous. A ground-based rocket

laser; for example, would have to supply an

average power of about a billion watts for

more than 30 minutes.

If we were able to build such laser mon-
sters, the cost of flying would be no more
than it is now. Considering rising fuel costs

for aircraft, it might even be slightly less.

And physicist Arthur Kantrowitz, who is

credited with first conceiving the idea of

laser rocket propulsion, says that once op-
erational, laser rocketry could place satel-

lites in orbit for one fiftieth what it now costs.

For all its amazing potential, there are

limits even to what a laser can do, as some
people who seem to have a boundless faith

in its possibilities have found out. One man
called the offices of Laser Focus maga-
zine, wanting to know whether he could trim

his lawn with a laser. In theory he could, but

the laser would cost about $10,000 and be
about the size of a washing machine.
Another caller wanted to replace his oil

drilling rigs, which cost between $6 million

and $10 million, with a laser that would
neatly zap exploratory test holes
thousands of feet down into the ground,

There were a few problems, he was told.

Present-day lasers aren't able to drill more
than a few inches into the ground. Even if

one could, there would be no way to get rid

of the vaporized material. And finally the

oilman would probably not get a chance to

use it. The Defense Depainent would un-

doubtedly step in, classify every piece of

equipment in sight, and haul everything

away for reasons of national securityDO
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Runaway populations

and nuclear threat, says the

developer of the

polio vaccine, present

radically new
evolutionary pressures

for humankind

irUTERV/IEUU

The memory remains vivid I am an eighl-year-old boy at

summer camp in Minnesota. Suddenly trouble, difficult to

comprehend. Campers are plucked away abruptly. Soon
a favorite uncle stands beiore me, requesting that my trunk be
packed quickly It is to be my first ride in a small airplane, and my

: awe for this strong, heroic uncle—once a champion gymnast, now
! a copilot— soars. The explanation is brief; polio. What that means
" is left to the imagination. The somber lone in which the word is

f uttered is the only clue.

1 Quarantine follows. I spend more than a month with my hardy

\ seventy-seven-year-old grandfather in a log cabin in the Blue

\
Ridge Mountains of Virginia. The time is filled with tasks, the taking

j.
of large round pills the size of jawbreakers, and the curious experi-

I
ence of seeing my parents occasionally, and only at a distance,

f when they come to deliver provisions to the old Scotsman and to

i take away my dirty laundry— no doubt to boil it in lye.

Later, when quarantine is over and no disease has incubated, it

of indistinct danger. Indistinct, that is, until two years later, when I

am told that this same favorite uncle had gone for a summertime
swim, got a chill, and contracted polio. Several years after that I

see him again— once so tall and athletic, now bent and twisted,

lurching forward on two canes as he labors in his garden.

These stories must bore Dr. Jonas Salk. No doubt they are

delivered to him constantly as a kind of thanks and must, after a

time, have a certain sameness to them. His achievement in devel-

oping the polio vaccine in 1953 remains the hallmark for all medical

breakthroughs, Recently, for example, industrialist Armand Ham-
mer offered a $1 million prize to the scientist who could achieve a

cure for cancer similar in effect to Dr. Salk's preventive for polio.

The Salk Institute for Biological Studies, in La Jolla, California, is

itself a contender for the Hammer prize. But the institute— founded

by its namesake in 1963— is devoted not only to cancer research



67here are

circumstances in which

people tend

to compensate for a

lack of quality

in life by quantitatively

increasing their

numbers. A more adaptive

reaction would be
to improve life's quality.!

and experimental biology but to the study

of the philosophical, psychological, and

social consequences of biological re-

search' as well. For, to Jonas Salk, the suc-

cessful evolution of human beings means

more than simply the development of

greater resistance to disease; it also means

humans evolving into wiser beings capable

of surviving in a shrinking and dangerous

world. This concern for the global impact of

scientific research is also evident in Salk's

three books: Man Unfolding. The Survival

of the Wisest, and, most recently, World

Population and Human Values; A New Real-

ity, with his son Jonathan. (He is now work-

ing on Anatomy of Reality: Merging Intuition

and Reason.)

We met at the Manhattan offices of his

publisher, Harper and Row, to discuss this

latest book and its optimistic hypothesis

that humans may biologically be predes-

tined for continued evolution and survival.

Salk's manner was dignified and gra-

cious—so long as I addressed his con-

cerns with serious intelligence. But when

my questions touched on the trivial, his

face clouded quickly, as if he were wonder-

ing why he had agreed to this conversation

at all. — James Reston, Jr.

Omni: How did you move originally from

polio research to population concerns?

Salk: I've had a long-standing interest in

human evolution. I'm beginning to see this

in everything I've done. When I went pro-

gressively from my work on polio to the

crea'tion of the institute, my purpose was to

approach problems of human life more

broadly. I began to see things in a global

way: to see the world as a whole, not just in

terms ot numbers, but in terms of quality as

well. I began to look at such phenomena in

evolutionary terms.

Omni: When was that?

Salk: In the Sixties. At that time there was

great concern about the population explo-

sion. I put two and two together and got six.

I must have awakened one morning and

realized that world population was not

going to increase indefinitely, as the

doomsday thinkers were predicting, but

would have to follow a sigmoid, or

S-shaped, pattern of population dynamics.

Omni: Would you define the sigmoid pat-

tern for our readers?

Salk: I can do this best by offering an

example. A good one is that of a population

of fruit flies. If you introduce a small number

of flies into a closed box or vessel, the

population grows faster and taster for a

period of time, then reaches a point at

which it slows, and then levels off. If you

plot the number of flies against time, the

curve assumes a sigmoid, or S-shaped,

pattern. The same pattern of change is also

seen in many other biological and physical

systems. I
was struck by the idea that the

fruit-fly population behaved in this orderly

way without having to call a town-hall meet-

ing to make such a decision. This pattern of

behavior seems to be biologically built into

the system. It's an expression of an order-

ing principle in nature.

Omni: So what is the sigmoid hypothesis?

Salk: It is based on what is seen in a system

in which organisms multiply. It implies there

must be a feedback effect of some kind.

When a population approaches a certain

size, relative to available space, food, or

other essential resources, changes occur

that result in a slowing of growth. This oc-

curs under laboratory conditions— as in

the fruit-fly population, or a yeast cul-

ture—and also in nature. The hypothesis is

that, as an evolutionary advantageous

pattern, this may also apply to human's.

Omni: How doe-s this translate into

human-population dynamics?

Salk: Something built into the human spe-

cies may respond similarly Over the past

several centuries human population growth

has-been accelerating in accordance with

the first half of the sigmoid curve. But world

population growth is now beginning to de-

celerate, and in the future it may well con-

tinue in accordance with the second half of

the curve.

This suggested to me that such major

changes in population trends would be ac-

companied by changes in human values.

So I've also tried to link this change in popu-

lation dynamics to changes in values and

have suggested that human values consti-

tute a regulating influence in human evolu-

tion, That is the abstraction. The question

is. How does this abstraction translate into

real life?

Omni: According to your statistics, in the

year 1900 the population of the world was

one billion; in 1982 it is four-and-a-half bil-

lion. You project a figure of six billion by the

year 2000, and then postulate, under the

sigmoid hypothesis, that human popula-

tion will level off at eleven billion in the year

2100. But you also cite the startling statistic

of a population increase of one billion in the

past eleven years. What is the reason for

this incredible jump?
Salk; First, let me say that these are not our

projections. They come from the Popula-

tion Division of the United Nations. They

say that if present trends continue, world

population will level somewhere between

eight billion and fourteen-and-a-half billion.

The reason for the recent large jump is

partly mathematical. As populations grow,

greater and greater numbers of people are

reproducing. It's a geometric progression.

As the number of people who are reproduc-

ing increases, a population grows more

and more rapidly.

Omni: You believe this leveling off will begin

within the next several generations?

Salk: That's a reasonable forecast, though

there are many, many things involved,

Omni: Still, eleven years to increase the

population by a number equal to the whole

of human population in the year 1900!

Salk: Much of the increase is a result of the

large number of young people who have

survived in developing countries in recent

times. In those countries the reduction of

infant mortality— in the death rate in

general— has meant that more people sur-

vive to reproduce. Because ot devel-



opments in agriculture, science, and tech-

nology, more food is available, more dis-

eases are prevented, and more people are

capable oi surviving. Death rates have de-

clined more rapidly than have birth rates.

Omni: How should we view the relationship

between birth and death rates?

Salk: It's the difference between birth and

death rates thai accounts tor an increase or

decrease in population. If the birth rate is

much greater than the death rate, popula-

tion increases rapidly. If it's close to the

death rate, then we have zero population

growth. If it's less than the death rate, the

population is decreasing. In recent cen-

turies death rates have declined faster than

have birth rates, and this has caused the

. sudden increase in population. In the more

developed countries birth and death rates

are now coming into line. In the less devel-

oped countries death rates recently have

fallen more precipitously. There's still a

wide difference between birth and death

rates in the developing countries, which is

why population is growing so much faster

in those regions.

Omni: Is the earth really a closed system?

Is the analogy of the closed box of fruit flies

or the dish with yeast cells really precise?

Salk: The earth is both an open and a

closed system. It's open to solar energy, so

long as the sun continues to exist. But

geographic space and other resources are

limited and constitute the limitations that

make the earth a closed system. We do not

have the capacity to sustain unlimited

population growth. It's neither physically

nor psychologically possible.

Omni: Still, with yeast cells there is a

homogeneity of individual organisms,

which is not true of human beings,

Salk: Well, of course there is a marked dif-

ference between humans and yeast cells. It

is not only a question of homogeneity; the

method of reproduction is different, and the

two obviously differ in a whole host of other

ways. Nevertheless, when we speak about

population dynamics, there is correspond-

ence in that the laws of nature apply gener-

ally to populations of large and small or-

ganisms. In both systems— given a limited

amount of space, food, and resources-

there is a level beyond which a population

can't expand. For the yeast culture, we're

really talking about the carrying capacity of

the culture medium, or the number ot or-

ganisms that can be sustained in terms of

the amount of space or nutrients, or the

amount of waste that can be tolerated. The

same is true for human populations.

Omni: For the sigmoid curve to be valid,

humankind must act as a homogeneous
system, is that not so?

Salk: Human beings don't have to be iden-

tical or act identically for population to level.

Human populations clearly are not homo-
geneous. However, under similar circum-

stances, people tend to respond in similar

ways, Those In developed countries be-

have similarly to one another and differently

from people in developing countries. At this

point in history, though, to slow population
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growth and to solve other problems will re-

quire cooperation and the perception that

people in different parts of the world share

in these problems and solutions. Ideas

about survival— or perceptions about what

Is in man's best interest for survival— are

undergoing change.

Omni: One can't have it both ways. Hu-

mans cannot act in a way that promotes

their survival and simultaneously act in a

way that ensures their destruction.

Salk: You've just put your finger on an es-

sential point. Human beings have the ca-

pacity to respond adaptively, but they can

also respond ma I
adaptively. If they re-

spond maladaptive^, this could result in an

apocalypse. I postulate that humans pos-

sess the capacity to respond adaptively

and to behave as have other living systems

that have achieved long-term survival,

Omni: But there is so much evidence that

human beings have behaved maladap-

tive^. You could have an antagonist writing

precisely the same kind of book, making

'mGiven a limited

amount of space, food, and
resources, there

is a levei beyond which a

yeast population

cannot expand. The same
' thing is true

for a human population3

the opposite hypothesis and arriving at the

apocalyptic conclusion.

Salk: Yes, I accept that. This is an attempt

to counter that point of view This is a delib-

erate attempt to present the other side.

Omni: The optimistic side?

Salk: Yes. Since we're talking about the fu-

ture, it's anybody's guess what the out-

come will be. We certainly have the capa-

bility to destroy ourselves. But I'm saying

that it's also within our capability to avoid

the catastrophe. I'm drawing on biological

analogies to say that it's altogether possi-

ble that we are programmed for survival

and for continued evolution.

Omni: Programmed?
Salk: Programmed in the sense that we
have both capacities. We can be destruc-

tive and we can be constructive. We are

witnessing in our time the opposition of

these two tendencies: between those who
are correcting errors and those who are

making errors; those behaving adaptively

and those behaving maladaptively. That's

where the conflict occurs, between these

two groups, these two forces. Inasmuch as

this important confrontation is taking place

right now this is a critical point In human

evolution . We need to correct the errors that

are taking us headlong toward disaster.

There are two different belief systems.

One says that we have it within us to get

beyond the current state. The other says

that we do not have this capacity and are

going to destroy ourselves.

Omni: But it's a leap'Of faith, isn't it? A per-

son is either an optimist or a pessimist. Your

hypothesis is the scientific underpinning

for the optimistic view

Salk: I think of myself as a realistic optimist.

I am realistic because I
acknowledge the

pessimistic view and say that the maladap-

tive evidence is also part of the picture. I'm

simply saying that, as a physician and

biologist who recognizes the way self-

regulating systems work — particularly

evolving systems— I think there's a good

chance that we will survive through our own

evolution. If this hypothesis encourages

others to join forces, it could become a kind

of self-fulfilling prophecy.

Omni: You make a distinction between de-

veloping countries and developed coun-

tries. By the year 2000, developing coun-

tries will account for eighty percent of the

world population, with a continuing growth

rate of 2.4 percent. What exactly does that

growth rate mean?
Salk: Actually, the growth rate in the devel-

oping world as a whole is presently 2,4

percent. By the year 2000, it's projected to

drop to around 1 .8 percent. A growth rate of

1.8 percent means that the population in-

creases in size each year by 1.8 percent as

compared with the year before. It's impor-

tant to understand that as a population

grows, even at a constant rate, the number
added each year increases. It's the same
way that compound interest works.

In a situation where the world population

is six billion, a 1.8 percent increase would

mean the addition of one hundred eight

million people in a year. The higher the

growth rate, the faster a population dou-

bles. Brazil has a growth rate of 2.4 per-

cent. Its population will double in twenty-

nine years. China now has a growth rate of

about 1.2 percent; its population will dou-

ble in fifty-eight years. A country like Swe-

den, with a growth rate of less than 0.1

percent, will take more than one thousand

years to double in size.

Omni: These statistics of rapid growth in

the developing world, coupled with the

leveling off of the population in the devel-

oped world, frighten many people. Why
should this not lead to a hysterical attitude

in the developed world?

Salk; It's for this reason I felt impelled to

present the big picture. I wanted to help

reduce the hysteria. We must begin to un-

derstand the forces at work, recognize

what we need to do to ameliorate the prob-

lems, and adapt ourselves to the new cir-

cumstances.

Omni: There is talk in West Germany, for

example, about a moral imperative to pro-

duce more children, to hold off this "tide" of

the developing world. Is that hysteria?

Salk: In a way, yes. In West Germany the
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population at the moment is decreasing

very slowly, at a rate ot 0.2 percent a year.

This can be adjusted by increasing the

birth rate slightly, so that births and deaths

are about equal, This would then be zero

population growth, or a steady level ot

population. But there is no way that West

Germany can hold off this "tide" in world

population increase. Having more children

in Germany will have no impact on the

enormous increase in population in other

parts of the world. Any future increase in

West Germany's birth rate is like a drop in

the bucket.

Omni: That's the hysteria, isn't it— the per-

ception of a declining population in relation

to the rest of the world?

Salk: Yes, and I can understand that. But,

personally, I think hysteria is often whipped

up, and I often ask, "For what purpose?" It's

not a reasonable reaction, and it doesn't

get us anywhere. I put hysteria in the cate-

gory of maladaptive reactions. The vast

population growth in the developing coun-

tries is to a great extent linked to the eco-

nomic conditions and the poverty in those

countries.

The important points to consider are the

conditions oi life in the developing coun-

tries that are responsible for this state of

affairs. There are circumstances in which

people tend to-cornpensate for a lack of

quality in life by quantitatively increasing

their numbers. A more adaptive reacfion

would be to improve the quality of human
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lite. To increase trie q canity at this time is a

maladaptive reaction.

Omni: What would be so awtul about a

shrinking West German population?

Salk: I don't see what would be. so awful,

aside from the fact that the West Germans
have a great deal to contribute to the future

of human evolution. Theirs is a highly de-

veloped culture, which has a great deal to

contribute to solving the problems in a de-

veloping world. Developed countries can
greatly help to improve the global condi-

tion. But the developed countries must see

that their self-interest is linked to the self-

interest of the developing countries. Then
we will be seeing ourselves as members of

the organism of the human kind, in terms of

human evolution, not in terms of the evolu-

tion of only one or another part of the world.

We've all become interdependent. We're

reaching the limit of saturation. That's why
we're getting this feedback effect in the

slowing of population growth,

Omni: Then there's nothing magical about

the zero figure?

Salk: There isn't anything magical about

zero population growth. That simply refers

to the state of affairs when the size of the

population remains constant from year to

year. If means that the number of people

born is equal to the number who die.

There's nothing magical about that. That's

the state of affairs in a stable population.

On an individual level, it's not going to

affect West Germany's position in the world

if its population g'ow-n is sligntly above or

below zero. What's important is how each

culture fits into the global scheme.

Omni: Of course the population curve is

not the only graph with which mankind is

concerned. Among resource experts, for

example, there is the so-called triage de-

bate. With limited "resources, the question

will arise as to who is to survive and who is

not. If the developed world views the devel-

oping world not only as having this enor-

mous population conceniration but also as

competitive, forjimited resources, this be-

comes another reason for hysteria.

"Saik: I see it differently. At some point

there's going to have to be an accommoda-
tion. The developing countries look upon
the developed countries as enormous con-

sumers—of the fuel supply, for in-

stance—at a rate that's way out of propor-

tion to the supply. This disequilibrium in the

supply of resources and how they are used

is now a matter of global concern, The con-

tending sides are going to be forced to

come Together in order to develop strate-

gies for resolving these issues,

Omni: As a nonscientist, I see two images

here. Two containers, if you like. One is the

dish with the yeast cells. The other is this

triage lifeboat from which somebody is

going to have to be thrown out.

Salk: The image of the lifeboat suggests

that the earth can now hold a finite number
of people and that resources cannot be

expanded. For each survivor, someone
else will have to be thrown overboard. The

earth is not really like thai.

We do have a growing population, but we
can expand our resources, though, even-

tually, we will reach a bottom if we are not

prudent. But some parts of the world are

using a disproportionately huge amount of

the resources. So there are other variables

and options available to us than if we were.

really In a lifeboat. One of the options is

cooperation in the use of world resources

for the benefit of all the world's people.

Some amelioration of the population in-

crease comes with improvements in social.

economic, and health conditions. And
that's something else that doesn't exist in a

lifeboat.

To some extent, the image of the sigmoid

curve is a "pathway" for avoiding, or at least

postponing, that life-or-death triage image,

and it suggesis that there is time. Actually.

the yeast model is a more appropriate way
for us to see ourselves.

Is it a question of someone's having to be

thrown overboard, or of some being capa-

ble of surviving and some not? Realistically

I have to say that some are not going to be

able to make it. Not everyone can or will.

Omni: How does that relate to population

dynamics? Who's going to make it, and

who's not?

Salk: That's the issue. If we think of the

problem in either/or terms, this kind of com-
petition is going to continue. It's going to

be a struggle, and it's going to be you or me,

Omni: What if I'm the United States and I

have to give up a much greater share of the



oil resources, or of the world's food supply,

to the developing countries? Doesn't that

make it an either/or situation, such as we've

never had before?

Salk: Well, in the short range, yes, we are

giving up something. But in the long rang

see it as a both/and situation, When we talk

about survival— about ihe overall quality of

life on Earth, in which we all have
investment— then balancing some of thB

extravagant abundance we currently enjoy

in order to avoid catastrophic conflict and
famine is really a plus for us, too, It Is of

benefit both to the developing countries

and to us.

The recent conference of world leaders

in Cancun, Mexico, is some evidence that

we may be getting beyond the limitations of

the either/or philosophy. We're beginning

to recognize that we do have to sit down
and work it out together. Because the alter-

native is just the same as atomic war. No
one will really win a nuclear war nor will

anyone really triumph in a war between the

developed and the developing couniries,

between the haves and the have-nots.

The resolution of such stresses will re-

quire an accommodation, an adaptive re-

sponse. I admit there is less evidence
today of the operation of a both/and phi-

losophy than of the either/or philosophy. I

see the former as barely emerging. We are

at the beginning of a new epoch. But if we
are to make it to a period of dynamic equi-

librium, we will have to invent new systems.

We have a century in which to do this.

Omni: What would a world of fixed popula-

tion be like?

Salk: It would be quite different. The econ-
omy wilt have to adjust itself to a world in

which numbers do not automatically in-

crease to constitute more markets. A world

such as that will change not so much in

numbers as in quality. Further evolution will

occur at that time, but evolution at the level

of the mind, of human culture.

Omni: A world that is Sweden, writ large,

perhaps?
Salk: Sweden is only one example. There

will be many different ways of adapting,

depending on conditions and cultures in

different parts of the world.

Omni; Could capitalism, as we know it,

exist under those circumstances.

Salk: I don't think any social, political, or

economic system will remain unchanged.
All ways of thinking are going to go through

evolutionary changes. This applies to both

capitalism and socialism. I see a need for

accommodation on both sides. We tend to

see things in too short a time frame.

Perhaps something will come into exist-

ence we cannot now foresee or imagine.

Omni; What are some short-term economic
changes that might take place?

Salk: You can already see some of them in

offering workers profit-sharing plans and
partial ownership of a company It gives

them a vesfed. interest in its success, as

well as an added responsibility

Omni: A developing world with eighty per-

cent of the earth's population, higher liter-
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acy rates, and greater economic strength

will demand more of the world's resources.

Even so, do you say we should continue

feeding people and improving their medi-

cal care?

Salk: My philosophy is that we should help

them to help themselves. In this way we
"allow them to develop and not to be de-

pendent, This helps reduce the burden on
the world as a whole— in a sense reducing

the negative by enhancing the positive.

Understand that at this point in history

this is not so much a moral obligation as it is

a pragmatic necessity. The well-being of

people in other parts of the world is increas-

ingly linked to our own, and our own,

likewise, is increasingly linked to theirs.

Omni: Even if the result is to put them on a

footing that is directly competitive with us?

Salk: Directly collaborative and coopera-

tive. The alternative of collaboration does
exist. We can make adjustments in our

consumption and o.ur use of resources if it

benefits us to do so. There are courses of

action that can be beneficial to both sides.

Omni: That assumes that there's plenty of

wealth to go around.

Salk: The developing world has a- great

deal more to contribute both for its own
benefit and for the rest of the world's. De-

veloping nations can begin to make eco-

nomic and social contributions if their

health and well-being improve. It's in our

best interest, as well as theirs, that present

differences be mitigated. Look at the alter-

native. Suppose we continue with this we/
they attitude. We are constantly going to be
in a virtual state of war.

The sooner we help the rest of the world

become self-sufficient, the more re-

sources, human and material, there will be.

Other nations are not quite as greedy as we
are in that respect. Perhaps it is our greed
that will be accommodated with time.

There's a need to look at our respon-
sibilities to the rest of the world as well as
our rights as world citizens.

Omni: Beyond helping the developing
countries to eliminate dread diseases, do
you think we have a moral obligation to

promote abortion there as well?

Salk: Abortion is just one technique. You
might just as well ask whether we have an
obligation to promote the use of condoms
or the wire loop. The important issue is

fertility control— the reduction of birth rates

where that is desirable. Fertility control has
been going on for centuries. I'm aware that

abortion is a sensitive issue. I don't want to

get into any debate on specific methods.
Omni: In the headlong race to modernize
the developing world, there is much con-

cern about the pillage of land and
resources— the destruction of the Amazon
rain forest, for example— as well as the de-

struction of greater and greater numbers of

natural species. In a sense this eliminates

biological checks and balances at the

same time that this human population ex-

plosion is occurring. Does this worry you?



Salk: Yes, it does. What we do to the

ecosystem is going to constitute a limiting

factor for us. As we disturb the ecosystem,

on which we depend for our survival, we
will be threatening ourselves. This is a limit-

ing factor, and it is one aspect of the feed-

back mechanism involved in the leveling

off both of numbers of people and of the

consumption of resources. What we do to

the ecosystem affects us. It's another situa-

tion in which we're obliged to look at the

problem as a whole, not just at one facel.

Omni: Simultaneous with this destruction

of natural species is the advancement of

genetic research. Science is producing

antidotes to diseases that nature could

never produce on its own. DNA research is

operating al the very information center of

the human system. So we're destroying

natural species at the same time that we
arecreating a new human animal. Why isn't

this a prescription for chaos?

Salk: It can be. But we can also use this

knowledge constructively to solve the prob-

lems of evolution and the problems that our

very success has created. Al this point our

ingenuity has to work to check the effects

of our own ingenuity— to introduce the

checks and balances on a higher level.

Omni: But who is going to introduce them?

Salk; We all do, individually. There are

some who have a sense of responsibility,

and they will manifest themselves individu-

ally and collectively. I do not see one indi-

vidual calling the shots. I see no single

captain of the team.

Omni: By team, do you mean the scientific

community?
Salk: It's not just the scientific community. It

has to consist of people from all walks of

life, nonscientists as well as scientists;

people from all disciplines and professions

who are doing the work of the world; farm-

ers, workers, managers, lawyers, law-

makers—the lot as a whole.

Omni: Well, I suppose I
consider myself a

humanist. What do I have io do with

whether the scientific community develops

an antidote to the aging process, and what

do I have to do with DNA research?

Salk: To be informed. To the extent that the

public is informed, it will constitute a col-

laborative influence on scientists to make
sure that this information is used wisely.

Journalists are supposed to perform this

role. They don't do it as effectively or as

consistently as I would like.

Omni: Do you think this check is operating

now with DNA research?

Salk: I think so. The research was over-

reacted to at first. Now there's a much more

balanced view in the control and regulatory

process. We've had an opportunity to see

the risks and the advantages. There's an

advantage and a disadvantage to all these

advances. The challenge is to evolve, not

merely to survive.

Omni: In this new epoch you see new val-

ues: an emphasis on quality instead of

quantity, on collaboration instead of com-
petition, on interdependence, not inde-

pendence, on consensus instead of power.
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But you have not focused extensively on

the transition from current values to these

new values.

Why shouldn't we' posit three epochs:

your first epoch, with the world bent on

conflict and competition; your second,

rosier projection of a new epoch accented

by cooperation and consensus; and a

third, dangerous transition period?

Salk: You could very well do that. We dis-

cuss this to some extent in A New Reality,

the book my son Jonathan and I put to-

gether. Humankind is in the midst of that

transition period now, and there is a great

deal of tension, conflict, and flux. We could

be at the beginning of a new epoch. That is

why I tend to stress the long term in order to

put the present period in some perspec-

tive. There are only glimmerings of evi-

dence now that my hypothesis has some
validity. But I see such a hypothesis as a

necessary prerequisite for being able to

evolve beyond the present state. These

values and attitudes and strategies of the

iAny kind of

nuclear exchange will have

unimaginable

cataclysmic and apocalyptic

implications. We
can't tamper with toys of

that kind, indulge

in that sort of saber rattling

3

new age will certainly be concomitant with

our success.

Omni. But what you're talking about is such

a fundamental change in human behavior.

Salk: Yes, I agree. That's why I talk of this as

being of evolutionary significance. We are

at a stress point that is testing our capacity

to adapt and to live under new conditions.

Omni: I just don't have a concept of how
this cataclysmic change is going to take

place in human behavior.

Salk: I don't see it as a cataclysmic

change. It's an evolutionary change. In dif-

ferent conditions, different aspects of

human behavior are evoked and are

selected for and reinforced. The change is

progressive and gradual— a whole series

of small changes that may be impercepti-

ble from one day to the next. But look at

your own generation as compared to your

father's. You were born into an entirely dif-

ferent context, with different demands, dif-

ferent opportunities. That makes for differ-

ent choices and different behavior.

Last night at dinner, I was sitting between

two women who were decrying the fact that

their daughters weren't having babies until

they were thirty. For the daughters, it's a

perfectly appropriate decision. But the

mothers can't understand this at all. Be-

cause of the unique nature of our time,

such changes are quite precipitous. It's

more than we usually expect from one gen-

eration to the next.

Omni: You wrote in your previous book, The

Survival of the Wisest, "There is evidence

that a new transformation is occurring in the

circumstances of human life, new in the

history of man, and of the planet, to sug-

gest that man's past performance should

not be taken as.the only basis for judging

his future." Are you not saying that the past

history of man is no longer valid?

Salk: Oh, but it is.

Omni: Only as a negative.

Salk: No. What occurred in the past was
valid for that time. But it does not necessar-

ily serve to set a pattern for the future. The

future is not the past, and the evolutionary

pressures are quite different now than they

were at one time. I'm assuming that human
beings have the capacity to adapt.

Omni: Is President Reagan, whom some
see as antipoor and intensely competitive,

behaving in an antievolutionary fashion?

Salk: Well, you could say that. There is a

tendency for many people— not just the

President— to look backward rather than

forward, to look to values that may have

been appropriate fifty or a hundred years

ago, but that may not be appropriate in

.
what I call this new epoch. In this period of

transition there's much uncertainty. So it's

natural for people to try to find values that

work. For many the first place to look is

back to what worked earlier, before starting

to look forward to try to create new values.

Omni: So that one can view politics in evo-

lutionary terms.

Salk: Absolutely. You can look at different

philosophies and dogmas and ask the

question, "Does this particular philosophy

have the qualities of being evolutionary,

antievolutionary, or devolutionary?"

Omni: Wouldn't the cynic say, "That's just

being a good liberal"?

Salk: Call it anything you like. But I would

have to analyze any liberal to see whether

the implications of his philosophy were

adaptive. To be adaptive, you have to be

both conservative and liberal. It's more im-

portant to evaluate politics and philoso-

phies in terms of human well-being than in

terms of traditional left/right, liberal/

conservative dichotomies. There is a deli-

cate balance between the extremes that

has to be found and will be found.

Omni: Yet President Reagan is associated

with the emphasis on power, not with the

emphasis on consensus. You talk about the

conference in Cancun, but the neutron

bomb is getting more attention right now.

Salk: That's true, and I think it is, perhaps,

inappropriate.

Omni: But we're not acting as if we're con-

cerned about it.

Salk: I think we will. We will be forced to.

The Soviets will also be forced to. Because

of economic pressures. There are enor-

mous economic and social costs to the

CONTINUED ON PAGE 12B
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world doesn't stand still long enough to be

dissected. Even if it did, it is far too large

and complex to disentangle cause and ef-

fect with any certainty. Given all this, a

compuler model is a dream come true, a

working microcosm of the economic uni-

verse to fool around with.

But a model alone is not enough to make
accurate forecasts. It has to be steered.

Human judgment is involved. "You don't

justpush a button and let the model churn it

out," Caton explains. In addition to models,

his firm employs 25 full-time economists in

its National Forecasting Group, and the

forecasts ultimately are made, not by the

computer, but by the staff.

"Models run blind don't work," Eckstein

asserts, "Judgment comes in interpreting

why they didn't work perfectly. What was it:

data errors, labor strikes, bad weather,

changes in the structure of the economy?
What is the government doing? Most suc-

cessful forecasters have Washington expe-

rience."

Do you also need some kind of intuitive

ability? "Sure," Eckstein answers. "What

you have to be is a 'forest' economist, not a

'tree' economist. You must have a model in

your head of how the whole economy
hangs together. If you don't, even with the

most wonderful model in the world, you'll

probably turn out nothing but nonsense."

So much for the computer's aura of om-

niscience. But if a model must be helped

along, what exactly does it do? It imposes

discipline and consistency on the thinking

of the staff, for one thing, and it acts as an

extension of the economists' judgment, if a

model cranks out a forecast that doesn't

seem right to its masters, they simply over-

ride it and rely on human expertise.

Recently some new ideas have split the

world of economic modeling. One is a new
economic theory. Michael Evans, who now
runs his own Washington, D.C.. consulting

firm, Evans Econometrics, uses a model
that incorporates supply-side economics,

the fashionable new theory that buttresses

President Reagan's tond hope that mas-

sive tax cuts can boost national growth

without causing inflation. Evans's model

does nor include the "rational expecta-

tions" theory another idea employed to jus-

tify Reaganomics. This theory held that

high interest rates would fall early in the

new era, because Wall Street would "ex-

pect" the new policies to succeed. Since

interest rates have stayed obstinately

stratospheric, "those guys," Evans says,

"are dead in the water."

Both theories were designed into

Califomian Claremont Institute's model,

which Stockman and other Reagan advis-

ers drew on in charting the President's

economic course. Or so John Rutledge,

Claremont's president, avers. No outsider

can check this out. Rutledge has fended off

any independent evaluation of his model

by keeping its design secret.

Rutledge also believes in another trend

in econometrics: small computer models.

He insists one big advantage of the small

model is its agility, "Ours is simpler and

more flexible," he says. "The large models

are juggernauts that simply can't react fast

enough to changing conditions. They are

inherently doomed to fail."

Evans now uses a model that is much
smaller— having only 200 equations—
than the one he designed for Chase. "I

don't think the human mind can absorb

more than that," he suggests.

Casson, of American Express, agrees:

"The large models have gotten so huge that

no one person in any organization can

wholly understand them." His own depart-

ment has designed about 20 models for its

own use. They are small, How small? "Tiny

One equation," he replies, "with maybe five

variables."

One area where tiny models have proved

especially successful is foreign exchange.

A recent survey of 12 currency forecasters

in the financial magazine Euromoney found

that smaller models often produced fore-

casts better than the bigger, more compli-

cated ones. The best were the single-

equation models.

Ranked first was a New York company,

Predex, which has consistently beaten all

the big banks in obtaining accuracy. Its

founder, Dr. Charles Ramond, boasts that

he has never taken a course in economics.

His Ph.D. is in psychology.

"I believe in simple models," Ramond
says, "We use a single equation, which

simply states that the value of one currency

in terms of another depends on the supply

and demand for both. Every quarter we refit

the model with the very best new data, and

every night we offer silent prayers to God
that the structure of the system won't

change."

The Predex forecast is usually— 70 per-

cent of the time- on the "right" side of the

currency forward market. That is to say, it

makes money for its roster of clients, a list

that includes Gulf Oil, Xerox, a slew of

banks, and even the savvy Wall Street

commodity house and money trader Salo-

mon Brothers.

But small is not always beautiful. Pre-

dex's first forecast wrongly predicted a

1975 rise in the value of the dollar (it fell

dramatically), and Predex's Canadian-

dollar prediciions were poor until recently,

when the company built a special model for

Canadian economists.

Like elephants swatting flies, Eckstein

and ihe other forecasters who use large

models flatly reject the criticism by smaller

rivals that their theories are insufficient or

outdated. If the big modelers' forecasting

record is sometimes embarrassing— and

Eckstein concedes, "I wish it were bet-

ter"— there are three good reasons.

First, the fuel on which the models run is

impure. The raw data fed to the models are
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flawed economic sta: sties, which the fed-

eral government is consistently revising.

"It's a tremendous frustration," says Eck-

stein. "Every year, when Ihey restate history,

we have to reestimate the model at tremen-

dous effort and cost— redo the whole thing

all over again."

Second, there are the "exogenous vari-

ables," "Input data that can't be derived

from past statistics. Political, and some-
limes even economic, factors can only be

guessed at: War may break out; Arab oil

producers may raise prices; federal spend-
ing may change; the money supply may
expand or contract.

"Two thirds of our error involves doping

out what Volcker is really doing, what
Sheikh Yamani is rea//y up to," says Eck-

stein. "That part of the error is irreducible."

Third, there is the shifting structure of the

"economic world. To keep pace with big

changes, models have to be continually

reengineered. The sudden ascendancy of

OPEC, or President Reagan's curtailment

of the welfare rolls, to cite just two exam-
ples, makes it a whole new economic ball

game.
Unquestionably the less stable the real

economic world is, the harder it is for mod-
els to project. its path accurately Given the

current increase in economic instability of

recent years, Eckstein considers it a mar-

velous achievement that forecasts have not

gotten dramatically worse. Ultimately, he

sums up, "No one knows the future, only

God. And He's not in the business."

As 1982 began, Omni asked four top
econometric forecasting firms to predict

growth and inflation in the spring and
summer quarters of the year The shape of

this outcome will first be discerned when
the Commerce Department makes a pre-

liminary announcement of the results on
the twentieth of the month following the end
of each quarter. A month later it publishes
revised figures.

Conveniently for the less accurate seers,

this is not the end of the scoring process.

Further revisions may follow a year or more
later. Last year the GNP figures for the en-

tire decade were readjusted, necessitating

a full-scale retrofitting of the models to con-

form to this new historical pattern. There's

always room, therefore, for an inaccurate

prophet to claim that the model's predic-

tions will be vindicated when the official

figures are corrected.

Precise numbers are not the key targets

of the model forecasters, however. Most
important is the question whether they ac-

curately gauge the turning points of the

economic cycle: when boom begins to fal-

ter, or when recovery gathers steam.

All the firms forecast a decline in output

during the first quarter of 1982. According
to these figures, all are expecting a turning

point in the spring, when they expect
America's economic growth to resume.

Forecasting Firm Econom z Growth in

United States

(Annual rate in

percentages)

April- July-

June September
Data Resources,

Inc. (DRI) +1.5 +5.5

Wharton
Econometric +2.3 +4.7
Forecasting

Associates

Chase +3.1 +4.7
Econometrics

Merrill Lynch +4.2 +6.0
Economics

Inflatio in United

States

Consumer Price

Ir dex
(Annual rate in

percentages)

April- July-

June September
Data Resources,
Inc. (DRI) +6.6 +6.9

Wharton
Econometric

+8.1 +7.9
Forecasting

Associates



+8.5 +9.2

+6.3 +6.4

Can we trust these figures? Klein, the

originator of it all, insists that model fore-

casting on the whole has been successful

and is getting better; "When I started forty

years ago, I'd have said what we have

achieved today was out of sight. We never

expected to do this well. To project U.S.

total production a year ahead, plus or

minus one or two percent on rates of

change, is extremely accurate, I think.

"In 1 973 we forecast a world recession of

about the right order of magnitude as soon

as the oil embargo was announced,
against the contention of President Nixon.

In 1979 we got the right movement in real

GNP each quarter. In 1980 we did forecast

a lightweight recession, and we were rather

good," Klein says gloatingly.

The dominant question is whether that

performance, still imperfect, can be im-

proved further. Klein is doubtful. For one

thing, there is the problem of the revision of

basic data by the Commerce Department.

What's more, he notes, the official statistics

leave out the underground economy— the

unrecorded transactions of the weekend
painter, say, who accepts cash or barter to

avoid paying taxes. Estimates of its size

range up to 1 percent of the economy.

Paul Samuelson, of Massachusetts Insti-

tute ot Technology, who wrote an elemen-

tary textbook on economics that made him

a millionaire and who won the Nobel Memo-
rial Prize for economics in 1 970, thinks that

forecasters sooner or later will come up

against a wall of uncertainty, a limit beyond

which they will be unable to reduce error

"They'll reach a barrier, along the lines of

the physicists' Heisenberg Indeterminacy

Principle," Samuelson predicts. "When you

try to guess next year's inventory invest-

ment, for example, you have to realize that

God Himself hasn't made up His mind yet"

Model forecasting may not have reached

that point, but Samuelson thinks that even if

it has, the current level of inaccuracy is not

intolerable; "It's an allergy rather than

cancer." He is also sure that models have

contributed much to the reliability of fore-

casts: "The computer methods would have

to be reinvented if they disappeared."

Experts in the business generally seem

to be optimists on counts other than accu-

racy. "We.may not be able to improve accu-

racy much," Klein says, "but we should be

able to give more information, over a long

time, with faster reporting and a wider

range of variables."

One thing thai should help is the steady

expansion of computer capabilities. Not

only does this mean that the quality of the

data— the raw economic statistics— that

models use should improve; but it also

means that the models will be able to han-

dle and correlate more raw information.

If so, econometric models may come



closer to satisfying suGh crilics as Wassily

Leontief, the 1973 Nobel Memorial Prize-

winner in economics.
The kind of real-time- systems approach

he envisions is already largely in place in

Norway, Leontief says. "Believe it or not,

they just held what we believe will be the

last census there. You know why? Because
the data now flow in every day A com-
pletely computerized system absorbs a

daily flow of information on technology,

demography, monetary operations,
natural-resources deployment, and so on."

Such a setup naturally suits a planned.

socialist economy better than a free-

enterprise one. Eckstein reports that a

Sovie! delegation visiting DRI was visibly

excited by the potential application of

computer technology to economics.

A high-level Russian official asked Eck-

stein whether he could put 50.000 eco-

nomic units on DRt's computer, all interact-

ing in real time. The Russians apparently

had divided their economy into 50,000 fac-

tories and other production units, and they

dreamed of connecting them all to a central

computer. Then, the planners [elt, they

could really run the economy.

"We had to tell them that the current

technology allows only two hundred units

on the computer simultaneously," Eckstein

recalls, "and that fifty thousand was quite a

few years away."

There are even suggestions that eco-

nomic data could be improved by aerial

photography. Spy cameras now used to

monitor Soviet military movements could

study the volume of U.S. transportation traf-

fic or agricultural crops.

Even now the growth of electronic trans-

actions, from supermarket checkout to

check cashing, promises better data input

for the American models. A cashless econ-

omy, where most transactions are electron-

ically performed, might provide the same
kind oi instantaneous picture of the econ-
omy that Soviet officials hope for.

With this potential, new complications

arise. The prospect for DRI, as the nucleus

of this computerized economy, would be
fantastic, Eckstein believes. DRI's fore-

casts could be radically improved if Eck-

stein were prepared to tap directly into his

clients' own plans, say, for investment

But there are serious antitrust problems.

"Do you really want large companies to

pool their information into a computer?"

Eckstein asks. DRI leaves it to the govern-

ment to decide, because you have to ask

yourself whether you are tampering with the

system. "Is this fair to small business?"

The current outlook is that econometric

models will be important tools in forecast-

ing but will not magically replace human
judgment.

Recently one of Samuelson's colleagues

found him reading a computer printout and
asked him, "Paul, in how many years will a

computer make you obsolete?"

"Since he asked," Samuelson says, "I

told him. 'Not in a hundred years.' "OO



^Horton told of

her abduction by kindly aliens

who took a piece of

her leg back to their world$

Young Sieve Kilbum

says his car inexplic-

ably swerved oft !fie

road late one night in

1973 He emerged
from !he vehicle to

find a deserted pas
ture and sev.

chalk-white, hairless

humanoids wearing
black turtlenecks

The creatures bound
him and took him
aboard a "saucer."

where they used a

"wand" to probe his

body and extract tis-

sue Released about
two hours later, Kil-

bum found himself

back on the road,

aware only of a
period ot 'missing
time" tor which he
could not account.

Then in 1978 he
spoke of the myste-

rious time gap to artist Budd Hopkins, who had been fas-

cinated by UFOs ever since he spotted lights in the sky

over his Cape Cod home Hopkins persuaded Kilbum to

undergo hypnosis, and in the following months the young
man told the bizarre sfory above

Steve Kllburn (not his real name) was to be the first of

many "UFO abductees" Interviewed by Hopkins and his

associate, psychotherapist Aphrodite Clamar. In his new
book. Missing Time, Hopkins cites 36 similar abductions,

and, he asserts, there have been thousands more
Because ot similarities in dozens of abduction stories.

Hopkins has concluded that the attacks are being perpe-
trated by a single race ot extraterrestrials. More than 90
percent of those interviewed, he explains, were kidnapped
by "four-foot-tall humanoids with huge heads, cavernous

eyes, and slitiike mouths." The majority were taken into

chambers filled with peart-colored air. And most were

But there is one
common denomina-
tor more chilling man
the rest: Many ab-

ductees, Hopkins
says, are kidnapped

twice, "once around

the age of six, and
again during late

adolescence " Hop-
kins first became
aware of this pattern

3fte> meeting Virginia

Horton (not her real

corporate

awyer. who told of

disappearing near

ie' grandfathers
farmmsouthern Man-
itoba at the age of six,

only to reappear an

a I a Kith

UFD UPDffTE
large, straight cut on

the back of her calf."

A decade later in

1957, she had a simi-

lar experience near
Frankfurt, Germany. Then, under hypnosis, Horton told of

her abduction by aliens who took "a teeny piece" of her leg

back to their world. Hopkins has interviewed 1 1 other dou-

ble-abduction victims; each one, he says, has a perfectly

straight scar on the upper part of the calf

Why have the "extraterrestrials" tried to conceal their

operations? "We may be witnessing a long-term study of

humans," Hopkins suggests. "The aliens could be fitting

our children with monitoring devices and removing them
decades later " Healso believes the aliens may be extract-

ing human genetic material for incorporation into their own
race. His evidence? Many of the male abductees claim

they were stimulated until they had orgasms, ejaculating

semen that the aliens collected for study

While other UFO researchers are fascinated by Hop-
kins's theories, it may be impossible to verity them. To

protect his subjects from ridicule. Hopkins has kept their



MUMMY'S CURSE

Policeman George La-

brash was guarding the

treasures of King Tut in San

Francisco's De Young Mu-

seum when he suffered a

massive stroke The attack

occurred In 1979, but It

wasn't until Ihis past January

that Lab-rash filed a suit

claiming his Illness was job-

related He was a victim of

the dreaded mummy's
curse, he said, offering as

proof numerous deaths and

illnesses allegedly caused
by the mummy's wrath,

Gregory Paxson siood

nervously atop a ski slope in

Steamboat Springs, Col-

orado. It was his first time on

skis, and friends expected
But as Paxson

swept down the tr-ii

body twisted and turned with

the smooth coordination of

an expert. By the time his

surprised friends caught up

with him, he was In a state of

exhilaration.

At the moment of push-off,

Paxson explained, he expe-

rienced a sense of familiarity,

and then a vision: the dark,

steep slopes of the Euro-

pean Alps. His first thought

had been. What a pleasure

to be back on skis!

Paxson spent the next

eight years under hypnosis

recalling prior incarnations.

His conclusion? In one pre-

vious life he'd been an Al-

pine skier

Today Paxsgn is a profes-

sional hypnotist and past-

life- regression therapist in

Chicago In the last five

years, he says, several of his
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clients have acquired skills

learned during forme' incar-

nations One man who re-

membered horseback riding

in a previous Hie, for exam-

ple, became an excellent

rider. (Paxson admits the

man "supplemented the

memory with horseback-

riding lessons ") Another pa-

tient, a practicing astrologer,

recalled an astrology career

spanning centuries With

therapy, Paxson says, the

man quadrupled his as-

trological skill in weeks.

Not all regressions, how-

ever were helpful Some par-

ticipants rediscovered

useless abilities, such as

sundial reading and roof

thatching— Margaret Sachs

"The act of dying seems to

be associated with some
other event,,perhaps
pharmacologic, that

transforms it into something

quite different from what

most of us are brought up to

anticipate .
Something is

probably going on that we
don't yet know about

"

— Lewi's 7ftomas

) was de-

fending San Francisco

against the Pharaoh's ven-

geance, says he's unaware

of any legal precedent for

awarding compensation to

the victims of curses. And a

still healthy security guard,

Richard Adamson, who ac-

tually sfepf in the tomb next

to the mummy from 1923 to

1930, has recently said the

story of the curse was delib-

erately planted to scare off

would-be tomb robbers.

Apparently the San Fran-

cisco court agreed, for La-

brash lost his suit in a trial

that ended this February

Now his supporters are urg-

ing him to have the case
tried in Egypt.

— Robert Sheaffer

"All the historical books that

contain no lies are extremely

tedious.

"

—Anatole France

EXAMINING BENT
METAL

During the 1970s Israeli

entertainer Un Geller de-

clared he could bend metal

by softly stroking ft, Many
psychics today claim the

same ability

Is this claim genuine''

Most scientists say no. But

now two French metallurgists

working for the Pechuney-
Ugine-Kuhlman Company
say they have evidence to

the contrary The scientists,

Jean Bouvais and Charles

Crussard, used an electron

microscope to examine

metal bent by Jean-Pierre

Glrard-the French Uri Gel-

ler According to their find-

ings, many of Girards "psy-

chically bent" samples dif-

fered in their molecular

structure from samples bent

manually Moreover they

said, metal bent by Girard

grew unusually soft while

samples he merely looked at

turned inexplicably hard.

The meaning of Bouvais

and Crussard s discoveries

remains unclear. Neverthe-

less, their work proves that

modern technology can be

used to investigate the

paranormal — D. Scott Rogo

"Logic is neither an art nor a

science but a dodge.

"

-Stendhal



STAR WAR

Astronomers used to be-

lieve (rial Ihe galaxies were
distributed more or less

evenly througn space, but

lately they've found regions

where galaxies are rare or

absent. The granddaddy of

these intergalactic holes, lo-

cated near the constellation

Bootes, measure:- n

300 million light-years

across— five times as large

as its nearest competitor

Asked by the National En-

quirer to speculate about the

void'sorigin, space shuttle

engineer John Schuessler

obligingly came up with a

headline-worthy pt

A fleet ot intergalactic war-

ships, each with the power to

annihilate a solar system,

might have attacked a rival

supercivilization. 5eJ

a chain reaction that could

liquidate galaxies for

megaparaecs around.

Even a less-than-super

civilization could trigger

such a cataclysm, he main-

tains "We could destroy Ihe

earth with weapons now an

the drawing boa re

m our possession That

could upset the gravitational

balance of the solar system,

and the chain could go on

from there There's no telling

haw far the destruction

might spread
"

His scenario seems ripe

for questioning, One of the

void's discoverers, as-

tronomer Paul Schechler, of

the Center for Ast'-.;

asserts that the ga,

leant, just popu-
lated hy galaxies too dimto
be seen. And Schuessler
himself speculates a real

void could have emerged
when a huge mass .

matter was annihilated by
the normal mailer around II

Yet these ideas depend on
special conditions that may
not have existed at ihe lor-

| 'he universe. As-

tronomers have ^et to accept
any ot them "It's pretty dif-

ime up with an ex-

planation more believable

Bllarwar,"

Schuessler concludes. "I

don't think we can rule that

jn Dayies

THE JERUSALEM
COVER-UP

Robert Stephanos was
browsing through a friend's

library when he discovered

the work of the nineteenth-

century writer Comyns
Beaumont, who believed

that the ancient city of

Jerusalem had originally

been located in the

Isles Stephanos was so fas-

cinated by the Beaumont
concept that he planned an

exploratory trip to Ihe United

Kingdom By the lime he

came home, he now

had gathe'edirreiu.

evidence that the City of

David ws ;

Scotland

According to the E

Stephanos explains, Old
Jerusalem was "serpent-

shaped" and stretched

from east lo west. Yet mod-
ern Jerusalem (above) runs

in a long, straight strip from

noiihiosouth It Is Edin-

burgh, he notes, that runs

from east to west ai i

mam street that twists like a

boa constrictor

And, according to the

book of Deuteronomy,
Jerusalem sits opposite

three hills, with a palace on
the highest "Nowhere nes

modern Je i'

Stephanos

such geography. ' J .

west of Edinburgh, though,

.
i called

n has

three peaks and a castte.

Moreover, Arthur's Seat

looks exactly like a Hon, re-

= tibiical desenp-
-usalemas"the

lion's whelp"
Finally, says Stephanos,

despite references to the

Hoiy City's nearby waterway,

modem Jerusalem is more
than 35 miles from the port

hardly close by
ancient standards. Edin-

burgh, however, is a mere
five miles from its port, which
interestingly enough is

named Joppa.

Stephanos claims that

Jerusalem was moved to ihe

Middle East around a.d. 342,

when Constantine the Great

decided that a site closer to

home would help him control

the emerging Christian reli-

gion. For political reasons,

he had the Hebrew scribe

E;ra rewrite the Bible to

cover up the move
-Pamel



LOVE MACHINE

Friends say William Wal-

dron lost his job at Welldall

Engineering, in England,

because he (ell in love with a
computerized flame-cutting

machine, like the one above
Yet Waidron claims this

isn't exact// true: "I didn't

love the machine," he says
"1 just found it extremely in-

teresting. Futuristic, if you

like As a piece of ma
chinery if was fantastic.'

Waidron explains "Every

morning before work I'd take

the machine by [he hand
and program it lo perform

cutting maneuvers. When
the machine moved, it was
like watching my own brain."

But then IheWellaali

Company sent the machine

to London for computer up-
grading, and Waidron re-

fused to work. "Despite our

offer to let him operate the

conventional machines."

says Welldall financial direc-

tor John Hinsley. "despite our

promise to return the ma-
chine as soon as possible,
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Waidron stayed home for ten

months without pay and was
finally tired."

"Just call me stubborn,"

Waidron says. "But no other

machine can take its place
"

Waidron, fifty-three. Is still

unemployed.
— Peter Rondinone

"Men are most apt to believe

what they least understand.

"

— Montaigne

UFO WORLD RECORD

The Guinness Book ot

World Records should not

overlook Harley Ruiledge,

chairman of the physics de-

partment at Southeast Mis-

souri Siate University He's
1 seen 158 UFOs— more than

;
any other scientistl

Hall began in February

1973, when the residents ot

Piedmont. Missouri, saw
mysterious lights hovering

above their homes. They

thought creatures from outer

space were about to invade,
' and so they started carrying

gune. Fascinated, but quite

skeptical, Rutledge decided
to investigate.

During the next eight

years he saw 158 uniden-

tified flying objects with his

own eyes, and he became
convinced that many of them

were extraterrestrial ships.

Based on his numerous
sightings, Rutledge wrote a

book entitled Project Iden-

tification: First Scientific

Field Study of UFO
Phenomena.
The book, Rutledge says,

is a manual for scientists

who want a better grasp of

the many types of UFOs that

exist. For example. It divides

UFOs into two basic cate-

gories— "Incredible" and
"Ordinary" An "Incredible"

UFO can fly across the sky,

change colors, and vanish in

a matter of seconds. From a

technological point of view, it

can outdo anything built on

Earth. An "Ordinary" UFO,
which doesn't do anything

outstanding, migh! be a
bright light thai hovers

and then stowly fades.

The book also suggests

that some UFOs are experi-

mental vehicles launched by

the U.S. military. Rutledge

claims the Air Force has

asked to see some of his

unpublished research, in-

cluding photographs. But

he's not surrendering his

data. He thinks he's discov-

ered something he shouldn't

have, and he thinks he's

being followed, too By
; whom? That might be the

subject of another book.

—Peter Rondinone

"There were men from the

sky in the earth in these

days.

"

—Heorew Book ot Ught

SATELLITE SEANCES

Marshall McLuhan's
theory thai "the medium is

the message" may lake on

new meaning when Satellite

Seances appears on cable

TV this summer Produced

by the National Spiritualist

Association ol Churches

and Videography Studios ot

Los Angeles, the program

will feature seances in which

church members, like those

above, "communicate" wifh

the dead.
According to Bob Kiger,

of Videography, spiritualists

have long resented Holly-

wood's concept of the

seance, complete with can-

dles and shrouded figures

floating above tables. Now,

however, Ihey are fuming to

television In hopes of regain-

ing their lost popularity.

Today, with most spiritual-

ists over sixty-five, the reli-

gion seems to be dying. But

TV exposure. Kiger says,

could make it "one of the

largest religions in the

world " Spiritualism "is a

psyehodrama between
spirits and people." he says

"If Norman Lear had (he full

rights to the Catholic

Church, I wouldn't trade

htm."— Rachel Basch



ORIGINAL CAST
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 5B

'Again," Whitten said.

"Well, I am damned."

"No, squire! God is very merciful, and the

blessed saints Catherine and Margaret,

who speak to me every—"
"No! Now you sound like you're sparring

with him! This is not some damned eigh-

teenth-century drawing-room repartee!

Joan absolutely means it! The voices are

absolutely real to her. You must do it again,

Barbara. You must tap into the religious

atmosphere of your ESIR. You are not try-

ing! Do it again!"

Barbara bit her lip. I saw Kellig glance

from her to Whitten, and I suddenly had the

impression— I don't know why— that they

had all been at one another earlier, before I

had arrived. Something beyond the usual

rehearsal irustration was going on here.

Tension, unmistakable as the smell of

smoke, rose from the three of them.

"Well, I am damned."

"No, squire! God is very merciful, and the

blessed saints Catherine and Margaret,

who speak to me every day, will intercede

for you. You will go to paradise, and your

name will be remembered forever as my
first helper."

"Again," Whitfen said.

"Well, I am damned."

"No, squire! God is—"

"Again."

"Really, Gregory," Barbara began icily,

"how you think you can judge after four

words of—"
"I need to hear only one word when it's as

bad as thai! And what in absolute hell is

that little flick of the wrist supposed to be?

Joan is not a discus thrower. She must

be—" Whitten stopped dead, staring off-

stage.

At first, unsure of why he had cut himself

off or turned so red, I thought he was having

an attack of some kind. The color in his face

was high, almost hectic. But he held him-

self taut and erect, and then I heard the

siren coming closer, landing on the roof,

trailing off. It had come from the direction of

Larrimer— which was, I suddenly remem-

bered, the only hospital in New York that

would do ESIR.

A very young man in a white coat hurried

across the stage.

"Mr. Whitten, Dr. Metz says could you

come up to the copter right away?"

"What is it? No, don't hold back, damn it,

you absolutely must tell me now! Is it?"

On the young technician's face profes-

sional restraint battled with self-impor-

tance. The latter won, helped perhaps by

Whitten's seizing the boy by the shoulders.

For a second I actually thought Whitten

would shake him.

"It's her, sir It really is. We were looking for

fifteenth-century ESIR, like you said, and

we tried the neos for upper class for the

ladies in waiting, and all we were getting

were peasants or non-Europeans or early
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childhood deaths, and then Dr. Metz

asked— " He was clearly enjoying this,

dragging it out as much as possible. Whit-

fen waited with a patience that surprised

me until I realized that he was holding his

breath, "— this neo to concentrate on the

pictures Dr. Metz would show her of build-

ings and dresses and bowls and stuff to

clear her mind. She looked dazed and in

pain like they do, and then she suddenly

remembered who she was, and Dr. Metz

asked her lots of questions— that's his

period anyway, you know; he's the foremost

American historian on medieval France—
and then he said she was."

Whitten let out his breath, a long, explo-

sive sigh. Kellig leaned forward and said

"Was ..."

"Joan," the boy said simply. "Joan of

Arc,"

It was as if he had shouted, although of

course he had not. But the name hung in

the dusty silence of the empty theater, cir-

cled and underlined by everything there:

mShe behaved with

the gestures and attitudes

of the world as she

believed it ought to be,

-
' a place of rational

individuals with enough
style to create

events in their own imaged

the heavy velvet curtains, the dust motes in

the air, the waiting strobes, the clouds of

mothlike actors, or memories of actors, in

the wings. They all existed to lend weight

and probability to what had neither. One in

a million, one in a billion.

"Is Dr. Metz sure?" Whitten demanded.
He looked suddenly violent, capable of

disassembling ihe technician if fhe histo-

rian were not sure.

"He's sure!"

"Where is she? In fhe copter?"

"Yes."

"Have Dr. Metz bring her down here. No,

I'll go up there. No, bring her here. Is she
still weak?"

"Yes, sir," the boy said.

"Well, go! I told Dr, Metz I
wanted her

here as soon as he absolutely was sure!"

The boy went.

So Whiften had been informed of the

possibility earlier. I looked at Barbara, sud-

denly understanding the tension on stage

She stood smiling, her chin raised a litlie,

her body very straight. She looked pale.

Some trick of lighting, some moiionless

tautness in her shoulders, made me think

for an instant that she was going to faint,

but of course she did not. She behaved

exactly as I knew she must have been will-

ing herself to, waiting quietly through the

interminable time until Joan of Arc should

appear Whiften fidgeted; Kellig lounged,

his eyelids lowered halfway. Neither of them

looked at Barbara.

The technician and the historian walked

oul onto the slage, each with a hand under

either elbow of a young girl whose head

was bandaged. Even now I feel a little

ashamed when I remember rising halfway

in my seat, as for an exalted presence. But

the girl was not an exalted presence, was
not Joan of Arc; she was an awkward,

skinny, plain-faced girl who had once been

Joan of Arc and now wanted to be an extra

in the background of a seventy-five-year-

old play. No one else seemed to be re-

membering the distinction.

"You were Joan of Arc?" Whitten asked.

He sounded curiously formal, as out of

character as the girl.

"Yes, I ... I remember Joan. Being Joan."

The girl frowned, and I thought I knew why:

She was wondering why she didn't fee/ like

Joan. But ESIR, Barbara has told me,

doesn't work like that. Other lives are like

remembering someone you have known,

not like experiencing the flesh and bone of

this one— unless this one is psychotic.

Olherwise, if usually takes time and effort

to draw on the memory of a previous incar-

nation, and fhis child had been Joan of Arc

only for a few days. Suddenly I felt very

sorry for her

"What's your first name?" Whiften said.

'Ann. Ann Jasmine."

Whitten winced. 'A stage name?"

"Yes. Isn't it pretty?"

"You must absolutely use your real name.

What acting have you done?"

The girl shifted her weight, spreading her

feet slightly apart and starting to count off

on her fingers. Her voice was stronger now
and cockier. "Well, let's jusf see: In high

school I played Portia in The Merchant ol

Venice, and in the Country-Time Players—
fhat's community theater— i was Goat's

Sister in The Robber Bridegroom and Aria

in Moondust. And then I came to New York,

and I've done— oh, small stuff, mosfly. A
few commercials." She smiled at Whitfen,

fhen looked past him at Kellig and winked.

He stared back at her as if she were a dead
fish.

"What," said Kellig slowly, "is your real

name?"
"Does it mailer?" The girl's smile van-

ished, and she pouted.

"Yes."

"Ann Friedland," she said sulkily, and I

knew where the "few commercials, mosfly"

as well as fhe expensive ESIR audition had
come from. Trevor Friedland, of Friedland

Computers, was a theater backer for his

own amusement, much as I was. He was
not, however, a co-backer in this one. Not

yet.

At the Friedland name, Kellig whistled, a

low, impudent note that made Whitten

glance at him in annoyance. Barbara still



had not moved. She watched them intently.

"Forget your name," Whitten said. "Abso-

lutely forget it. Now I know this play is new to

you. but you must read for me. Just read

cold; don't be nervous. Take my script and
start there. No— there. Jason, cue her."

"You want me to read Joan? The part of

Joan?" the girl said. All her assumed
sophistication was gone; her face was as

alive as a seven-year-old's at Christmas,

and I looked away, not wanting to like her.

"Oh, really, Greg," Kellig said. Whitten

ignored him.

"Just look over Shaw's description there,

and then start. I know you're cold. Just

start."

"Good morning, caplain squire," she
began shakily, but stopped when Barbara

crossed the stage to sit on a bench near the

wings. She was still smiling, a small frozen

smile. Ann glanced at her nervously, then

began over

"Good morning, captain squire. Captain,

you are to give me a horse . .

." Again she

stopped. A puzzled look came over her

face; she skimmed a few pages and then

closed her eyes. Immediately
I thought of

the real Joan, listening to voices. But this

was the real Joan. For a moment Ihe stage

seemed to float in front of me, a meaning-
less collection of lines and angles.

"II wasn't like that," Ann Friedland said

slowly.

"Like what?" Whitten said. "What wasn't

like what?"

"Joan. Me. She didn't charge in like that

at all to ask'de Baudricourt for horse and
armor. It wasn't at all . .

. she was more . ,

.

insane. I think. What he has written here,

Shaw . .

." She looked at each of us in turn,

frowning. No one moved. I
don't know how

long we stayed that way, staring at the thin

girl onstage.

"Saint Catherine," she said finally. "Saint

Margaret." Her slight figure jerked as if

shocked, and she threw back her head and
howled like a dog. "But Orleans was not

even my ideal The commander, my father

the commander, my falher ... oh, my God,

my dear God, he made her do it, he fold

me— they all promised—"
She stumbled, nearly falling lo her

knees. .The historian leaped forward and
caught her. I don't think any of us could

have borne it if that pitiful, demented figure

had kneli and begun to pray.

The next momenl, however, though visi-

bly fighting to control herself, she knew
where— and who— she was.

"Doctor, don't, I'm all right now, it's not—
I'm all right. Mr. Whitten, I'm sorry, let me
start the scene over!"

"No, don't start the scene over. Tell me
what you were going to say. Where is Shaw
wrong? What happened? Try to feel it

again."

Ann's eyes held Whitten's. They were be-

yond all of us, already negotiating with

every inflection of every word.

"I don't have to feel it again. I remember
what happened. That wave of ... I won't do
that again. It was just when it all came rush-

"Pilot pens!You have
to hold onto them

"I don't get no respect!

I make a deposit...

this guy's making a withdrawal

-including my Pilot pen."

"Ifs almost criminal the way people go for my Pilot Finefiner. You know why?
Its fine point has the guts to write through carbons. And Pilot has the guts to

charge only 79= for it. People get their hands on it and they forget ifs my pen.

So I got no pen. And no respect!

Thafs not all, people go nuts over my Pilot Razor Point as

well. It writes whip-cream smooth with an extra fine line.

And its custom-fit metal collar helps keep the p>

'

from going squish, So people love it,

But for only 89= they should buy
their own pen-and show
some respect for rr

property."

[PILOT]

fine pointmarker pens
People fake to a Pilot like ifs their own.



ing back. But now I remember it, I have it, I

can control it. It didn't happen like Shaw's

play. She— I— was used. She did hear

voices, she was mad, but the whole idea to

use her to persuade the Dauphin to fight

against the English didn't come tram the

voices. The priests insisted on what they

said the voices meant, and the commander
made her a sort of mascot to get the sol-

diers to kill ... I was used. A victim," A
complicated expression passed over her

face, perhaps the most extraordinary ex-

pression I have ever seen on a face so

young: regret and shame and loss and an

angry, wondering despair for events long

beyond the possibility of change. Then the

expression vanished, and she was wholly a

young woman coolly engaged in the bar-

gaining of history,

"I know it all, Mr. Whitten— all that really

happened. And it happened to me. The

real Joan of Arc."

"Cosgriff," Whitten said, and I saw Kellig

start. Lawrence Cosgriff had won the

Pulitzer Prize for drama the last Iwo years in

a row He wrote powerful, despairing plays

about the loss of individual morality in an

institutionalized world.

"My dear Gregory," Kellig said, "one

does not simply commission Lawrence
Cosgriff to write one a play, He's not some
hack you can— "

Whitten looked at him, and he was quiet.

I understood why; Whitten was on fire, as

exalted with his daring idea as the original

Joan must have been with hers. But no, of

course, she hadn't been exalted, that was
the whole point. She had been a dupe, not

a heroine. Young Miss Friedland, fighting

, for her name in lights, most certainly con-

sidered Joan the Heroine to be an expend-

able casualty. One of the expendable
casualties. I stood up and began to make
my way to the stage.

"I'm the real thing," Ann said. "The real

thing, I'll play Joan, of course,"

"Of course," Kellig drawled, He was al-

ready looking at her with dislike, and I

could see what their rehearsals would be:

the chance upstart and the bit player who
had paid largely fruitless dues for twenty

years. The commander and the Dauphin

would still be the male leads; Kellig's part

could only grow smaller under Ann's real

thing.

"I'll play Joan," she said again, a little

more loudly.

Whitten, flushed with his vision, stopped

his ecstatic pacing and scowled. "Of

course you must play Joan!"

"Oh," Ann said, "I was afraid— "

"Afraid? What is this? You are Joan,"

"Yes," she said slowly, "yes, I
am." She

frowned, sincerely, and then a second later

replaced the frown with a smile all calcula-

tion and relief. "Yes, of course I am!"

"Then I'll absolutely reach Cosgriff's

agent today. He'll jump at it. You will need to

work with him, of course. We can open in six

months, with any luck. You do live in town?
Cosgriff can tape you. No, someone else

can do that before he even— Austin!"

"You're forgetting something, aren't you,

Gregory, in this sudden great vision? You

have a contract to do Shaw."

"Of course I'm not forgetting the contract.

But you absolutely must want to continue,

for this new play . . . Cosgriff . .

" He
stopped, and I knew the jumble of things

that must be in his mind: deadlines, back-

ing (Friedland Computers!), contracts,

schedules, the percentage of my commit-

ment, and, belatedly, Barbara.

She still sat on the bench at stage left,

half in shadow. Her back was very straight,

her chin high, but in the subdued light her

face with its faint smile looked older, not

haggard but set, inelastic. I walked over to

her and turned to face Whitten,

"I will not back this new play, even if you

do get Cosgriff to write it. Which I rather

doubt. Shaw's drama is an artistic master-

piece. What you are planning is a trendy

exploitation of some flashy technology.

Look elsewhere for your money."

Silence. Whitten began to turn red. Kellig

•/ saw everything

through pastel-colored

swirls. My arms

and legs felt lit with a

-
- dry, papery fire

that danced up and down
from shoulder

to wrist, ankle to hip3

snickered— at whom was not clear. In the

silence the historian, Dr. Metz, began
timidly, "I'm sure Miss Friedland's informa-

tion would be welcomed warmly by any

academic— "

The girl cried loudly, "But I'm the real

thing!" and she started to sob.

Barbara had risen to take my arm. Now
she dropped it and walked over to Ann, Her
voice was steady. "I know you are. And 1

wishyouallluckasanaclress. It's a brilliant

opportunity, and I'm sure you'll do splen-

didly with it."

They faced each other, the sniveling girl

who had at least the grace to look embar-

rassed and the smiling, humiliated woman.
It was a public performance, of course, an

illusion that all Barbara felt was a selfless,

graceful warmth, but it was also more than

that. It was as gallant an act of style as I

have ever seen.

Ann muttered "Thank you" and flushed a

mottled maroon. Barbara took my arm, and
we walked down the side aisle and out of

the theater. She walked carefully, choosing

her steps, her head high and lips together

and solemn, like a woman on her way to a

public burning.

I wish I could say that my quixotic ges-

ture had an immediate and disastrous ef-

fect on Whitten's plans, that he came to his

artistic senses— and went back to Shaw's

Saint Joan. But of course he did no such

thing. Other financial backing than mine

proved to be readily available. Contracts

were rewritten, agents placated, lawsuits

avoided, Cosgriff did indeed consent to

write the script, and Variety became dis-

tressingly eager to report any tidbit con-

nected with what was being billed as

JOAN OF ARC: WITH THE ORIGINAL
CAST! It was a dull theater season in New
York, Nothing currently running gripped

the public imagination like this as-yet-

unwritten play. Whitten, adroitly fanning the

flames, gave out very few factual details.

Barbara remained silent on the whole
subject. Business was keeping me away
from New York a great deal. Gorer-Redding

Solar was installing a new plant in Bogota,

and I would spend whole weeks trying to

untangle the lush foliage of bribes, kick-

backs, nepotism, pride, religion, and ma-
nana that is business in South America. But

whenever I was in New York, I spent time

with Barbara. She would not discuss Whit-

ten's play, warning me away from the sub-

ject with the tactful withdrawal of an estate

owner discouraging trespassing without

hurting local feelings. I
admired her tact

and her refusal to whine, but at the same
time I felt vaguely impatient. She was keep-

ing me at arm's length. She was doing it

beautifully, but arm's length was not where I

wanted to be.

I do not assume that intimacy must be
based on a mutual display of sores. I

applaud the public illusion of control and
well-being as a civilized achievement.

However, I knew Barbara well enough to

know that under her illusion of well-being

she must be hurt and a little afraid. No
decent scripts had been offered her, and
the columnists had not been kind over the

loss of Saint Joan. Barbara had been too

aloof, too self-possessed for them to show
any compassion now Press sympathy for a

humiliated celebrity is in direct proportion

to the anguished copy previously supplied.

Then one hot night in August I arrived at

Barbara's apartment for dinner. Lying on a

hall table was a script:

A MAID OF DOMREMY
by

Lawrence Cosgriff

Incredulous, I picked it up and leafed

through it. When I looked up, Barbara was
standing in the doorway, holding two gob-

lets of wine.

"Hello, Austin. Did you have a good
flight?"

"Barbara— what is this?" I asked, stu-

pidly.

She crossed the hall and handed me one
of the goblets. "It's Lawrence's play about

Joan of Arc,"

"I see that. But what is it doing here?"

She didn't answer me immediately. She
looked beautiful, every illusion seeming
completely natural: the straight, heavy silk



of her artfully cut gown, the flawless make-

up, the hair cut in precise lines to curve

over one cheek. Without warning, I was
irritated by all of it. Illusions. Arm's length.

'Austin, why don't you reconsider back-

ing Gregory's play?"

"Why on earth should I?"

"Because you really could make quite a

lot of money on it."

"I could make quite a lot of money back-

ing auto gladiators. I don't do that, either."

She smiled, acknowledging the thrust. I

still did not know how the conversation had

become a duel.

'Are you hungry? There are canapes in

the living room. Dinner won't be ready for a

while yet."

"I'm not hungry. Barbara, why do you

want me to back Whitten's play?"

"I don't want you to, if you don't wish to.

Come in and sit down. I'm hungry. I only

thought you might want to back the play. It's

splendid." She looked at me steadily over

the rim of her goblet. "It's the best new
script I've seen in years. It's subtle, com-

plex, moving— much better even than his

last two. It's going to replace Shaw's play as

the best we have about Joan. And on the

subject of victimization by a world the main

character doesn't understand, it's better

than Streetcar or Joy Ride. A hundred

years from now this play will still be per-

formed regularly, and well."

"It's not like you to be so extravagant with

your praise."

"No, it's not."

'And you want me to finance the play for

the reflected glory?"

"For the satisfaction. And," she added
quietly, but firmly, "because I've accepted a

bit part in it."

I stared at her. Last week a major colum-

nist had headlined: fallen star lands on

HER PRIDE.

"It's a very small role. Yolandeof Aragon,

the Dauphin's mother-in-law. She intrigued

on the Dauphin's behalf when he was
struggling to be crowned. I have only one

scene, but it has possibilities."

"For you? What does it have possibilities

of— being smirked at by that little schemer

in your role? Did you read how much her

agent is holding Whitten up for? No wonder

he could use more backers."

"You would get it back. But that's not the

question, Austin, is it? Why do you object to

my taking this part? It's not like you to object

to my choice of roles."

"I'm upset because I don't want you to be

hurt, and I think you are. I think you'll be hurt

even more if you play this Yolande with Miss

Ann Friedland as Joan, and I
don't want to

see it, because I love you."

"I know you do, Austin," She smiled

warmly and touched my cheek. It was a

perfect Barbara Bishop gesture: sincere,

graceful, and complete in itself— so com-
plete that it promised nothing more than

what it was, led on to nothing else. It cut off

communication as effectively as a blow—
or, rather, more effectively, since a blow can

be answered in kind. I slammed my glass
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on the table and stood up. Once up, how-

ever, I had nothing to say and so stood there

feeling ridiculous. What did I want to say?

What did I want from her that I did not

already have?

"I wish," l said slowly, "that you were not

always acting."

She looked at me steadily. I knew the

look. She was waiting: for retraction or

amendment or amplification. And of course

she was right to expect any, or all, of those

things. What I had said was inaccurate.

She was not acting. What she did was
something subtly different. She behaved

with the gestures and attitudes and behav-

iors of the world as she believed it ought to

be, a place of generous and rational indi-

viduals with enough sheer style to create

events in their own image. That people's

behavior was in fact often uncivilized, cow-

ardly, and petty she of course knew; she

was not stupid. Hers was a deliberate, con-

trolled choice: to ignore the pettiness and

to grant to all of us— actors, audience,

iSfre was going to

marry the widowed King

Charles of England.

She was a drug addict,

a Mormon, pregnant,

mad, in love, clairvoyant,

ten years old,

and extraterrestrial.^

press Whitten, Ann Friedland, me, her-

self—the illusion of having the most admi-

rable motives conceivable.

It seemed to me that this was praisewor-

thy, even "civilized," in the best sense of

that much-abused word.

Why, then, did it make me feel so lonely?

Barbara was still waiting. "Forgive me; I

misspoke. I don't mean that you are always

acting. I mean— I mean that I'm concerned

for you. Standing for a curtain call at the

back of the stage while that girl, that

chance reincarnation . .

." Suddenly a new
idea occurred to me. "Or do you think that

she won't be able to do the part and you will

be asked to take over for her?"

"No!"

"Bui if Ann Friedland can't—"

"No! I will never play Joan in A Maid of

Domremyi."

"Why not?"

She finished her wine. Under the expen-

sive gown her breasts heaved. "I had no

business even taking the part in Shaw's

Joan. I am forty-five years old. and Joan is

seventeen. But at least there— at least

Shaw's Joan was not really a victim. I will

not.play her as a pitiful victim."

"Come on, Barbara. You've played

Blanche DuBois, and Ophelia, and Jessie

Kane. They're all victims."

"I won't play Joan in A Maid of Dom-
remyi"

I saw that she meant it, that even while

she admired the play, she was repelled by it

in some fundamental way I did not under-

stand. I sat down again on the sofa and put

my arms around her Instantly she was
Barbara Bishop again, smiling with rueful

mockery at both her own violence and my
melodrama, drawing us together in a cove-

nant too generous for quarreling.

"Look at us, Austin— actually discussing

that tired old cliche, the understudy who
goes on for the fading star. But I'm not her

understudy, and she can hardly fade be-

fore she's even bloomed! Really, we're too

ridiculous. I'm sorry, love, I didn't mean to

snap at you like that. Shall we have dinner

I stood up and pulled her next to me. She

came gracefully, still smiling, the light slid-

ing over her dark hair, and followed me to

her bedroom. The sex was very good, as it

always was. But afterward, lying with her

head warm on my shoulder, I was still baf-

fled by something in her I could not under-

stand. Was it because of ESIR? I had
thought that before. What was it like to have

knowledge of those hundreds of other lives

you had once lived? I would never know
Were the exotic types I met in the theater so

different, so less easily understood, be-

cause they had "creative temperament"

(whatever that was) or because of ESIR? I

would probably never know that, either, nor

how much of Barbara was what she was
here, now, and how much was subtle reac-

tion to all the other things she knew she had

been. I wasn't sure I wanted to know
Long after Barbara fell asleep, I lay

awake in the soft darkness, listening to the

night sounds of New York beyond the win-

dow and to something else beyond those,

some large silence where my own ESIR

memories might have been.

Whitten banned everyone but actors and

tech crew from rehearsals of A Maid of

Domremy: press, relatives, backers, irate

friends. Only because the play had seized

the imagination of the public— or at least

thai small portion of the public that goes to

the theater— could his move succeed. The

financial angels went along cheerfully with

their own banning, secure in the presale

ticket figures that the play would make-

money even without their personal super-

Another director, casting for a production

of Hamlet, suddenly claimed to have dis-

covered the reincarnation of Shakespeare.

For a week Broadway was a laser of rumors

and speculations. Then the credentials of

the two historians verifying the ESIR were

discovered by a gleeful press to have been

faked. The director, producer, historians,

and ersatz Shakespeare were instantly un-

available for comment.
The central computer ot the AMA was



tapped into. For two days executives with

private face-lifts and politicians with pri-

vate accident records and teachers with

private drug-abuse histories held their col-

lective breaths, cursing softly under them.

The AMA issued a statement that only ESIR

records had been pirated, and the scandal

was generally forgotten in the central part

of the country and generally intensified on

both coasts. Wild reports were issued, con-

tradicted, confirmed, and disproved, all in

a few hours. An actor who remembered

being King Arlhur had been discovered

and was going to star in the true story of fhe

Rdund Table. Euripides was living in Bos-

ton and would appear there in his own play

Medea.- The computer verified that ESIR

actually had uncovered Helen of Troy, and

the press slampeded out to Bowling

Green, Ohio, where it was discovered that

the person who remembered being Helen

of Troy was a male, bald, sixty-eight-year-

old professor emeritus in the history de-

partment, He was writing a massive schol-

arly study of the Trojan War, and he bitterly

resented the "cheap publicity of the popu-

lar press."

"The whole thing is becoming a circus,"

Barbara grumbled, Her shirt was loose at

the breasts, and Uer pants gaped at the

waist. She had lost weight and color.

"And this, too, shall pass," I told her.

"Think of when ESIR was first introduced. A
few years of wild quakes all over society,

and then everyone adjusted, This is just the

aftershock on the theater,"

"I don't especially like standing directly

on the fault line."

"How are rehearsals going?"

'About the same," she said, her eyes

hooded. Since she never spoke of the play

at all, I didn't know what "about the same"

would be the same as.

"Barbara, what are you waiting for?"

"Waiting for?"

"Constantly, now you have that look of

waiting, frowning to yourself, looking as if

you're scrutinizing something. Something

only you can see."

"Austin, how ridiculous! What I'm looking

at is all too public: opening night for the

play"

"And what do you see?"

She was silent for a long time. "I don't

know."

"What don't you know, love?"

"I don't know." She laughed, an abrupt,

opaque sound like the sudden drawing of a

curtain. "It's silly, isn't it? Not knowing what I

don't know A tautology, almost."

"Barbara, marry me. We'll go away for a

weekend and get married, like two chil-

dren-. This weekend."

"I thought you had to fly back to Bogota

this weekend."

"I do. But you could come with me. There

is a world outside New York, you know It

isn't simply ajl one vast out-of-town tryout."

"I do thank you, Austin, you know that.

But I can't leave right now; I do have to work

on my pari. There are still things I don'l

trust."
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"Such as what?"

"Me," she said lightly, and would say no

mores
Meanwhile the hoopla went on. A profes-

sor of history at Berkeley who had just

finished a— now probably erroneous-
dissertation on Joan of Arc fried various

legal ploys to sue Ann Friedland on the

grounds that she "undercut his means of

livelihood." A group called the Catholic

Coalition to Clear the Inquisition published

in four major newspapers an appeal to Ann

Friedland to come forward and declare the

fairness of the church at Joan of Arc's.

heresy trial. Eachoftheadscostafantasiic

sum, But Ann did not reply; she was pre-

serving to the press a silence as complete

as Barbara's to me. I think this is why I

didn't press Barbara more closely about

her rehearsals. I wanted to appear as dif-

ferent from the rest of the world as possi-

ble—an analogy probably no one made
except me. Men in love are ludicrous,

Interest in Ann Friedland was no! dis-

6He waited until

the long applause was
over, then continued

bullying his wife. Shortly

afterward two

guards entered, dragging

between them the

confused, weeping Joan3

pelled by her silence. People merely claim-

ing to be a notable figure from the past was
growing stale. For years people had been

claiming to be Jesus Christ or Muhammad
or Judas; all had been disproved, and the

glamour evaporated. But now a famous

name had not only been verified, it was
going to be showcased in an enterprise

that carried the risk of losing huge sums of

money, several professional reputations,

and months of secret work. The public was
delighted, Ann Friedland quickly became a

household name.

She was going to marry the widowed

King Charles of England. She was going to

lead a revival of Catholicism and was being

considered for the position of first female

pope. She was a drug addict, a Mormon,

pregnant, mad, in love, clairvoyant, ten

years old, extraterrestrial. She was refusing

to go on opening night. Gregory Whitten

was going to let her improvise the part

opening night. Rehearsals were a disaster,

and Barbara Bishop would play the part

opening night.

Not even to this last did Barbara offer a

comment. Also silent were the reputable

papers, the serious theater critics, the men

and women who control the money that

controls Broadway. They, too, were waiting.

We all waited.

The week that A Maid ofDomremy was to

open in New York I was still in Bogota. I had

come down with a low-grade fever, which in

the press of workl chose to ignore. By

Saturday I
had a temperature of one

hundred four degrees and a headache no

medication could touch. I
saw everything

through slow, pastel-colored swirls. My
arms and legs felt lit with a dry, papery fire

that danced up and down from shoulder to

wrist, ankle to hip, up and down, wrist to

shoulder. I knew I
should go to a hospital,

but I did not. The opening was thai night.

On Ihe plane to New York I
slept, dream-

ing of Barbara in the middle.of a vast solar

battery. I circled the outside, catling to her

desperately. Unaware, she sat reading a

script amid the circuits and storage cells,

until the fires of the sun burst out all around

her and people she had known from other

lives danced maniacally in the flames.

At my apartment I took more pills and a

cold shower, then tried to phone Barbara.

She had already left for makeup call. I

dressed and caught a copter to the theater,

sleeping fitfully on the short trip, and then I

was in the theater, surrounded by first-

nighters who did not know I was breathing

contagion on all of them, and who floated

around me like pale cutouts in diamonds,

furs, and nauseating perfume. I
could not

remember walking from the copter, produc-

ing my ticket, o-' oeing esccted to my seat,

The curtain swirled sickeningly, and I

closed my eyes until I realized that it was
not my fever that caused the swirls; The

curtain was rising. Had the house lighfs

dimmed? I couldn't remember anything.

Dry fire danced over me, shoulder to wrist,

ankle to hip.

Barbara, cloaked, entered stage left. I

had not-realized that her scene opened the

play She carried a massive candle across

the stage, bent over a wooden table, and lit

two more candles from the large one, all

with the taut, economical movements of

great anger held fiercely in check. Before

the audience heard her speak, before they

clearly saw her face, they had been told

that Yolande was furious, noi used to being

so, and fully capable of controlling her own
anger.

"Mary! Where are you sulking now,

Mary?" Barbara said. She straightened

and drew back her hood, Her voice was
low, yet every woman named Mary in the

audience started guiltily. Onstage Mary of

Anjou, consort of the uncrowned Dauphin

of France, crept sullenly from behind a

tapestry, facing her mother like a whipped

dog.

"Here I
am, for all the good it will do you,

or anyone," she whined, looking at her own

feet. Barbara's motionless silence was
eloquent with contempt; Mary burst out

with her first impassioned monologue
against the Dauphin and Joan; the play

was launched. It was a strong, smooth be-
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ginning, fueled by ihe conviction of Barba-

ra's portrait of the terrifying Yolande. As the

scene unfolded, the portrait became even

stronger, so that I forgot both my feverish

limbs and my concern for Barbara. There

were no limbs, no Barbara, no theater.

There was only a room in fifteenth-century

France, sticky with blood shed for what to

us were illusions: absolule good and abso-

lute evil. Cosgriff was exploring the

capacities in such illusions for heroism, for

degradation, for nobility beyond what the

audience's beliefs, saner and more tem-

perate, could allow Yolande and Mary and

the Dauphin loved and hated and gambled

and killed with every fiber of their elemental

beings, and not a sound rose from the au-

dience until Barbara delivered her final

speech and exited stage right. For a mo-
ment the audienre sat still, bewildered —
not by what had happened onstage, but by

the unwelcome remembrance that they

were not a part of it, but instead were sitting

on narrow hard seats in a wooden box in

New York, a foreign country because it was
not medieval France. Then Ihe applause

started.

The Dauphin and his consort, still on-

stage, did not break character. He waited

until the long applause was over, then con-

tinued bullying his wife. Shortly afterward

two guards entered, dragging between-

them the confused, weeping Joan. The au-

dience leaned forward eagerly They were

primed by the wonderful first scene and
eager for more miracles.

"Is this the slut?" the Dauphin asked, and

Mary, seeing a woman even more abused
and wretched than herself, smiled with se-

cret, sticky joy. The guards let Joan go, and

she stumbled forward, caught herself, and

staggered upward, raising her eyes to the

Dauphin's.

"In the name of Saint Catherine— " She
choked and started to weep. It was stormy

weeping, vigorous, but without the chilling

pain of true hysteria. The audience shuffled

a little.

"I will do whatever you want, I swear it in

the name of God, if you will only tell me what

it Is!" On the last word her voice rose; she

might have been demanding that a frac-

tious child cease lying to her

I leaned my head sideways against one

shoulder. Waves of fever and nausea beat

through me, and for the first time since I

had become ill
I was aware of labored

breathing. My heart beat, skipped, beat

twice, skipped. Each breath sounded
swampy and rasping. People in the row

ahead began to turn and glare. Wadding
my handkerchief into a ball. 1 held it in front

of my mouth and tried to watch the play.

Lines slipped in and out of my hearing;

actors swirled in fiery paper-dry pastels.

Once Joan seemed to turn into Barbara,

and I gasped and half-rose in my seat, but

then the figure onstage was Ann Friedland,

and I sat down again to glares from those

around me. It was Ann Friedland; I had
been a fool to doubt it. It was not Joan of

Are. The girl onstage hesitated, changed
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tone too often. Ioo-;r;.1 nervously across the

footlights, moved a second too late. Once
she even stammered.
Around me the audience began to mur-

mur discreetly Just before the first-act cur-

tain, in a moment of clarity, Joan finally sees

how she is being used and makes an inept,

wrenchingly pathetic attempt to manipu-

late the users by manufacturing instruc-

tions she says come from her-voices.

It is a crucial point in the play, throwing into

dramatic focus the victim who agrees to her

own corruption by a misplaced attempt at

control. Ann played it nervously with an

exaggerated grab at pathos that was actu-

ally embarrassing. Nothing of that brief

glimpse of personal power she had shown
at her audition, so many weeks ago, was
present now Between waves of fever, I tried

to picture the fit Whitten must be having

'Christ," said a man in the row ahead of

me, "can you believe that?"

"What an absolute travesty." said the

^Her terror gave

off a smell, sickly and sour.

I wanted to

escape the room before

that smell could

spread to me. I was
helpless. Neither

she nor I could escape*

woman next to him. Her voice hummed with

satisfaction. "Poor Lawrence."

"He was ripe for it. Smug."

"Oh, "yes. Still."

"Smug," the man said.

"II doesn't matter to me what you do with

her," said Mary of Anjou, onstage. "Why
should it? Only for a moment she seemed
. . . different. Did you remark it?" Ann Fried-

land, who had not seemed different,

grimaced weakly, and the first-act curtain

fell. People were getting to their feet, ex-

cited by the magnitude of the disaster The
house lights went up. Just as I stood, Ihe

curtains onstage parted and there was
some commotion, but the theater leaped in

a single nauseous lurch, blinding and hot,

and then nothing.

"Austin," a voice said softly. "Austin."

My head throbbed, but from a distance,

as if it were nol my head at all.

"Austin," the voice said far above me.
'Are you there?"

I opened my eyes. Yolande of Aragon,

her face framed in a wool hood, gazed
down at me and turned into Barbara. She
was still in costume and makeup, the

heavy, high color ga'ish unce r too-bright

lights. I groaned and closed my eyes.

'Austin. Are you there? Do you know me?"
"Barbara?"

"You are there! Oh, that's splendid. How
do you feel? No, don't talk. You've been

delirious, love, you had such a fever . .
.
this

is the hospital. LarrTmer. They've given you

'-eclicalion: you're going to be fine.''

"Barbara."

"I'm here, Austin, I'm right here."

I opened my eyes slowly, accustoming

them to the light. I lay in a small private

room; beyond the window the sky was
dark. I was aware that my body hurt, but

aware in the detached, abstract way
characteristic oi EL painkillers, that miracle

of modern science. The dose must have

been massive. My body felt as if it be-

longed to someone else, a friend for whom I

fell comradely simulations of pain, but not

the real thing.

"What do I
have'?"

"Some tropical bug. What did you drink

in Bogota? The doctor says it cou :d have-

been dangerous, but they flushed out your

whole system and pumped you full of an-

tibiotics, and you'll be fine. Your fever's

down almost to normal. But you must rest."

"I don't want to rest."

"You don't have any choice." She took my
hand. The touch felt distant, as if the hand

were wrapped in layers of padding.

"What time is it?"

"Five a m
"

"The play— "

"Is long since over."

"What happened?"
She bit her lip. "A lot happened. When

precisely do you mean? I wasn't there for

the second act, you know. When the ambu-
lance came for you, one of the ushers rec-

ognized you and came backstage to tell

me. I rode here in the ambulance with you. I

didn't have another scene anyway."

I was confused. If Barbara had missed

the entire last act, how could "a lot have

happened"? I looked at her closely, and this

time I saw what only the EL's could have

made me miss before- the signs of great,

repressed strain. Tendons stood out in

Barbara's neck; under the cracked and

sagging makeup her eyes darted around

the.room. I fell myself suddenly alert, and a

fragment of memory poked at me, a frag-

ment half-glimpsed in the hot swirl of the

theater just before I blacked out,

"She ran out on the stage,"
I
said slowly.

"Ann Friedland. In front of the curtain. She

ran out and yelled something . .

."
It was

gone. I shook my head. "On the stage."

"Yes." Barbara lei go of my hand and
began to pace. Her long "train dragged be-

hind her; when she turned, it langled

around her legs and she stumbled. The

action was so uncharacteristic, it was
shocking.

"You saw what the first act was. A catas-

trophe. She was trying -
"

"The wholefirst act wasn't bad, love. Your

scene was wonderful. Wait— the reviews

on your role will be very good."



"Yes," she said distractedly.
I saw that

she had hardly heard me. There was some-
thing she had to do, had to say. The best

way to help was to let her do it. Words tore

from her like a gale.

"She tried to do the whole play reaching

back into her ESIR Joan. She tried to just

feel it, and let Lawrence's words— her

words— be animated by the remembered
teeling. But without the conscious balanc-

ing .. . no. it isn't even balancing. It's more
like imagining what you already know and
to do that, you have to forget what you know
and at the same time remember every tiny

: nuance ... I can't explain it. Nobody ever

really was a major historical figure before,

in a play composed of his own words.

Gregory was so excited over the concept,

and then when rehearsals began ... but by
that lime he was committed, and the terri-

ble hype just bound htm further. When Ann
ruined the first act like that, he was just

beside himself. I've never seen him like

that. I've never seen anybody like that. He
was raging, just completely out of control.

And onstage Ann was coming apart, and I

could see that he was going to completely

destroy her and we had a whole act to go,

damn it! A whole fucking act!"

I stared at her. She didn't notice. She
lighted a cigarette; it went out: she flung the

match and cigarette on the floor I could

her hand trembling.

"I knew that if Gregory got at her, she
done. She wouldn't even go back out after

intermission. Of course the play was a flop

already, but not to even finish the damn
thing ... I wasn't thinking straight. All I

could see was that he would destroy her, all

of us. So I hit him."

"You what?"
"I hit him. With Yolande's candlestick. I

took him behind a flat to try to calm him
down, and instead I hil him. Without know-
ing I was going to. Something strange went
through me, and

I
picked up my arm and hil

him. Without knowing I was going tol"

She wrapped her arms around herself

and shuddered. 1 saw what had driven her

to this unbearable strain. Without knowing I

was going to.

"His face became very surprised, and he
fell forward. Mo one saw me. Gregory lay

there, breathing as if he were just asleep,

and I found a phone and called an ambu-
lance. Then I told the stage manager that

Mr. Whitten had had a bad fall and hit his

head and was unconscious. I went around
to the wings and waited for Ann. When the

curtain came down and she saw me wait-

ing for her she turned white, and then red,

and started shouting at me that she was
Joan of Arc and I was an aging bitch who
wanted to steal her role."

1 tried to picture it— the abusive girl, the

appalled, demoralized cast, the director

lying hidden, bashed with a candle-
stick— without knowing I was going to!—
and, out front,- the polite chatter, the great

gray critics from the Times and the New
Yorker, the dressed-up suburbanites from

Scarsdale squeezing genially down the



aisles for an entr'acte drink and a smoke.

"She went on and on," Barbara said.

"She told me / was the reason she couldn'i

play the role, that I deliberately under-

mined her by standing around like I knew
everything, and she knew everybody was
expecting me to go on as Joan after she

failed. Then suddenly she darted away

from me and went through the curtains

onto the stage. The house lights were up;

half the audience had left. She spread out

her arms and yelled at them."

Barbara stopped and put her hands over

her face. I
reached up and pulled them

away. She looked calmer now, although

there was still an underlying tautness in her

voice. "Oh, it's- just too ridiculous, Austin.

She made an absolute fool of herself, of

Lawrence, of all of us, but it wasn't her fault.

She's an inexperienced child without tal-

ent. Gregory should have known better, but

his egomania got all tangled up in his

ridiculous illusion that he was going to re-

vitalize the theater, take the next historical

step for American drama. God, what the

papers will say . ,

." She laughed weakly,

with pain. 'And I was no better, hitting poor

Gregory."

"Barbara . .

."

"Do you know what Ann yelled at them, at

the audience? She stood on that stage,

flung her arms wide like some martyr . .

,."

"What did she say? What, love?"

"She said, 'But I'm the real thing \'"

We were quiet for a moment. From out-

side the window rose blurred traffic noises:

therealthingtherealthingtherealthing.

"You're right," 1 said. "The whole thing

was an egomaniacal ride for Whitten, and

the press turned it into a carnival. Cosgriff

should have known better. The real thing —
that's not what you want in the theater. Illu-

sion, magic, imagination, What should

have happened, not what did. Reality

doesn't make good theater."

"No, you still don't understand!" Barbara

cried. "You've missed it all! How can you

think that it's that easy, that Gregory's mis-

take was to use Ann's reality instead of

Shaw's Illusion!"

"1 don't understand what you— "

"It's not that clear!" she cried. "Don't you

think I wish it were? My God!"

I didn't know what she meant, or why
under the cracked makeup her eyes glit-

tered with feverish, exhausted panic. Even

as I reached out my arm, completely con-

fused, she was backing away from me.

"Illusion and reality," she said, "My God.

Watch."

She crossed the room to the door closed

it, and pressed the dimmer on the lights.

The room faded to a cool gloom. She stood

with her back to me, her head bowed. Then

she turned slowly and raised her eyes to a

point in the air a head above her.

"In the name of Saint Catherine—" she

began, choked, and started to weep. The

weeping was'terrifying, shot through with

that threat of open hysteria that keeps a

listener on the edge of panic in case the

weeper should lose control entirely, and
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also keeps him fascinated for the same
reason. "I will do whatever you want, I

swear jt in the name of God, if you will only

tell me what it is." On the last word her voice

fell, making the plea into a prayer to her

captors, and so the first blasphemy. I

caught my breath. Barbara looked young,

terrified, pale. How could she look pale

when a second ago I had been so con-

scious of all that garish makeup?. There

was no chance to wonder. She plunged on,

through that scene and the next and all of

Joan's scenes. She went from hysterical

fear to inept manipulation to the bruised,

stupid hatred of a victim to, finally, a kind of

negative dignity that comes not from ac-

complishment but from the clear-eyed vi-

sion of the lack of it, and so she died, Cos-

griff's vision of the best that institutionalized

man could hope for. But she was not Cos-

griff's vision; she was a seventeen-year-old

girl. Her figure was slight to the point of

emaciation. Her face was young— I
saw its

youth, felt its fragile boniness in the marrow

<mShe moved with

the gaudy, unpredictable

quickness of the

mad, now here, now darting

-
'

a room's length

away, now still with a

catatonic stillness

that excluded her eyes$

of my own bones, She moved with the

gaudy, unpredictable quickness of the

mad, now here, now darting a room's

length away, now still with a terrible

catatonic stillness that excluded her

trapped eyes. Her desperation made me
catch my breath, try to look away and fail,

feeling that cold grab at my innards: It hap-

pened. And it could happen again. It could

happen to me.

Her terror gave off a smell, sickly and

sour I wanted to escape the room before

that smell could spread to me. i was help-

less. Neither she nor I could escape. I did

not want to help her, this mad skinny victim.

I wanted to destroy her so that what was
being done lo her would not exist any

longer in the world and I would be safe from

it. But I could not destroy her. I could only

watch, loathing Joan for forcing me to know,

until she rose to her brief, sane dignity. In

the sight of that dignity, shame that I had

ever wanted to smash her washed over me.

I was guilty, as guilty as all those others who
had wanted to smash her. Her sanity bound

me with them, as earlier her terror had un-

willingly drawn me to her. I was victim and

victimizer, and when Joan stood at the

stake and condemned me in a grotesque

parody of Christ's forgiving on the cross, I

wanted only for her to burn and so be quiet,

so release me. I would have lighted the fire.

I would have shouted with the crowd,

"Burn! Burn!" already despairing that no

fire could sear away what she, I. all of us

had done. From the 'flames Joan looked at

me, stretched out her hand, came toward

me, I thrust out my arm to ward her off.

Almost I
cried out. My heart pounded, in my

chest.

"Austin," she said.

In an instant Joan was gone.

Barbara came toward me. It was Bar-

bara. She had grown three inches, put on

twenty pounds and thirty years. Her face

was tired and lined under gaudy, peeling

makeup. Confusedly I
blinked at her. I don't

think she even saw the confusion; her eyes

had lost their strained panic, and she was

smiling,, a smile that was a peaceful answer

to some question of her own.

"That was the reality," she said, and

stooped to lay her head on my chest.

Through the fall of her hair I barely heard

her when she said that she would marry me
whenever I wanted.

and I
have been married for

nearly a year. I still don't know precisely why

she decided to marry me, and she can't tell

me; she doesn't know herself. But I specu-

late that the night A Maid of Domremy
"failed, something broke in her, some illu-

sion that she could control, if not the world,

then at least herself. When she struck Whit-

ten with the candlestick, she turned herselt

into both victim and victimizer as easily as

Lawrence Cosgriff had rewritten Shaw's

Joan. Barbara has never played the part

again. (Gregory Whitten, no less flam-

boyantly insensitive for hs cashing with a

candlestick, actually asked her.) She has

adamantly refused both Joans, Shaw's

heroine and Cosgriff 's victim. I was the last

person to witness her performance.

Was her performance that night in my
hospital room really as good as I re-

member? I was drugged; emotion had

been running high; I loved her. Any or all of

that could have colored my reactions. But
I

don't think so. I think that night Barbara

Bishop was Joan, in some effort of will and

need that went beyond both the illusions of

a good actress and the reality of what ESIR

could give to her, or to Ann Friedland, or to

anyone. ESIR only unlocks the individual

genetic memories in the brain's R--

Complex. But what other identities, shared

across time'and space, might still be
closed in there beyond our present reach?

All of this is speculation.

Next week I will be hospitalized for my
own ESIR. Knowing what I have been be-

fore may yield only more speculation, more

illusions, more multiple realities. It may
yield nothing. But I want to know, on the

chance that the yield will be understand-

able, will be valuable in untangling the end-

less skein of waking visions.

Even if the chance is one in a million.DO
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arms race. The Russians are feeling it, and

so are we.

Omni: So, in other words, we are simply

going through a temporary experience with

an anti evolutionary president?

Saik: Yes, in a way. But it's generally true of

many people, not just President Reagan,

that they try to recapture old values. That's

the advantage of our system of electing a

new president every four or eight years. It

ensures change. That means lhat a "na-

tive" of the new epoch, which I would say

you are, will someday become president.

You were brought up in a different context.

with a different set of values and percep-

tions. That's the way things will progress

The same is going to happen in all coun-

tries. Viewed over a very short span of time,

it doesn't look that way. But viewed over a

longer period, il does. That's why I'm frying

to stretch our vision.

Omni: Let's draw the pessimistic scenario.

In military circles there is a concept of

Mutual Assured Destruction between the

United States and the Soviet Union in the

event of a nuclear exchange. Let's say that,

in a world in which eighty percent of the

population is in the Third World, the large

proportion of the developed world destroys

itself. Would your sigmoid curve still be

valid? Could the loss of population fram a

nuclear exchange be equivalent, say. to the

blip in world population caused in the Mid-

dle Ages by the Black Death?

Salk: The sigmoid curve is simply a di

scription of how populations grow in nature.

We can intervene and destroy a large per-

centage of the human race with an atomic

holocausi. If we do, and if a significant

number survive, the population will rees-

tablish itself, as it did after the bubonic

plague, up to the carrying capacity of the

affected and so-called unaffected regions

of the planet.

Omni: In the event of a nuclear exchange,

would human beings simply adapt to a new
geography in which the northern tier was a

wasteland?

Salk: A nuclear war is far more serious than

that. We cannot imagine, as many do, that

part of the world is just going to adapt. Any
kind of nuclear exchange is going to have

unimaginable cataclysmic and apocalyp-

tic implications. We can't treat that lightly.

Everything I have been discussing stems

from a desire to avoid thai kind of catas-

trophe. This is not just a matter for those in

power. It's a concern of those who might be

the victims. The matter is too important to

be left to the politicians. It is for this reason

that large numbers of people in a variety of

forums and groups throughout the world

are organizing tor the prevention of nuclear

war This is one of the worst threats we
face— far more serious in its implications

than cancer, mental disease, and parasilic
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"This is something of a iirs! for me. I've never fired a machine before."

diseases in the developing world. It is for

this reason, that this book [A New Reality]

was written — to make clear that we cannot

tamper with toys of that kind, or indulge in

that sort of saber rattling,

Omni: Is this recent organizing against nu-

clear war the "signaling mechanism" to

which you refer in your last book, signaling

danger to mankind?
Salk: Yes.

Omni: Why is the scientific community now
so docile on Ihe nuclear issue?

Salk: It's no more docile than other seg-

ments of society. The scientific community
consists of scientists who are of course

human beings. Some are preoccupied only

with their experiments and are not con-

cerned with the human condition. But there

are groups of scientists and physicians

who are active: Union of Concerned Scien-

tists, Physicians for Social Responsibility,

International Physicians for the Prevention

of Nuclear War, Federation of American

Scientists, and many others. And there are

some people who are more active individu-

ally. They are the harbingers, not of doom,
but of what else is possible.

Omni: Is there anything more that scientists

could be doing— say, to eliminate research

in germ warfare?

Salk: We must eliminate the need for war-

fare and not be so concerned about germs.

We need to look at the problem of war in

terms of understanding and eliminating the

cause. Mutual trust needs to be enhanced.

War is precipitated by fear— one might al-

most say paranoia, mutual paranoia. This

promotes the kind of behavior that leads to

group homicide. Then there are situations

in which differences are resolved. Humans
are capable of peaceful as well as of war-

like resolutions of differences.

Omni: I was thinking of the protests made
after World War II by atomic scientists,

such as Robert Oppenheimer, against the

further development of the bomb. Do we
have any equivalent in the scientific com-
munity today?

Salk: Some are not atomic scientists, vet-

erans of the Manhattan Project, but scien-

tists in other realms. There is a very active

group of physicists at MIT. Linus Pauling

received the [1962] Nobel Peace Prize for

his activities in opposition to atomic war,

and there are many, many others who are

active. They may not be as prominent, but

similar people are active now. Some speak

out more softly, more gently, as I try to do. I

write and speak, hoping thai people will

come to the same conclusions as I do.

Some people are for something; others are

against something. I'd rather be for the

prevention of nuclear warfare than merely

be against the atomic bomb.
Omni: Isn't that a matter of semantics?

Salk: If you like. But it's also a matter of

strategy I
think we may get further if we try

to set up structures for peace and peaceful

relationships, instead of only fighting

against the weapons of war. The path to war

is well-worn. We need to avoid it, but we
also have to open up paths to peace. DO
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to do? Kill me? Even the quickest poison

won't work, lifer."

She let the gun drop to her side. The

credit notes fluttered to the floor, but she

made no move to pick them up.

"Please help me, Mr. Bin. You're the only

one I know who can help me." She licked

her lips, and I thought I saw a tear in the

corner of one eye, but, then, it couldVe

been the start of a fingertouch zone.

f shook my head slowly, waiting for the

one question that lifers always ask. Per-

haps she truly could nol kill herself, but I

doubted it. She was only more brazen in

her desire to increase the possibility of con-

tamination, believing that the touch of my
hands as I killed her would give her a

greater chance of immortality. Idly
I
won-

dered whe!her killing a lifer would increase

the chance of the disease's leaping from

me, but I let the thought fade. The image of

putting my hands on lifer skin sickened me.

It has always amazed me how eager lif-

ers are to die. "Get out, Lynx."

She turned and went to the door, her

arms limp and her walk almost a shuffle.

She had one hand on the door handle when
she looked back at me.

"I have always admired you, DeadMan.
Ever since I can remember, I've worshiped

you. How you come back after each death.

do it yourself. You can't pay me enough to

make me help you die."

The door slammed as she left. I
spent the

next half-hour picking up the credit notes,

counling and shuffling them into neat piles.

In my opinion, whatever a man finds in his

own house is his.

This party was even more opulent than

the one the night before. It had to be, be-

cause it was Hansa's party.

I looked into her eyes as she held my
hands in hers. She s^.i-eci slyly gripping

my fingers hard in greeting. I
had had a

private death before coming, and its sensa-

tions dully remained, I glanced away from

her gaze and started counting eyes around

the room. People always paid attention to

what Hansa did, and ihere were almost as

many looking at ne r as there were watching

me. I shrugged to myself. Did it matter what

a lifer thought of me? Hansa pointed out the

city councilman and the area's fingertouch

pusher, making sure I knew who they were.

They were to have the best possible view

when I died, she told me.

Fingertouch was dritting around the

room, as if it were ash left on the ground

after a fire. I actually saw one man, already

zoned into oblivion, throw a small bowl of

the stuff into the air and watch it float to the

carpet, The press of people around Hansa

and me was too thick to get through, and so

I had to wait unii a waiter went by with a tray

of touch and a single glass on it. Hansa had

remembered my eccentric taste for al-

cohol.

1 could feel her thigh press against mine

asshetalkedtosomeofherguests, I
let her

do what she wanted. It was her party, and

she had paid me enough to keep me quiet

for the night. I looked at her again and

noticed the scars around her neck where

she had once tied a rope around it. That

was the only time she had tried to kill her-

self, as far as I knew. Hansa threw parties

for the lifers, but she didn't take the final

step with them at night's end, Perhaps that

was one of the reasons why 1 was glad

whenever she hired me.

I turned to look at the crowd again and

saw Lynx, that little bitch. She was on the

other side of the room, and so I couldn't see

whether her eyes were glossy or not, but I

knew she had been watching me. I saw her

turn her head quickly when I
spoiled her I

rubbed the palms of my hands down the

sides of my pants. Somehow she made me

The fingertouch pusher stood in front of

me, blocking my view of Lynx. "How can I

be a DeadMan?" he asked. "I heard
I
can

be one if I die right, I'll pay you whatever

you want."

His forehead was gray from the overdose

of fingertouch he had pressed into his skin.

. He wouldn't die tonight; he was too zoned

to do anything lethal to himself.

"Leave me alone." I said.

"But Hansa said you'd talk to me."

"Hansa was wrong. No lifer can be a

DeadMan." Suddenly I
wished it were true.

Hansa wasn't paying me enough for this.

After a half-hour of small talk with her

guests, Hansa got them to clear a circle for

me. The ones in front pressed a final bit of

fingertouch into their skin. I smiled to them

all, knowing ihat three quarters of them

were having a hard time focusing on me. I

had counted on that when I had planned

my deaths for this party. 1 had an attention

getter to lead things off.

I sat in the cleared spot, the legs of the

lifers encircling me. I pulled out a small

glass bottle from my tunic pocket, took out

the stopper, and poured the liquid over my
head and shoulders. The fumes were over-

powering and smelled somewhat sweet. I

looked at the legs around me through a

shimmering wave of fumes. Then I pulled

out the maich.

I
always seem to hesitate before I go

through with.it, wondering why I cannot be

satisfied with my private deaths. This time

was not unlike any other Perhaps it was in

my mind, the certainty that
I

felt more,

tasted more, when 1 died in front of Ihem.

We had spoken of it, Kiel, Sarreen, Fede,

Langley, Tonner, and I, when we discovered

the extent of the damage to our senses

caused by the disease. They all fe.lt more,

too, in front of the lifers. The meds could not

find a reason, but it was true. So we died for

them in order to feel more and feel it longer.

1 held the small piece of wood that I had



found in an antiques store and studied it for

several minutes, taking in the colors of the

wood and the blue tip. Then the hesitation

passed, and I could only hope that the

thing would light when I struck it.

II did.
I heard myself screaming as the

gasoline caught and I burst into flame.

My God, I hadn't known it would be like

this. Stop it, please, stop it. Not my eyes, no,

no, not my eyes. Oh, God damn it, it's got-

ten into my eyes.

But the sense of being alive in every cell,

every particle, was the same as always
when I awoke. I saw the brilliant colors with

• eyes that were untouched and watched the

room flicker, frame by frozen frame.
I was

sure at that instant that the lifers expected
something like this when they killed them-
selves. But most would never see and feel

this. Most would never resurrect, as
I
did.

I died for them twice more that night,

killing myself again before the nausea
came. After each death, lifers kissed my
hand, said their words, and then some
killed themselves. Their numbers dimin-

ished, but it was a large party. Each time I

awoke was better than the last. The rust in

front of my eyes got more detailed after

each death. The lifers became quieter

each time I awoke from the dead. By the

end of the third death, the ones still left

stood four meters from me. They looked at

me, of course. They never stop doing that.

But they would not talk to me or touch the

charred fragments of my clothing. They
touched their faces with the gray dust from

the bowls that still circulated around the

room. Not even Hansa dared stand next to

me after I died that third time.

"Good work, DeadMan," someone gig-

gled from a corner. Everyone in the room
turned to see who it was. Lynx stepped
through the small assemblage and came
toward me. She had a blaster in her hand,

which she pointed at me. An uncontrollable

chill swept up my back.

"Won't you talk to me?" she asked, mov-
ing the dark end of the blaster in a small

circle, its circumference my skull. Hansa
made a movement forward, and Lynx
edged the blaster to let her know she could

swing it fasl enough. Hansa backed away.

I had been silent the whole time, watch-

ing Lynx and the weapon she held. If she
pulled the trigger, it would be an inconven-

ience to me, nothing more. But she had
no right to threaten me, much less kill me.
Only a DeadMan may kill a DeadMan.
"Now we'll talk, DeadMan," she said

quietly, her fingers tracing the curves of her
breasts as she stared at me,
"No deals," I said.

"I haven't even asked you anything yet."

She seemed to be pouting. The expression

made her hideous. Her fingers still played

with the fabric of her blouse.

"You're going to ask me if I'll help you
walk off the window ledge, or if I'll light the

match for you.- 1 told you before, no deals

with lifers.
I
kill only myself."

"What have you got against me?" She let

the mouth of the blaster droop, and I



stepped forward. She flicked it back up
and melted a hole in the floor a few cen-

timeters from my feet. I
stopped. Her voice

was so casual that she might have been
holding a drink in her hand. "I can't do it by

myself. I
need someone to guide me

through. You've been there before; you can

show me. I want to do it while I'm young. I

don't want to live forever in an old body."

She looked up expectantly. They all believe

they will be the one to steal the disease and

resurrect after their suicide. "Not one of

us," she said, moving the blaster slightly to

indicate the lifers in the room, "has been
there before. They can't help me. You can."

I looked at her, letting rage build up.

"You have no right to touch me!" I bel-

lowed the words, and the crowd backed
away. Lynx stood her ground. She looked at

me with surprise, as if she didn't know what

she had done. "None of you can touch me.

You want to die? Here, let me show you how
to do it, lifer'"

I went right up to her, grabbing the end of

the blaster, as if I were going to twist it

toward her. I could hear the other lifers in

the room screaming when I brought the

mouth of the weapon to Lynx's face. I

Ihought she'd let go then, thinking I meant

to kill her But she couldn't let go of her

life— or else she knew I didn't mean to go

through with it.

She was faster than I was. Why should I

have learned to be clever in a struggle? She
moved her wrist back, then twisted it

around, using my movements to strength-

en her own, and pointed the blaster at my
belly. I still held on to the weapon, but I

couldn't help looking down at the point

where the blaster's mouth disappeared

into the flesh of my abdomen.
I felt no nervousness, no last hesitation in

my mind, as I watched her finger tighten on

the trigger. She was going to kill me.

There was no pain, perhaps because the

blaster was so quick in its destruction.

Neither was there the unique pleasure that I

was used to experiencing when I resur-

rected. I saw no sweeping range of impos-

sible colors, nor did I watch the room freeze

itself into individual frames. I didn't even

feel the warming in my belly. I had my
senses still', but they were bland. Was this

what the lifers hunted for?

Lynx was sitting on the floor in front of me,

cradling the blaster in her hands, hugging

it. She was crooning to herself in a voice too

low for me to hear the words. The room was
still full of Hansa's guests, but they were

pressed back near the walls, as far away
from Lynx as they could get.

The interruption had not quieted the

hatred in me. I felt it in the slamming of my
pulse in my throat. I walked to her and
stood over her. She looked up, but her eyes

were vacant. Had she had time to press

herself with fingertouch? Had I been dead
that long this time?

"You killed me, -lifer," I whispered so that

only she could hear me. She didn't look up.

I grabbed her by the throat and pulled her

to her feet. My fingers were creating white
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patterns in her skin.

"Look at me." I paused. "How will you pay
me? You owe me for one death." (tightened

my grip, then loosened it so that she could

answer. "How will you pay me? I don't die

cheaply, lifer."

"Kill me," she spat, "and we're even."

"No deal. I want my fee. I want money for

my death."

"I don't have any You can check with the

banks. Ask Hansa. She knows. Ask her. Go
ahead. I'm tapped, not a credit."

"You worthless little bitch!" I shouted.

The lifers moved even closer to the walls.

"You killed me and you can't pay?" I

strengthened my grip on her neck, watch-

ing her mouth flutter as she tried to draw air

into her lungs. "You won't pay? You want to

die? Feel it then, lifer, feel it." My voice was
out of control now, loud enough to frighten

even Hansa. I saw her from the corner of my
eye, and she was white-faced. No one was
pressing fingertouch anymore. No one had

to. I was giving them a zone they hadn't

6/ let my hands fall

from her neck, dropping

her to the carpet.

I could hear her body
hit the floor

and her gasping
' breath as if

from a long distance*

experienced before.

I pressed both hands around Lynx's

neck and squeezed until her tongue began
to inch out of her mouth. Her face was
turning colors. First red, then rust, then an

indigo that reminded me of ink. I shook her

the way a dog shakes a piece of meat.

"How does it feel, lifer? Good? Let me
know when you see the pretty colors, lifer."

Then
I
saw her smile. Through Ihe gro-

tesqueness of her mottled skin, even
through her thrusting tongue, I

could see

her smile. She was getting what she
wanted. I was giving it to her. She wanted to

die, and I was doing all the work.

I let my hands fall from her neck, drop-

ping her to the carpet. I could hear her

body hit the floor and her gasping breath

as if from a long distance. I stood still and
stared at her for a long time. Then I looked

at the lifers in the room and at Hansa. Some
were dipping into the gray bowls and press-

ing fingertouch into their cheeks and fore-

heads. Hansa's face had resumed its nor-

mal color. She wasn't even looking at me.

She was talking to three of her guests, ges-

turing widely as she made her point or

finished her witticism.

Lynx was crumpled on the carpet, her

face pale but her breathing almost normal.

She had torn her high-necked blouse away
from her throat, and it hung around her

waist. She was sobbing.

"Almost, lifer," I whispered. "You almost

made me do it."

She looked up al me. "Why did you stop?

You goddamned DeadMan, why did you

slop when it was so close?"

I wanted to ask her whether she had

seen the merest of shifting colors, the

briefest freeze-framing of the room. But I

couldn't overcome my disgust.

"Because I hate you, lifer. I hate you." I

knew it was true as I
said it. I knew that

I depended on them for the feel of skin

on skin, the taste of sweetmeats, the sound

of the wind through my clothes.

But
I

felt contaminated, soiled by the

girl's obscene use of me. Perhaps I had

always known that the lifers consumed me,

as they consumed their gray drug, but I had

refused to acknowledge it. Lynx's use of my
death, once so exquisite, had made me
see Ihe lifers for what they were.

They used me as I used them. But I could

still feel without them, while they could not

live forever without the DeadMan and his

disease. / was more necessary.

"I hate you all," I said. I wanted to shout it,

but my control had returned and a Dead-

Man doesn't shout to lifers, He talks. They

listen. I turned and strode out of the room. I

didn't even stop to collect my fee from

Hansa. She would send it to me.

The night air was clean and smelled of a

storm coming over the mountains. I pulled

a silvered flask from my tunic pocket and

drank deeply of the burning liquor. I heard a

scream in the distance. It seemed to be
coming from the other side of the towering

building, where Hansa's apartment was.

Perhaps they were already throwing them-

selves from her windows.

When the scream ended, I knew how to

get back at them. The silence told me how.

The lifers wanted to die;
I
would make

them live, as / lived, Maybe I could nail

every window shut. Maybe I could dull

every knife in the city. Maybe I could buy all

the rope and matches in all the shops.

I've died nearly four hundred times for

them. I will save four hundred of them to get

even. Or maybe save one, four hundred

times. I could follow Lynx, protect her from

herself. Every time she'd try to plunge a

blade into herself or fuse her body with a*

blaster, I woujd be there. I would stop her.

I will miss the shifting colors and the feel-

ing of warmth in my belly I get from dying in

front of them. I will not quit dying;
I
don't

think I could dothat. But I will stop dying for

them. I know I can do it this time.
I
have the

image of Lynx's smile to keep me away from

that kind of death forever

I drank the last drop from the flask and

put it back in my pocket. I thought I heard

another scream from around the corner of

the building. I hurried back inside and

began to take the. stairs two at a time.OO



FOURTH-DIMENSION CHAIR

iruruavyMTorus
By Phoebe Hoban

Civilization's sea! is becoming
increasingly technological. To

create the ultimate office chair, for

example. Rudd International Corporation,

of Washington, D.C., and La Bofa, of

Denmark, enlisted the aid of industrial

designer Jacob Jensen (responsible for

the high-tech Bang and Olufsen stereo

systems) and a team of Danish

physiologists led by Dr. Svend Moibeck.

The result of their three-year, $1 .25 million

research project is the Cyborg chair.

"Most chairs are designed from a

three-D. spatial point of view," says

company president Alan Rudd, "But the

Cyborg's dynamics include a fourth

dimension— time." An active hydraulic

cylinder system concealed in the seat

constantly tilts the chair through an angle

of four degrees, at a rale of one degree

per minute. The Cyborg chair is, in effect,

a robotic rocking chair, "The human body

was not designed to sit still," Rudd says.

"We have used technology to restore the

motion that our increasingly technological

society has taken away"
The chair can be adjusted to match

individual idiosyncrasies. An LED panel in

its arm displays settings for seat angle,

back height, and other dimensions.

If this sounds like so much hype or

technological overkill, consider this: Half

the average person's waking life is spent

sitting, and 80 percent of the world's

population suffers from back problems of

varying seriousness. "The bulk of these

problems," says industrial designer Niels

Diffrient, "are lower-back pains

aggravated by bad seating, Sitting is a far

from satisfactory position for the body. It is

more like an athletic event. The best chair

is usually a bed; anything else is a

compromise." In the book Humanscale
1/2/3 (published by MIT Press], Diffrient

and his coauthors identified 20.000 bits of

data necessary for comfortable seating.

Typically, Diffrient builds a mechanical

model of every sitting device he designs,

such as one recent chair with a

push-button-controlled pneumatic
cylinder that raises and lowers the seat,

Before the customer ever sits on one of his

inventions, Diffrient runs at least six

months of tests on the machine.

Heart of She Cyborg chair i
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a hidden hydraulic cylin:!?' syste'.n orosiding robotic rocking.

Chairs like the Cyborg are a far cry from

the architecturally oriented designs

created by such luminaries as Frank Lloyd

Wright, Mies van der Rohe, Le Corbusier.

Marcel Breuer, Eero Saarinen, and Charles

Eames. But even when beauty rather than

comfort is the object, designing a chair is

no easy feat, "A chair is a very difficult

object," Van der Rohe said. 'A skyscraper

is almost easier, That is why Chippendale

is famous."

Scientists have taken over where

architects left off in trying to design the

perfect chair The Cyborg seat is one of

the latest examples of ergonomic, or

human-engineered, technology.

Ergonomics— the study of man's physical,

psychological, and anatomical relation to

his work environment— began as a

military project in World War II. New
seating was created for Army aircraft and

tanks, and for women on the factory

assembly lines, whose efficiency suffered

when they were forced to sit on

uncomfortable, backless stools. (Simply

adding backs to their seats increased

productivity as much as 32 percent,

according to some reports.) In Europe,

government standards have been

established for ergonomic office seating.

And recently this highly specialized

science has become the latest fashion in

industrial design. But the office of the

future may present ergonomists with their

greatest challenge yet, 'As robots take

over the assembly lines, more and more

people will be operating computer

consoles," Rudd says. "The automated

office will require seating specifically

designed for prolonged stationary periods

of high concentration."

"Already," observes Walter B. Kleeman,

Jr., an international ergonomic consultant,

"companies like IBM are studying better

seating for their computer equipment.

They have to. The workers are beginning

to complain."

Not all chairs are designed with

productivity in mind. Franklin D. Roosevelt

had a specially designed wooden high

chair to take the load off his feet while he

was shaking hands with heads of state.

President Kennedy's orthopedist started a

COMTINUEO ON PAGE 146
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the boltom of the barrel. Americans are

taking heed earlier than most defunct civili-

zations did, but recycling and ofher con-

servation taciics seem to be hindered by a

disturbing modern cynicism.

"With a continually depressed economy,

and the threat of nuclear holocaust, we

don't put much store in the future," Rathje

says. "Trash cans are crammed with wine

bottles, six-packs, and the remains of

countless other flurries, especially from the

poorest economic groups. People suspect

they're never going to have a house, car, or

anything else of lasting value; so they might

as well go on a binge."

Apparent inaction by government and

industry in the face of so many environmen-

tal problems feeds this pessimism, Rathje

adds. They haven't done anything to save

our resources, we think. So how can we?

Rathje, however, has faith in a partnership

between garbology, government, and

dustry. The aluminum, packaging, and

food industries, along with the federal gov-

ernment, have been supporting his gar-

bology projects for several years.

And in Mexico City, a unity between gov-

ernment and garbology is in full swing.

Francisco Xavier Gomez-Bellenge, a

former student of Rathje's, has launched a

large project supported by the govern-

ment's National Consumer Institute. The

institute wants him tp carry the word on

waste to the Mexican people, who are in

the process of switching from such tradi-

tional products as homegrown beans to

fast foods and other manufactured prod-

ucts. Studying Mexican trash, Gomez-
Bellenge has learned that the Mexican

people, finding a sudden supply o1

Western-style food available, are. espe-

cially ignorant aboul how to package it,

how much to buy, and how long they can

safely keep it. As the research shows, Mex-

icans are already wasting Iwo to three times

as much as Americans on comparable so-

cioeconomic levels do.

Because of the Mexican people's

squeamishness about garbage, Gomez-

Bellenge can't just give a university course

like Rathje's to find workers. Those who
handle garbage are normally looked upon

as pariahs, and few people would take the

course. So Gomez-Bellenge has to hire

people, compensating them not only for

any indignity taut also for the health hazards

they encounter, In Mexico, animals and

humans alike frequently defecate in the

open air. Conseguently, feces is a signifi-

cant component of Mexican garbage. Ev-

erybody in Gomez-Bellenge's lab wears a

mask, but the masks sometimes are not

enough. When Rathje's lab chief visited

Mexico recently to observe the project, he

came away wi:n hepatitis.

But the results, Gomez-Bellenge says,

are worth the risks. When a milk shortage

occurred in Mexico, his data showed that

crisis buying made the shortage much

worse; many Mexicans, fearing the loss of

milk's "magic healing powers," responded

to the shortage by buying all the milk they

could get their hands on. Enormous

amounts spoiled. Gomez-Bellenge's re-

port showed the tenacity of the Mexicans'

superstitions, giving the government a

headstarl in preventing milk shortages in

the future.

Both Rathje and Gomez-Bellenge be-

lieve that garbology will change society by

influencing everyday consumer patterns.

As proof, Rathje points to the work of Lou

Ann Hudson, America's only other gar-

bologisl. Hudson spends her days study-

ing the garbage generated by the frater-

nities and sororities at the University of

Southern California. She has found that

these groups throw out "mountains of vege-

tables, lunch meats, and late-night snacks

without even realizing it." To change one

fraternity's behavior, she taught its mem-

bers such "tricks" as leaving snack foods in

the refrigerator, using sign-up charts for

meals, and replacing unpopular vegeta-

bles with popular ones. "By the time we

were done," she says, "their waste was way

down, and they were saving at least one

ihousard dollars a semester." OQ
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an efficient "orbit-to-orbit tug." Only the

fourth spacecraft, a deep-space injection

stage, would have to be developed from

scratch. It could be a nuclear engine, or an

advanced propulsion system such as ion

drive or an electromagnetic catapult {a

mass driver). Under these conditions,

Sheldon wrote, "planetary flights fall dras-

tically in cost, and even allowing for all the

special payloads that might be required, a

Mars expedition . . . might be priced at a

figure far closer to $10 billion [1 971 dollars]

than to the former estimate of $1 00 billion."

Why go to Mars? Scientist-astronaut Dr.

Kar! Heinze offered one rationale: "The in-

genuity of life outstrips man's imagination,"

he wrote. "Thus life on Mars may indefi-

nitely elude the limited tests and sensors

that can be accommodated on unmanned
probes. When the scientific objectives of a

mission are. complex and not easily pre-

programmed, direct human exploration

may, indeed, be the most cost-efficient ap-

proach,"

The primary goal might be scientific: Ex-

plorations of Martian biochemistry, geol-

ogy mineralogy, meteorology, and clima-

tology could give scientists new insights

into our home planet and its place in

the solar system. But other observers sug-

gest additional motivations for the flight. Dr.

J. Peter Vajk, author of the pro-space
Doomsday Has Been Cancelled, has

pointed ou! that expanded near-Earth

space-industrialization activities in the

1990s would benefit tremendously from

mining ihe easily accessible material re-

sources of Phobos and Deimos and trans-

porting the products back to space col-

onies orbiting the Earth-moon system. A
Mars sortie of this kind could actually pay

its own way, Vajk asserts.

A man-to-Mars expedition may harvest

more than mere scientific knowledge and
valuable raw materials: It may nurture

peace on Earth, Such a project may en-

courage, or even rely on, increased interna-

tional space cooperation— a fusion of

U.S. -USSR technologies— and all the

political compromise that would follow.

The crew-habitation module, designed
to keep the Mars-bound men and women
alive over the long months in deep space,

could be based on the SovietSa/yu! space
station. The Mars landing module would

have to be a combination of Apollo Lunar

Module and Viking Lander technology,

making the United States the obvious

choice to build it. Launching the vehicles

piecemeal into low-Earth orbit could be
accomplished by a mix of Soviet super-

boosters and American space shuttles,

and then the in-orbit assembly would be

done at a Soviet space station where simi-

lar work had already been conducted to

support Soviet manned lunar activity of the

late 1980s. The departure from low-Earth

orbit could be accomplished by using
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nuclear-powered space lugs, reportedly

under development by the Russians. And
the Earth landing module would look a lot

like an Apollo command module. There-

fore, the United Stales should build thai

componenl of the mission, too. The result

would be a truly international space ven-

ture, tying Soviet and American interests

together for at least two years.

So much time is needed to get (o Mars

and back that it makes sense to stay

awhile. Early NASA studies of an "austere"

mission envisionec a I :e;-.ial two months on

the surface. Some flight plans followed

trajectories that required a layover of al-

most a year. Recent studies have suggest-

ed that as early as the second expedition,

the asironauts should set up a base camp
and wait for the arrival of a relief party two-

and-a-half years later The costs of such a

semipermanent settlement, according to

recent analyses- at several universities,

need not be significant :y higher than those

of brief visits— if the Martian explorers can

learn to "live olf the land."

One specialist in this type of preliminary

Mars colonization is physicist Penelope J.

Bostpn, of the Laboratory for Atmospheric

and Space Physics at the University of Col-

orado, in Boulder. In a series of studies

begun in 1978, Boston and her colleagues

have tried to define the processes by which

Mars explorers could obtain water, air, and

food from native Martian resources. Water

appears to be easiest, and oxygen can be

obtained from chemical reactions fed by

plentiful carbon dioxide gas. Crops could

be grown in plastic structures inflated to

several times the ordinary surface pressure.

Meanwhile other team specialists have

examined more far-reaching and mind-

boggling possibilities for Mars. According

to graduate students Christopher McKay
and Steven Welch, human settlers on Mars

may eventually be able to alter the climate

of the entire pianette make il more hospita-

ble for'human colonization. But such plans

are centuries from realization, while Mar-

tian greenhouses could be producing food

for the first settlers within two decades.

The necessary political decisions are the

very last hurdle between the dream and the

reality, and arguments for a "go" are be-

coming more compelling every year. Mars

is waiting, glistening brighter.OQ
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altering the size of the room and hence
changing its acoustic properties. The re-

sult is a performance hall at Ihe command
of the musicians and a magnificent re-

search tool aimed at isolating the elusive

elements of acoustic design.

Affable and enthusiastic, Peutz cites the

gains made in his 25 years as an acoustic

consultant. "People make something mag-
ical of acoustics," he says, "but it's not a

prescientific process. We can come within

ten percent of a chosen reverberation time

[a measure of reflectivity or richness], more
precise than a structural engineer who
usually overbuilds by a factor of three."

For Peutz, the bad name his trade has

garnered is partly attributable to the ex-

cessive demands placed on acousticians.

To get the most from a new concert hall,

promoters will ask that it be designed for a

variety of acous>;:aily disparate uses. Un-

fortunately, what's good for Beethoven—

a

lot of reverberation - is not terribly good for

reciting Shakespeare, which requires less

reflection for greater definition. The result

can be a compromise satisfying no one.

Peutz's solution was to build flexible

halls— an idea he tried on a small scale in

the Netherlands and Yugoslavia before at-

tempting the ultimate flexibility of L'Espace.

-In pointing out these impossible de-

mands, Peutz does not entirely absolve his

profession. Acousticians, he believes,

have become overdependent on reverber-

ation time as a catchall description of re-

sponse. Because it is the most precisely

defined and easily measured .acoustic

variable, reverberation lime becomes an

easy focus for experimentation. But acous-

ticians sometimes ignore the equally im-

portant element of timbre, or tonal quality.

Just as the same note sounds different on a

violin or an oboe, two halls with the same
reverberation time are not identical.

It was Peutz who insisted that the size of

L'Espace, as well as the interior surfaces,

be adjustable. The mobile ceiling sections

allow researchers to hold the reverberation

lime constant while altering its other qual-

ities. Their hope is to replicate the acous-

tics of existing halls, or to test concert-hall

designs still on Ihe drawing board.

The challenge of IRCAM's new instru-

ment is learning how to play it. Peutz ran a

few of his own experiments, but the initial

research responsibilities went to an Ameri-

can, Gerald Bennett. "We're looking to find

strict cause and effect between the physi-

cal state of the room and the acouslic

data," Bennett explains, demonstrating

L'Espace with fhe sharp handclaps acous-

ticians love. At the time most of the panels

were set for reflection; so the noise took a

long time to die. He spoke of the opening
ceremony in October 1978, when his

commentary disappeared and reappeared

as the prisms turned.

Beyond efforts to predict and analyze,

Bennett began working on an even more

basic question; What does the human ear

like to hear? This research constitutes the

infant science of psychoacoustics, where

the new hall is again an invaluable aid.

"Physical and psychoacoustic research

will always go hand in hand," Bennett

notes, citing plans for a series of "peopled"

experiments. He proposes to play back a

recorded performance with the hall set in

various modes, and then seek audience

preference. With the performance stand-

ardized, only the acoustics will be on trial.

Unlike most research tools, L'Espace

has a practical side. Bennett ebulliently

describes L'Espace as "an absolutely

first-class recording studio," Performers

and technicians will be able to manipulate

the sound without electronic alterations.

They can also record in the clarity of a

non reverberant environment and provide

each musician with artificial reverberation

to prevent the natural tendency to play

quickly and harshly in dry acoustic set-

tings. Boulez recently conducted the first

complete recording of Alban Berg's Lulu in

L'Espace, and French television used the

hall as afocal point for an extensive series

on contemporary music.

Bennett has since turned his energies

toward synthesizing the singing voice.

Then the reins of L'Espace were turned

over to Jean-Pierre Armand, who heads

IRCAM's acoustic laboratory. Armand de-

lineated some of the more prosaic difficul-

ties he has had with the hall, such as ensur-

ing that it meets Paris fire and safety codes.

The French building bureaucrats decided

that fhe mobile ceilings in L'Espace were

really "elevators," subjecting IRCAM ad-

ministrators to a raft of unexpected regula-

tions.

Even with those problems solved,

L'Espace Is proving a hard instrument to

master. Armand has been striving to un-

derstand its enigmatic qualities, at the

same time drakiny ouk-ide heiptoaid in his

endeavor. "This hall is unique in the world,"

says (he French experimentalist. "We want

to make it available to all who can benefit

from it, just as a telescope or a linear ac-

celerator is free and open to research

physicists."

IRCAM, which operates as part of the

controversial Pompidou Center, is now
considered a leader in musical research.

Many of the experiments involve sound

synthesis, such as Bennett's project, or

computer-assisted composition. Public

performance is only a secondary objective.

Nonetheless, the temptation to show off

L'Espace is almost irresistible, its spectator

space is as flexible as its acoustic prop-

erties, offering a potential capacity of 400.

Some of the avant-.garde ideas coming
from IRCAM composers are writlen with

their hall in mind, and more traditional

music, theater, and even dance have also

been attempted. Should flexible concert

halls become a trend, we may soon see
conductors cueing the walls as they direct

their performers.DO
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between— and under ihe floor. The look is

reminiscent of NASA's best efforts, but

there is another presence here. Books
about the Sahara line one counter, and on

the kitchen table sits a primitive hand-
carved wooden bowl, revealing the hidden

influence behind the ADV— Africa.

After studying flamenco guitar in Spain

in the early Seventies bakewell spent a

year and a half driving across the Sahara in

. a Land Rover on a quest to find the re-

nowned British explorer Wilfred Thesiger,

who had opened up to Westerners vast

areas of Ethiopia in the 1930s. He suc-

ceeded in finding him in the Kenyan bush.

And Thesiger helped Bakewell plan a solo

trip across central Ethiopia, a ten-week

journey by camel, retracing his first trek 40
years earlier. "On that trip I began to reeval-

uate my life— the difference between what
you need and what you want," Ted says.

"In the desert you learn to husband your

resources. There I was living with verv few

conveniences but, nevertheless, with this

incredible feeling of well-being." Bakewell

developed a deep appreciation of the. des-

ert cultures, recalling that the Dinka
tribesmen of Sudan "were so primitive-

looking they seemed futuristic." Thesiger

had developed a lifelong obsession with

the destructive impact of machines on Afri-

can cultures; Bakewell, an ardent
Buckminster Fuller fan, was beginning to

appreciate the potential impact of African

culture on the technology of the West.

"The reason the technology of the Afri-

can is so difficult for Americans to under-

stand is that it's not usually expressed in

hardware." To cross the Sahara, the Tuareg

tribesmen depend on a sophisticated

knowledge of camels, an intuitive sense for

the desert, and relatively simple clothing.

An intimate relationship with the micro-

climate. "The fact we need so much stuff to

survive is an indictment of how inefficient

our technology really is," Ted continues.

"The point is for us to benefit from the primi-

tive tribes, from the types of technology

they can offer, instead of just thinking that

only the 'modern' technology we have de-

veloped in the West is valid. We can com-
bine them in ways to get the best of both."

Armed with his African perspective,

Bakewell began educating himself about
low-energy living systems. Returning to St,

Louis and the family business in 1974, he
soon began introducing his ideas into the

company's operations. He set up his living

quarters in an uninsulated warehouse fur-

nished with industrial discards. His bed,

placed on a three-level scaffold, he cov-

ered with Army surplus parachutes to keep
the heat in. A rubber front door allowed him

to slither in, shutting the cold outside. The
kitchen he'stocked with futuristic variations

on home appliances, some destined to

make their way into the ADV.

Meanwhile, in rural Illinois, Jantzen was
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beginning to dabble in energy-efficient ar-

chitecture as an adjunct to his main interest

in the fine arts. He built two passive solar

houses, using standard agricultural build-

ing components, then a vacation house
fashioned from halt of a modular silo dome
(a recurrent theme in his work). Next came
his present computer-monitored house,

which is so efficient that utility bills' have

never exceeded £18 a month. Inspired by

his artwork and his wife, Ellen, an expert in

low-energy organic-food production,

Jantzen was coming to appreciate simpler,

more autonomous structures.

•It was inevitable thai Bakewell and
Jantzen should meet. Soon after Ted's

warehouse experiment went up in smoke,

he read about Jantzen's work in a newspa-

per and contacted him by phone. They

talked over their plans to create the ultimate

mobile home. They mapped out the speci-

fications of the mass-producible autono-

mous dwelling. It had to be small enough to

be towed down highways, to fit on a train, a

barge, or an oceangoing container ship. It

had to have high wind stability, lightning

protection, and adequate storage. And one

should be able to grow some food onboard

in a greenhouse space. And all this in a

package carefully balanced so it could be
airlifted to distant places by helicopter.

The result is the Cybernetic Nomad,
high-tech Tuareg style. "I was bent oh hav-

ing the highest-quality life-style with the

least amount of physical hardware to

achieve it," Bakewell says. Take the cap-

sule's water system, for example. In 15

minutes enough rainwater is collected from

runoff to handle Bakewell's needs for four

months. Stored in expandable bladders,

the water is' pumped to the kitchen-balh

area by hand, and gray water is purified for

reuse. "It's ingrained in our culture that

once water is used, it's gone, thrown away
My gray water runs back through filter sys-

tems guaranteed to remove even polio

virus. 1 have to be hypercautious, because
it's me living here. Every aspect of the

house exceeds the building codes for

mobile homes, which isn't too difficult."

"The ADV was an experiment to test out

some of the basic physical needs of au-

tonomy," Janize i says. Already some of the

hardware is obsolete Bakewell has to go
elsewhere to do his laundry, and the cap-

sule isn't a vehicle in the true sense, but a

trailer that has to be pulled.

But the ADV finds its strength as a sketch

of a new design aesthetic, going beyond

the physical to consider how we may live in

the future. Jantzen admits that new
technologies and materials are creating "a

strange-looking architecture that we're

sometimes afraid of. People don't like to

have their aesthetics changed. It's hard,

and it hurts. The biggest problem with the

ADV has been acceptance of the way it

looks," he continues. "But it is more impor-

tant even than blending with the landscape
that a house blend with the working of the

landscape. There's nothing wrong with

contrast." OO

FIL/

effects— they are important. They should

be integrated by the director. That to me is

orchestration; that is performance. And
performance is everything. There are cer-

tain moments in films, certainly in Blade

Runner, where the background, whether it

be a figure or landscape, is just as impor-

tant as the actor."

With its surreal urban sprawl and wind-

and rainswept streets, Blade Runner's

landscape could engulf all but the most

powerful of actors. The inspiration for the

film's ambience is Edward Hopper's haunt-

ingly lonely painting Nlghthawks, which

depicts a group of urban survivors frozen in

silent meditation in the stark light of an all-

night diner. "I was constantly waving [a re-

production of] this painting under the

noses of the production team to illustrate

the look and the mood I was after" Scott

says. Further "atmosphere" was made by

overlays of the hallucinatory, skewed
Heavy MeraMike environment that Scott

likes. The third visual element was supplied

by set designer and SF artist Syd Mead
(who had designed the V'Ger ship for the

movie Slar Trek). Mead designed the film's

many futuristic vehicles, including the fly-

ing "spinner" police cars, He also influ-

enced the street plans and the heavily

layered, "beehive" design of the New York

City that would exist 40 years hence. (A

quick shot of the Chrysler Building is

layered into a corner of the screen at one

point as a "sort of throw-away referent.")

"Mead's style is very specific," Scott

elaborates. "When he delivers an illustra-

tion, you can talk about its subject in great

detail because you have an intricate repre-

sentation in front of you. Syd's reasoning is

always based on fact, or industrial specula-

tion, if you will, so that it's quite convincing."

Douglas Trumbull— sometimes consid-

ered the greatest special-effects man in the

world— was also on the Blade Runner
team. Using miniatures, matte paintings,

and a host of other tricks, Trumbull pro-

duced the film's model cityscapes, spinner

chase scenes, and "black hole" guns. "The

environmental decisions were fascinating

but difficult," Scott continues. "The night-

mare in the back ot your mind is that it will

merely become an intellectual speculation

about what the city will look like in forty

years. Nothing more. The film's final

look"— he waves his arms— "must be' au-

thentic, not just speculative."

Scott does, however, care about his

characters. "Blade Runner — which, by the

way, is the code name for the bounty hunt-

er—is essentially written around its central

character Harrison Ford's role is a bit Mar-

lowesque, like someone out of Raymond
Chandler He is a reluctant hero who prefers

lo work alone, although his emotional and
physical relationship with a female replicant

adds a certain complexity to his figure."

Blade Runner's replicant population also

raises ethical issues ir Scott'? mind that he

cannot totally subsume under his preoc-

cupation with style.

"If a society decided to produce a sec-

ond-class generation or species," he won-

ders, "if it could breed from test-tube level a

perfect batch of male and femaie speci-

mens to be usee as organ and limb donors,

then that society would probably develop-

them with subhuman capabilities. You

wouldn't want your twin objecting to your

going to its cupboard to remove its kidney

The fact that the replicants in Blade Runner

are indeed intelligent further complicates

the situation. Immediately you have a huge

morality problem.

"I must say I'm not comfortable with

these issues," he confesses. "Making a film

is to some extent like wielding a propa-

ganda weapon. Either you take a clean-cut

position that you're making films that enter-

tain, or you make 'statement' films. In 8/ade

Runner, I would go so far as to say the

design is the statement. I think if you take a

look at New York and its logistics, it is con-

ceivable that a city could evolve along

Blade Runner's multileveled, multitextured

lines. It's simpler to build on or around an

existing structure. The new sitting on the

old— isn't that a statement of sorts?"

A clever reply, but an evasive one. When
pressed for final comment on the film's un-

derlying ethical problems, Scott hesitates.

Around him is the ebb and flow of produc-

tion—electricians shouting, futuristic vehi-

cles rumbling down the street. Finally he

answers. "I'm not going to tap-dance

around that question and be accused of

making a statement movie. That would be

ridiculous. There is simply no intentional

message in this picture, although people

will probably read all sorts of things into any

film. Basically, I see moviemaking as creat-

ing entertainment. If I'm not in the business

to entertain, what am I in this business for?"

Footnote: Philip K. Dick originally con-

ceived of the androids as fairly emotion-

less, soulless, inhuman entities. Scott has

envisioned the replicants as quasi-super-

human on the spiritual plane as well as in

physical prowess. Style or content? This

director will never tell.

But maybe the penultimate irony of this

movie is the passing of Dick this past

March. Although he originally spoke out

against the "trivialization" of his Electric

Sheep novel, the author had enthusiasti-

cally endorsed the final Blade Runner
script, pointing out that the new scenario

'beautifully reinforced my book." Dick first

met Scott not long before his death, and

this encounter dispelled his irritation at not

being involved with the film's production.

Dick was then shown 20 minutes of B/ade

Runner footage, which he enthusiastically

embraced as "fantastic."

The final irony, of course, is the fact that

Phil Dick is never going to see the first

full-length cinematic adaptation of any of

his prolific writings. Not only can death

sometimes be unexpected, but it can also

be terribly unfair. DO
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12. The map is an outline of those slates

of the Union that do not louch either an

inlernational border, a coastline, or a Great

Lake.

popular radio comedy Lum and Abner.)

20. Delaware, Pennsylvania, and (just

barely) New Jersey. As can be seen here,

the northmost boundary of Delaware is the

arc of a circle. The arc was originally sur-

veyed in 1701 to define the area granted to

William Penn by the Duke of York in 1682.

The duke granted Penn Ihe land within a

circle having a 12-mile radius around "ye

13. Florida-Georgia and Illinois-Indiana.

14. As a rule, all east-west highways in

the United States are even-numbered;

thoroughfares that run generally north and

south are given odd numbers. Hence, the

Wyoming to New Mexico route is 1-25.

15. Four Corners Monument marks the

common point of contact of Colorado, New
Mexico, Arizona, and Utah.

16. Honolulu is closer to San Francisco

(2,392 miles) than to Los Angeles (2,557

miles).

17. Arkansas. As shown below, its six

southerly neighbors are Missouri, Tennes-

see, Mississippi, Louisiana, Texas, and

Oklahoma.

end of ye Horse Dyke at New Castle." The

center of the circle was later defined as the

courthouse spire in New Castle. For a very

short distance, all of which is over the Del-

aware River, the arc also separates New
Jersey and Delaware.

21. The Salton Sea. Beginning in 1905,

the'Colorado River broke through some
weak levees in southern California and for

two years continued flooding a huge salt

marsh, creating the Salton Sea. It grew to

445 square miles before it was contained,

but seepage and evaporation have re-

duced its area to 250 square miles.

22. The world's shortest named river is

the D River, Lincoln City, Oregon. It con-

nects Devil's Lake with the Pacific Ocean
and is 440 feet long at low tide.

18. Jim Thorpe, Pennsylvania. In 1954

the town of Mauch Chunk renamed itself to

honor the athlete who had died the year

before.

1 9. Trulh or Consequences, New Mexico.

The popular radio show hosted by Ralph

Edwards offered to hold its tenth-

anniversary program in any city or town that

would change its name to Truth or Conse-

quences. On March 31 , 1950, the people of

Hot Springs, New Mexico, voted four to one

to accept the offer, The new name took

effect the next day (April Fool's Day).

(If you said-Fine Ridge, Arkansas, give

yourself five extra-credit poinls. In 1936 the

town of Waters, Arkansas, officially

changed its name to Pine Ridge in tribute to

the fictional city that was the locale of the

112 OMNI

23. Lake Huron. Manitoulin Island, on the

Canadian (Ontario) side of the lake, has

more than 100 freshwater lakes, the largest

being Manitou Lake. There are several is-

lands in Manitou Lake; the largest, called

Roper Island, is approximately 1,500 feet

long.

24. No one knows. North and South

Dakota, the thirty-ninth and fortieth states,

were admitted at the same time, and Presi-

dent Benjamin Harrison kept the texts cov-

ered while signing both proclamations.

25. Colorado. There is a 1,500-square-

mile section of this state that was not in-

cluded in the Louisiana Purchase oi 1803

or the annexation of Texas in 1845. Nor was

it acquired through treaty with the Ute Indi-

ans, who apparently never laid claim to it

themselves.

In 1936, according lo the Colorado His-

torical Society, the area, which includes the

town of Breckinridge, officially became
part of the United States. The agreement,

however, came with a stipulation that the

section of land keep "the right to be a free

and independent kingdom three days each

year" Since then a "No Man's Land" festival

has been held there every year in August.

26. Q.

27. Florida and Rhode Island.

28. Wyoming.
29. Utah.

30. Kentucky and New Jersey.

31. Ohio.

32.Wrangell, Alaska, and Agawam,
Massachusetts (near Springfield), have the

highest and lowest zip codes of any U.S.

cities (99929 and 01001, respectively).

33. San Bernardino County, California, is

easily the largest; with 20,119 square

miles, it is larger than nine states of the

United States. The island of Hawaii is next

with 4,021 square miles. Yellowstone Na-

tional Park has 3,468 square miles, making

it larger than Delaware, with 2,057. Resi-

dents ot Manhattan Island live in New York,

New York, New York. At 23 square miles,

New York County is the smallest county in

the United States. Still, New York's Central

Park is about twice the size of the entire

principality of Monaco.

34. Florida. The highest point in the state,

just southeast of Paxton, in Walton County,

is 345 feet above sea level.

35. Colorado. Its lowest spot, some
3,350 feet above sea level, is ihe Arkansas

River in Prowers County.

36. The highest point in the contiguous

states (Mount Whitney, California, 14,494

feet) is about 85 miles from the lowest point

in Death Valley (-282 feet). They are both in

Inyo County, California.

37. Nearest number; 30. Canada's
southernmost point is Middle Island, just

south ot Pelee Island. Both are in Lake Erie,

east of Toledo and about 60 miles south-

east of Detroit. The latitude line of Middle

Island intersects such states as Nebraska.

Utah, Nevada, and California. In fact 27

states— more than half of the United

States— lie to some degree north of this

point.

38. Residents of Point Roberts, Washing-

ton, must drive through British Columbia to

get to the rest of their state. The north-

ernmost point in the contiguous United

States is part of Minnesota. It is a peninsula

that extends from the province of Manitoba

into Lake of the Woods. It is spoken of as

the Northwest Angleor the Red Lake Indian

Reservation. Getting from there to the rest

of Minnesota means a drive of nearly 50

miles through Manitoba. The two areas are

shown at the top of ihe next column.



One hundred sixty nations will be in Vienna,

Austria, this summer to decide on the future of the

World's space program over the next decade. If you
want to join them you can - by participating in and
helping to fund the non-governmental organization

conference that is officially a part of this world
event.

A signed, numbered, silk-screened collector's

edition of this beautiful poster by artist Dorothy
Nicklus is available for $48.00 plus mailing and
handling of $2.75. This is a sensationally low price

for such a collector's item. More importantly, the

proceeds will ensure that the non-governmental

organizations' conference that is officially a part of

this world event will also take place.

The NGO conference is the only way that

representatives of the people, other than govern-

ments, can come from all over the world to say how
they want mankind to develop space.

ORDER NOW , your Mastercard and Visa card

are accepted, phone: (201) 791-9705 or send
check for $48.00 plus $2.75 postage charge to:

UNISPACE NGO'S '82

Box 438
Eimwood Park, New Jersey 07407
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ON TDK
Music sets the tone in

your life. Creates a
"

world of enjoyment all

your own. If you want
nothing to interfere,

choose TDK.
TDK cassettes make

music live. With a per-

formance as full and
vibrant as the original.

In its special way TDK
does more than record.

It recreates. Music is

magic. Don't lose any of

if, now that you know
where it
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39. South Dakota. In Ihe 1880s the line

surveyed down from the north missed the

one that had been drawn up from the south

by about a mile. The two lines were con-

nected anyway, and a slight jog can be

seen on any map of South Dakota, where it

meets the Montana-Wyoming borderline.
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40. Alaska. Amatignak Island, in the

Aleutian Islands, at 179° west, is the wes-

:orrrnost point.

41. Alaskal The 180° line of longitude

cuts through the Aleutians, and several is-

lands are technically in the Eastern Hemi-

sphere. Semisopochnoi Island, near 179°

east longitude and just west of the 180"

line, is the easternmost point in ihe United

States. The easternmost point in the con-

tiguous states is West (!) Quoddy Head,

Maine.DO
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three are: magnetic storms caused by
sunspois, magnetic anomalies, and, for

reasons he can't fully explain, the time of

day. He has found the magnetic sense is

weakest at six in the morning and six in the

evening, Manchester time. And at a lec-

ture, Able and Walcott heard Baker men-
tion a fourth variable: the way people orient

their bodies while sleeping.

Baker was having a mysterious problem
, with a student who at first did really well on
his tests but whose performance later de-

teriorated. Baker found that in the midst of

the experiment the student moved to dif-

ferent quarters. A check of the neighbor-

hood showed there was nothing there to

explain his change in sensitivity. The only

difference was that the person's bed was
oriented on an east-west axis, whereas be-
fore ii had been aligned north and south.

Armed with this insight, Baker went back
over his data and found that those who had
done best on bolh his bus experiments and
the chair experiment were those who slept

aligned with the compass needle, espe-
cially those with their heads pointing north.

Those who did the worst slept on an east-

west axis. The implication of this, Baker

says, is that there is a kind of magnetic

receptor in our heads that somehow re-

sponds to the way our body is oriented.

When Able heard this conclusion, he re-

calls, "I was dumbfounded. It's bizarre."

But there may well be a magnetic recep-

tor, or sense organ, in our heads, almost

where Baker in his book predicted it would
be. He and a colleague, zoologist Janice

Mather, have recently located a concentra-

tion of some magnetic material, an oxide of

iron, behind the nose, in the bony walls of

the sinuses. "This could be the magnetic
sense organ," Baker suggests. "We can
only guess at how it might work, but
perhaps turning fl in the magnetic field

produces magnetic or electrical changes
that trigger nearby nerves."

It is tricky to prove this one clump of iron

is a magnetic receptor, because iron is dis-

tributed- throughout the human body. "Still,

it's encouraging," says Walcott, "that Baker
has found iron in humans in the same place
it's found in mice, tuna, and porpoises."

Less encouraging and convincing are

other data. For instance, in one chapter
Baker argues that because men are pre-

disposed to do solitary exploring over long

distances, they have come under social

pressure to become more adept at long-

distance navigation. Baker's experiments
demonstrating this were poorly controlled,

and his supporting data are ambiguous.
"Given his data," says a skeptical Walcott,

"it's hard to be convinced."

Still, the notion of a sixth sense is fas-

cinating. Even, more fascinating is Baker's

notion that this sense can even be im-

proved. "Get rid of those bits of noise," he
says, "and it's not bad."DO

TVRO SYSTEMS can now provide you with the wave of the future:

state-of-the-art satellite TV reception. No more snowy or ghostly pro-

grams. No more shows with the color or even the entire picture fading

in and out. You can have a "studio" perfect picture on any of over

sixty channels at the touch of a button.

Imagine . . . being able to take your choice of any type of program-

ing available — from old movies to current releases. In addition, you
can enjoy events "live" from Kennedy Center, stage shows from Las

Vegas news from around the world and even 24 hour sports. Plus, there

are many other exciting programs available which we can't even begin

to telf you about. Don't you think you owe it to your family to get a

satellite system now?
Check out our Ultimate System. These systems are in limited supply.

They are the best available for home systems. In fact, they are going

into some of the most exclusive homes in the country. Our system was
recommended by the architect, the engineers and the contractor —
before we knew about it.

The satellite system consists of a dish antenna, a 100-degree low

noise preamplifier and a receiver (the Micro-Design remote controlled

receiver). This is the only receiver we know of that can control from
anywhere in the room. It's so sophisticated — it's utterly simple to use.

We will sell you a system and will deliver and install it virtually

anywhere in the United States or the southern Canadian provinces for

only 415,9751 Then we will guarantee the electronics for a year and
the antenna for five years. Everything we sell ... we service, too!

If this system happens to be just a bit "rich" for your taste, TVRO
Systems has other satellite systems from $3,000 plus accessories.

When you are ready, contact us for additional information, including

e and address of our closest dealer for a live demonstration.

MAIL THIS AD FOR MORE INFORMATION TO:

TVRO SYSTEMS
(Box 1927)

Brookings, Oregon 97415

(503) 469-4574 sales * service * consultation

CALL TOLL FREE:
51 28Cont.U.S."800-S22-1 500ext.51 28CA«800-S54-2622exr.51 28 AK&HW

:arte Blanch?.. Dinners. American Express bank card or wire transfer.
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THEGREATPSI HUNT— Multitudes of flipped coins, intuited cards,

spaons.filledparapsychalogyjourrials. Vet tor all their work', parapsychf

trouble reproducing. Iheir results from one experiment to (he next. Now the

changing. Wielding an arsenal of sophisticated technology, including chambt

that envelop- subjects 2 in -an ether of sensory-deprivation, researchers sav they h

begun producing evidence of telepathy, even telenr ,T'F'~ tim

more aboul the new case for psychic phenomena, or psi, reai

HOUSEWIVES IN SPACE— Career women, hdmematers. t

types, they all took part in an extraordinary five-ye'ar'.experin

Research' Center iofind out whether the average woman h;

travel ih-space.- After undergoing the grueling', astronaut-cat

stamina, the epiort-c el utof anAnipricanien

traveler is long overdue— and perhaps the. first. astronaut should ha 1

woman. To find out how these courageous women did it,

ht stuff" to

.

tests of physic

June

THE MARKETING OF DR. CARL SA6AN—The famous astronomer has discov-

'

sred another world—of multimillion-dollar book advances, high-powered agents,

and movie rights. He is master of at least three kindsor -cosmos: the well-known TV

"

series, the book, and the Cosmos record, wh ys is now'

"numberoneonthecharts in South Atnca." Admirers calThim a latter-day Leonardo.

Detractors cal! him popularizer. a label Sagan himself, wears with pride. Next

month's Omni takes you inside Sagan's far-flung— sometimes far-out— enterprises.-

'

LOREN EiSELEY'S LOST NOTEBOOKS— For morethan 20 yearsthe revered and

celebrated naturalist Loren Eiseley kept a private journal, in which he gave free play

lo his thoughts on nature, the universe, and his fellowman. Some of these musings

found their way into his published work, but others lay buried in the pages of his

notebooks, unread' and nearly forgotten. Now, in an Omni exclusive, excerpts

from his journals are being published for the firs! time. For a special lookal one. of

the "great gentle spirits of this century," as he's been .called., see- our June issue.

FICTION— In
J
'The Accident," by Polish science-fiction writer Stanislaw Lem, a

rescue party is organized: to search for a robot that has vanished. Howard Waldrop.

who won a Nebula Award for his story 'The Ugly Chickens," has wntten another

winner, "Ike at the Mike," about music and politics the way They might have been.

renaissance in rocking chairs when she

prescribed one to ease Kennedy's aching

back in the Oval Office. Pianist Glenn

Gould sits on a sawed-off chair instead of a

I piano bench. Bobby-Fischer insisted on an

Eames chair for a world chess champion-

ship game against Boris Spassky. Like

shoes, chairs should be the proper fit for

their individual purpose.

Here are some other seats to match func-

tion as well as the human form.

The Bodysonic, developed in Japan, is a

musical chair. It has a built-in sound system

that literally plays the music through the

body, using "bone conduction" to enhance

the bass response. The Bodysonic system

is available in easy chairs, office chairs, bar

Stools, or simply cushions.

Chicago-based architect Darcy Bon-

ner's wearable chair is a minimal seating

concept that consists simply of a pair of

jointed leg braces that are strapped to the

calf. The ultraportable chair allows people

on Ihe run to sit down. But it also has a more

serious application: as an orthotic device

for arthritis victims.

Amateur stargazer John Riggs, of Ken-

more, New York, rigged himself a chair that

is actually a miniature observatory. The as-

tronomer's chair has a built-in telescope, a

cushioned headrest, and a loot-controlled

azimuth adjuster, so that Riggs can scan

the heavens in complete comfort without

ever rising from his seat.

A high-tech birthing chair from Century

Manufacturing Company, in Aurora, Ne-

braska, allows Western women to do what

pregnant women in more primitive so-

cieties have done all along; deliver from an

upright rather than a supine position. In

former times the trousseaus of wealthy

women often included jeweled birthing

stools, providing owners with a gravity as-

sist for their labors. The modern, stream-

lined version of the seat is made of high-

impact plastic.

A group of physiotherapists in Norway

determined that the healthiest way to sit is

on your knees. The result of their research

is the series of kneeling Balans chairs,

marketed by HAG USA, of Chicago.

To see just what a sitter is sitting on,

Mircea Arcan and Maurice Brull, of Israel's

Tel Aviv University, have developed a chair

equipped with 2,000 optical sensors that

provide a video display of every sitting -

contact— from shoulder to heel. The chair

was designed to provide visual feedback

for physical therapy, which until now has

relied mostly on guesswork to reteach

people how to use debilitated muscles, It

may also be the ultimate tool in designing

all types of future seating, from pilots' ejec-

tor seats to dentist chairs. The optical chair

has just one significant blind spot: It can'l

measure psychological comfort. And Ben-

jamin Franklin, inventor of the modern rock-

ing chair said, "To the discontented man,

no chair is easy"DO



Personal computer breakthrough!
$149.95

Now, revolutionary technology brings you a personal computer for only $149.95
Try the Sinclair ZX81 in your home for 10 days at no risk.

Here's (he persona! com;.n:ter vou'vebeen
wairrngfor: The Sinclair 7.XS1. It's acorn-
plete, powerful computer that can be yours
for the remarkably low price of only S :4'.».'J5.

And Just so you can see for yourself what a

I
' itsonal computers [he

ZX8! ready is, you can try it in your home
For 10 days at no risk. Simph use the order

form below. Or call toll free.

Unique design makes it affordable.

The ZX81 was designed by Sinclair

Re'.eaich, the largest ma.nuiaciurer of per-

sonal computers in the world. It's based on
a radical r.c-v design ihai cuts costs dramati-

cally without ciir-i;ig computer power. The
uniojue Master Chip, for example, replaces

as many as 18 chips used in other personal

computers. And your own TV works as rhe

video display.

It's a remarkably attractive combination of

hicii perl orn-.ancc- and low price. In just a few

months, over 2W,i>:Xl ZXSls have been sold.

Discover what computers are all about.

You can use the 7X81 :o perform some
business functions, though ii isn't a business

computer. You can use it to develop and play
games, though it isn't a razzle-dazzle games
eompu'.er. The ZX51 is a personal computer.
It's the perfect computer to use if you want to

learn about computers.

With Sinclair's si q>by- strip instruction

book, included wim your ZX81, it ^ easy to

understand BASK".' programming. You'll

learn how to use the ZX8 I to 1 " record-keep-

ing and planning, budgets and lists. Youll
leara how its computer graphic features can
be used to develop char;.-, and games, and
what a computer game is nli about. You'll

evtr. discover how it ean be used as an educa-

Sinclair-

tional tool to teach your children math,

spelling, and ot her school subjects. But most
imponar.ilv. vou —and vour children — will

use the ZXS! to discover the excitement of
working with a real computer.

Everything you need for $149.95.

When you order the ZX'il
,
you get the

computer itself. Sinclair's Jfyi-page course in

BASIC programming, and everything you
need to connect the ZX81 to your TV (We
also supply connectors so that you can use a
siandard cassette recorder it you want to

store your programs and data permanently.)

Full service on your ZX81.

With the ZX8i, you don't have to worry
about repairs. If anything aoe.s wTonsi within

90 days, you can reuum ir :o us and we'll fix

it or replace it. FREE. And after 90 days, our
repair service is sail as close as your post office.

Is it for you?

If you're considering buyu:? an expensive

computer bin con'; know trx difference

between PRINT and RUN . . . Ifyou'vegot
children o\cr 10 who are learning about
computers in school . . . Ifyou'vegora

computer at work and wonder what makes it

tick . . . If you want to cbailence yourself in

a new and exciting way . . . Or if you're just

plain curious about computers . . . then the

ZXS I :s the pco'eci pergonal computer for you

You only keep it if you like it.

You can try theZXKl in your home for 10

days with no obligation. If you're not com-
pletely satisfied, simply return it to us for a
full refund.

To order . . .

Simply call toll free, or use the coupon
below. Remember, there's no risk. The
sooner you act, die soccer you can be using

rhe Sinclair ZXM breakthrough personal

computer in your home.

Call toll free 800-543-3000:

Ask for operator #509. In Ohio call:

800-582-1364; in Canada call: 513-729-4300.

Ask for operator -509. I lave your Master-

Card or VISA ready. Phones open 24 hours
a day, 7 days a week. These numbers are for

orders only.

if you just wain information, please write:

Sinclair Research 1 id., ." Sinclair Plaza,

Nashua, NH 03061.

To order call toll-free: 800-543-3000
]

Sinclair Research Ltd.. One Sinclair Plaza, Nashua, NH 03061.

Yesl I'd like to try the Sinclair Z..X8 1 personal computer. I understand that if I'm not completely
satisfied, I can return it in 10 days for a full refund. PRICE! QTY. AMOUNT

Name_

Street_

ZX8! personal computer S 149.95

Add shipping $ 4.95 $4.95

Tiev order enclosed.
TOTAL



EARTH RING

STPvRS
By Richard Levine

In
Vieinam they are called "star dung."

Australians know Ihem as "black

diamonds." And in Campuchea they are

displayed as jewels on a sixth-century

Buddhist temple. "They" are glassy, black

particles known to astronomers as tektites.

According to John A. O'Keefe, a

geophysicist at NASA's Goddard Space

Flight Center, they are evidence that the

earth was at least once banded by a

Saturn-like ring that triggered an abrupt

change of climate millions oi years in the

planet's prehistoric past.

O'Keefe believes lhat some 34 million

years ago there was a powerful volcanic

eruption on the moon. The force of it

spewed molten lava beyond the moon's

weak gravitational field out into space,

where the fragments of lava hardened into

billions of tektites (which comes from a

Greek root word meaning "molten"). Within

a few days the mass of particles was
captured by Earth's gravity and whipped

into orbit over the equator

In time the randomly orbiting cloud of

tektites collapsed into a flat, gauzy ring of

particles measuring approximately 7,000

miles wide but a mere 100 yards thick. This

ring, O'Keefe adds, at a fixed orbit of

about 8.700 miles would have cast an

enormous shadow on the face ot the earth

,

blotting out the sun whenever it moved
above or below the equator. This could

explain, O'Keefe says, why there was a

sudden cold spell on Earth some 34

million years ago, a temperature shift thai

has long mystified scientists.

O'Keefe theorizes lhat the ring lasted

between 100.000 and 1 million years

before its orbit decayed and the particles,

which O'Keefe says resembled wet

prunes, fell to Earth. These tektites

created an enormous deposit, an area

called the Great North American Strewn

Field. It blankets ihe Caribbean, the

central Pacific, and parts of ihe Indian

Ocean. Chemical analysis shows that the

age of the tektites coincides with the time

of the unexplained cold spell.

The traditional scientific explanation for

tektites is thai they are bits of fused glass

formed when asteroids and meteorites hit

the earth. O'Keefe says, however, that

recent discoveries have challenged this

the cause of a prehisicnc ring around Earth.

theory A team of researchers who
analyzed tektites found the particles

contained traces of iridium, a

grayish-white metallic element often

present in extra:er r t>strial bodies, but fhey

found that the particles lacked certain

other elements usually present in

deep-space celestial bodies like

meteorites. "It is clear lhat tektites fell out

of the sky," O'Keefe says, "but probably

not from any distance farther away from

us than the moon."

His interest in tektites began after he

read a study by botanist J. A. Wolfe, who
uncovered evidence of a sudden 30- to

40-degree decline in Earth's temperature

by studying plant fossils from the strewn

field. About 34 million years ago certain

types of warm-weather plants became
extinct, Wolfe observed, and cold-weather

plants began to flourish. It was also at this

time thai the polar ice caps firs! formed.

There is also abundant evidence that

the moon has been volcanically active.

Scientists have observed eruptions and

the venting of gases from lunar summits

since the eighteenth century. And in the

early 1960s two researchers at the Lowell

Observatory, in Flagstaff, Arizona,

recorded what they thought was gas

escaping from a mountain named
Aristarchus. The first manned flight to the

moon confirmed that sighting when space

capsule monitors registered over

Aristarchus a high concentration of alpha

particles, a sign of receni volcanic activity.

The earth's gradual evolution has been

violently disrupted on several occasions.

What caused these disruptions remains

uncertain. For example, the event

responsible for the extinction of the

dinosaurs some 63 million years ago has

not yet been explained satisfactorily.

However, O'Keefe claims there is evidence

suggesting these rings may have formed

around the earth at other times.

More and more people have come to

believe that what caused the extinction of

the dinosaurs was the same thing that

caused this cold spell, O'Keefe says. 'And

if another ring doesn't form sometime in

the next tens of millions of years," he adds,

"I would be surprised." DQ



WHAT IF QUEEN ISABELLA
HAD SAID NO?

|OIN ONE OF THE WORLD'S GREATEST ADVENTURES...
Before Columbus ever set sail it

took him more than 10 years to

persuade the authorities that his

proposed voyages had merit. It was
the ignorance of these rulers that

almost prevented Columbus from
sailing the unknown oceans and
discovering America.

Today, a similar lack of under-

standing is preventing America from
fully harvesting the energy and
material resources of outer space.

Even though we know these

resources are enormous.

The space shuttle will never be fully utilized

in this bare-bones budgetary climate.

Scientists and economists say we
could build industries and settle-

ments in outer space for thousands
of people that would make valuable

products using the enormous

But a major government report

concluded that America is in danger
of losing its ability to take full

advantage of this new frontier.

Down-to-Earth Benefits from
Space...

Studies show that the space
program has been one of the most
productive investments the United
States has ever made. And it

continues to be one of the best

prospects for sustained economic
growth.

Already, communications satellites

help bring education, information

and entertainment to millions of

people around the world. And
weather, crop and other resource

monitoring satellites help save lives

and money. Medical, computer and
electronics technology have also

benefitted from space research and
development. The new jobs, prod-
ucts, services and knowledge
created from the space program are

staggering.

Fact; The Soviets hold the world

record for the longest stay in

space (6 months). And the Rus-

sian goal is a permanently

inhabited space station by 1985.

For the Soviets, industries and
colonies in space are the next
logical step. Yet the Space Shuttle

is two years behind schedule and
is facing more budget cuts.

You can help America and the

world become more active in

exploring and developing the space
frontier by becoming involved with

United For Space, a non-profit

educationalorganization.

A major area of focus of UNITED
For Space is Congress and the

President. Your support means
these key government people will

receive better information concern-

ing the benefits of space explora-

tion and development. Without
timely information they will continue
to ignore and inadequately fund
America's space program.

Perhaps you saw Star Wars, Star

Trek, or The Empire Strikes Back.

Maybe you saw them several times.

And maybe you've spent more
than a few dollars to play 'Space

invaders'.

We have all probably spent many

dollars to be entertained and to

stimulate our imaginations about

space exploration. In order for our

dreams to become reality, though,

we must unite to create a strong

space program.

Space holds tremendous promise
for America and the world. But our
space future is still very uncertain.

NASA's budget is barely 35% of

what it was in 1965. Funding for our

space future has not even kept up
with inflation!

We think that is wrong. If you
think it's wrong, write the President,

your Senators and Representatives

to tell them so. And join us in the

effort to speed the development of

outer space.

Use the coupon. Your participa-

tion—united with others—can help

make the difference.

United for space
P.O. Box 42070
Washington, D.C. 20015

_Yes, I want to help America and the

world develop the space frontier. Please

keep me informed through the special mail

ings and educational resources of United
For Space I understand funds are

urgently needed for public education and I

enclose a ta» ttes^ i

fflfi
-:-'-:

:
:: =Ij-.::----i m :v.

amount of:

10 15 25

50 100 other

Check Enclosed Mon. Order!

. Visa MC Exp, daie_

United For Space aep! .2A

P.O. 60x42070 Washington. D.C. 200'
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Geography 101: You are here

By Scot Morris

What did Tenna see, boys, what did

Tenna see?

She saw what Arkan saw, boys,

she saw what Arkan saw

How much does io weigh, boys,

how much does Io weigh?

She weighs a Washing ton, boys,

she weighs a Washing ton.

What did Delia wear, boys, what did

Delia wear?

She wore a brand New Jersey . .

.

—Traditional song

Science class this month deals with

geography— not with soporific textbook

terrains, but with the fascinating

landscape of odd facts and interesting

tidbits. Our interest is not in "mere theory"

but is firmly grounded on terra firma, most

of it in the good old U. S. of A, Omni

readers in other countries should not

expect to be able to answer every

question correctly (as, of course, every

U.S. citizen should). At a future date we'll

expand our horizons in a quiz to include

the rest of ihis world, and others.

Score yourself according to the

parenthetical point values, penalizing

yourself for wrong guesses, prorating for

partials. A perfect score is 60, but you may

go to the head of the class with any tally

higher than 25. Some questions are

quasi-geography (state and city names,

for example); others deal with facts that

few people are likely io know offhand. Just

check the answers for enlightenment. The

answers begin on the next page. So no

peeking.

GEOGRAPHY LESSON

1

.

Which state of the United States borders

only one other state? ft)

2. What two states border the greatest

number of other states, and how many

neighbors does each have? (2)

3. Which' stile or states have boundaries

formed only by straight lines? (1)

4. Which state or states have boundaries

that are formed with no straight lines? (1)

152 OMNI

5. What three states are named after

famous women? (3)

6. Which state extends farlher

west— Virginia or West Virginia? (1)

7. Whfch city is farther west— Reno,
Nevada, or Los Angeles, California? (1)

8. Which place is farther east— Washing-

ton Island, Wisconsin, or Pensacoia,

Florida? (1)

9. Which is the largest state east of the

Mississippi River? (2)

10. What state has "Home on the Range"

as its state song? (1)

11. What large U.S. city has [he same

name as an animal? (2)

12. What does this map represent? (2)

13. In an alphabetical ordering of the 50

states there are only two instances in

which states that are adjacent on the list

are also adjacent on the map. Name the

two pairs of states that are neighbors both

alphabetically and geographically (2)

14. Interstate highways 25 and 70 both

cross the entire state of Colorado, and

both pass through Denver. On which of

these two highways would you travel from

Wyoming to New Mexico? (1)

15. There is one spot in the United States

where if is possible to stand in four states

at once. Name the states. (2)

16. Is Honolulu closer to Los Angeles or to

San Francisco? (1)

17. A certain state— call it X— borders on

six other states. By choosing the correct

starting points, it is possible to iravel due

south from X into each of the six adjoining

states. What state is'X, and what are its six

southerly neighbors? (3)

18. What U.S. city is named after an

Olympic athlete? (1)

19. What U.S. city is named after a radio or

TV show? (1)

20. What states share a common
boundary that is the arc of a circle? (No,

we're not counting lines of latitude or

longitude as circles.) (2]

21

.

What great American lake did not exist

in the 1800s but was formed by accident in

the twentieth century? (2)

22. "The world's shortest river," according

to the Guinness Book ot World Records,

connects a lake in the United States with

the ocean. In what state is this shortest

river? (1)

23. The photograph below shows part of

the world's largest island in a lake (1.068

square miles in area, according to the

Guinness Book of World Records). On this

island is the world's largest lake in a lake

(41 .09 square miles, also according to

Guinness). In what lake are these

geographic curiosities to be found? (2)

24. Which state was admitted to the Union

first— North Dakota or South Dakota? (1)



25. In one state there is an area that, for

three days every year, is not part of the

United States. Name the state. (1)

26. What is the only letter of the alphabet
that does not appear in the name of any
state? (1)

27. Two states have names that begin with

twocon sonants. Name them. (2)

2B. Name the only state ending ing. (1)

29. Name the only state ending in h. (1)

30. Name the two states ending in y. (2)

31. This stale begins and ends with the

same letter. The letter is not a. Name the

state. (1)

32. What is unique about Ihese two
American cities: Wrangell, Alaska, and
Agawam, Massachusetts. (1)

33. Rank the following in area, from
greatest to least: Delaware, the island of

Hawaii, Ne.w York County, San Bernardino
County, Yellowstone National Park. (2)

34. Geographers have determined the

highest and lowest elevations in each
state. In what state is the lowest highest

point? (1)

35. In what state is the highest lowest

point? (2)

36. Approximately how far apart fin miles),

to within 20 percent, are the highest and
lowest points in the Lower Forty-eight? (2)

37. Approximately how many states of the

United States -5, 10, 15, 20, 30, 40-are
to some degree north of part of Canada?
(1)

38. To travel by- land from Alaska to the rest

of the United States, it is necessary to go
through a foreign country, Canada, There
are two other places in the United States
that are similarly isolated from the rest of

(he country. In what states are these two
areas located? (2)

39. It is a cartoonist's cliche to show Iwo
sections of railroad (or stripes down a
highway) that are surveyed from opposite
directions and fail to meet in the middle.

This surveyor's nightmare actually came
true in the 1880s when the border of one
state was being drawn. The error can be
seen on maps today. Name the state. (1)

40. In what state is the westernmost spot
injhe United States (in degrees of

longitude from Greenwich, England)? (1)

41. In what state is the easternmost spot
(in degrees of longitude from Greenwich)?
(1) __^_
THE EQUATIONS TEST: ANSWERS

Last month we gave you a collection of

36 equivalencies. Each contained the
initials of words that would make it correct,

and readers were asked to find the

missing words. For example, "26 = L. of

the A." would translate to 26 = Letters of

the Alphabet.

Although a few equations may have
alternate answers (let us know!), most
have a best answer, and these are the
ones we had in mind:

I - Wheels on a Unicycle
>1 = ways to Skin a Cat
3 = "Blind Mice (See How They Run)"
4 - Time Zones in the Continental United

States

5 = Digits in a Zip Code
6 = Faces on a Die

7 = Wonders of the Ancient World

8 = Tentacles on an Octopus
9 = Planets in the Solar System
9 = Justices on the Supreme Court
10 = Digits in a Phone Number (including

the Area Code)
I I = Players on a Football Team
12 = Signs of the Zodiarj

12 = People on a Jury

13 - Stripes on the American Flag
14 = Lines in a Sonnet (Alternate

interpretation suggested by Fred

Piscop: Lbs. in a Stone)
14 = Days in a Fortnight

16 = Ounces in a Pound
1 8 = Holes on a Golf Course
20 - Cigarettes in a Pack
24 - Hours in a Day
24 ="Blackbirds Baked in a Pie"

29 = Days in February in Leap Year
32 = Teeth in a Human Mouth
40 - Days and Nights in the Great Flood
50 = "Ways to Leave Your Lover"

54 = Cards in a Deck (with the Jokers)
57 - Heinz Varieties

64 = Squares on a Chessboard (or

Checkerboard). This counts only the

1 x1 squares, of course. How many
squares are there in all, with integral

sides up to8*8?
76 - "Trombones in the Big Parade"
88 = Piano Keys
90 = Degrees in a Right Angle
200 = Dollars for Passing Go in Monopoly
300 = a Perfect Game in Bowling
1.000 = Words That a Picture Is Worth
1.001 = Arabian Nights

GEOGRAPHY LESSON: ANSWERS

1. Maine borders only New Hampshire.
2. Missouri and Tennessee each touch

eight other states.

3. Colorado, Utah, Wyoming.
4. Hawaii.

5. Maryland, for Henrietta Maria, wife of

England's Charles I; Virginia and West
Virginia, both named after England's
Queen Elizabeth I, the Virgin Queen,

6. Virginia extends 95 miles farther west.
7. Reno is farther west.

8. Washington Island, Wisconsin, is east

of Pensacola.

9. Georgia.

10. Kansas.
11. Buffalo. The city was not named after

the animal, however. According to Wiilard

R. Espy in Another Almanac of Words at

Play, fhe city's name is an Indian

corruption of beau fleuve, French for

"beautiful river." This was the exclamation
of Father Louis Hennepin, the French
priest and explorer, when he first saw the

Hudson. But buffalo, the animal, is from
Greek boubalos— in turn from bous, "ox."

CONTINUED ON PAGE 142 153
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